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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred thirty fifth annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on
campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years
of study and preparation for the responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions (Euclid Avenue) and enters the
Coliseum through the four comers of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose
position is in front of the stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, em-
blematic of the endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the
candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recom-
mended them for their degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications and Information Studies, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest comer (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the southeast door and
wearing the colorful hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 6) and of
the colleges and universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession
brings to the platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the deans of
the various colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and
other University officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairperson
of the Board of Trustees, upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distin-
guished group to the platform in two columns from the southeast door. The Trustees of the
University can be identified by their blue gowns with white panels; they also wear blue
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All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped
down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to
wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, and the playing of the
"Star Spangled Banner' and "America the Beautiful", men in academic regalia are







Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Human Environmental Sciences - Maroon
Social Work - Citron
Communications and Information Studies:
Communications - Silver / Gray
Library Sciences - Lemon
Journalism - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its
oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide
panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors
of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws,
white for arts/letters/humanitites, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary
degree consists in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood, From sea to shining sea!
University Marshal
Lois M. Chan, Professor, School of Library and Information Science
Music
Members of the University of Kentucky Wind Ensemble
Conductor
Richard s. Clary, Professor, School of Music
Soloist




Dr. Lee T. Todd, [r., President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INTRODUCTIONS President Todd
COMMENCEMENT REMARKS President Todd
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING DEGREES
Dean M. Scott Smith
College of Agriculture
Dean Thomas C. Robinson




College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Richard W. Furst
Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and Economics
Dean J. David Johnson
College of Communications and
Information Studies
Acting Dean Edgar 1. Sagan
College of Education
Dean Thomas W. Lester
College of Engineering
Dean Robert Shay
College of Fine Arts
Dean Retia Scott Walker
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing
Dean Kenneth B. Roberts
College of Pharmacy
Dean Kay S. Hoffman
College of Social Work
Acting Dean Douglass S. Kalika
The Graduate School
Dean Allan W. Vestal
College of Law
Dean Emery A Wilson
College of Medicine
Dean Leon A. Assael
College of Dentistry
GREETINGS - ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Sandra B.Patterson
President, National Alumni Association
COMMENTS FROM STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
CLASS OF 2002 Jennifer Lynn Kasten
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS PresidentTodd
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS President Todd
PRESENTATION OF WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD PresidentTodd
PRESENTATION OF ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH
H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE President Todd
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Todd
Dr. Everett D. McCorvey, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Todd
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL (Katherine Lee Bates)
RECESSIONAL
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Dissertation: "Rotating Black Holes and the ADS / CFT
Correspondence"
Veysel Akay'", Kandira, Turkey
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nutritional Evaluation of NutridenseTM and Waxy
Com Hybrids for Ruminants"
Mary Jane Alcorn, Saskatoon, Canada
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Critical Determinants of Infant Drug Exposure via the
Breast Milk: Infant Systemic Clearance and Active Transport
Mechanisms Across the Mammary Epithelium"
Donatus Emerenini Ndubuisi Amako"
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Numerical Modeling of a Food Analog, and Heat
Transfer Parameters and Nutrient Retention of Selected Foods
Thermally Processed in Retortable Semi-Rigid Plastic Trays"
Jeong-Hyun An, Seoul, Korea
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Role of Communication Behavior in Outgroup
Evaluations and Perceived Ingroup Evaluations"
Kristen Gray Anderson, Springfield, MA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Validation of the Acquired Preparedness Model: Risk
Factors for Drinking and Depression"
Deborah Smith Armstrong", Louisville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Emotional Distress and Prenatal Attachment in
Pregnancy After Perinatal Loss"
Joshua Thomas Ayers, Denver, CO
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Evaluation of Pyridinium Derivatives as
Central Nervous System Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor
Ligands"
Paul B. Balbo**, Ft. Wayne, IN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Kinetics and Mechanism of the Acetyl-Coenzyme a
Decarbonylase I Synthase (ACDS) Multienzyme Complex of
Methanosarcina Thermophile"
Amy Christine Murphy Balentine, Memphis, TN
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Differences inAttention Allocation, Cognitive
Processing, and Executive Functioning Among ADHD Subtypes"
James Allyn Bates, Columbus, OH
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Viola do Gamba in Italy 1540-1650: The Repertoire
and Performance Practice"
Ernest Frederick Bazen, New Caney, TX
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Environmental and Economic Tradeoffs in Livestock
and Crop Management"
Daniel Edmond Beams", Fort Worth, TX
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Ideology, Agency, and Production in an Andean
Peasant Community: The Collective Struggle for Self-Sufficiency"
Jason A. Berberich", Lakeside Park
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Whole Cell Biocatalysis in the Presence of Supercritical
and Compressed Solvents"
Robert G. Bergosh, Nashville, TN
Major: Chemistry




Dissertation: "Biologically Inspired Potentiometric Sensors"
David Bruce Beverly, Louisville
Major: Music
Dissertation: "John Adams's Opera The Death of Klinghoffer"
William Michael Bewley'", Louisville
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "A Study of the Economic Benefits of Minor League
Baseball"
Cary W. Blankenship, Nashville, TN
Major: History
Dissertation: "Nationalization of Industry in Czechoslovakia in 1945:
Impact on the United States, Britain, France, and the Soviet
Union"
Mary R. Block**, Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: III An Accusation Easily to be Made': A History of Rape
Law in Nineteenth-Century America"
Andrea Gale Blount'", Decatur, GA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Psychologists' Attitudes Toward and Practices With
Lesbians and Gay Men"
Barry Wayne Boardman, Frankfort
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Empirical Analysis of the Relationship Between the Tax
Base and Government Spending: Evidence From State Panel Data,
1977-1992"
Theresa Marcel Botts", Richmond
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Psychosocial Factors on the Academic
Performance of African American Students Attending a
Predominantly White Regional University"
Yucel Bozdaglioglu'", Aydin
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Identity and International Relations: Turkish Foreign
Policy in the Post-world War II Era"
Cormac Cillian Breathnach'". Galway, Ireland
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Mucosal Humoral and Cellular Immune Defense
Mechanisms of the Horse's Upper Respiratory Tract Against
Equine Herpesvirus-1 Infection"
Timothy James Brindle", East Northport, NY
Major: Exercise Science
Dissertation: "Motor Control Aspects of Shoulder Proprioception"
Susan Helaine Brody, Milwaukee, WI
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Construction of the Literary Jew in Texts from
Thirteenth-Century Castile"
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Michael Scott Brown", Ashland
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "New Techniques and Algoritluns for Acquiring,
Restoring, and Displaying Digital Collections"
Shane R. Bruckner, Canton, OH
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "The Role of JNK3 and 4-Hydroxynonenal in
Sympathetic Neuronal Apoptosis"
Barbara Gorby Burcham, Proctorville, OH
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Impact of School-Based Problem-Solving Training on
Middle School Students with Disruptive Behavior"
Karen Gail Calfee-Mason, Waynesburg
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Effect of Dietary Vitamin E on NF-?B Activation in
Rodents Treated with the Hepatic Tumor Promoters,
Phenobarbital and Ciprofibrate"
Jeffrey James Campion, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Mechanism-Based Pharmacodynamic Modeling of
Fluoroquinolone Resistance in Staphylococcus Aureus"
Vigyan Chandra, Mangalore, India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "New Formalisms for Modeling Discrete Event Systems
and Their Interactions"
Kareem Abdel-Hassan Chehade'", Lexington
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Design, Synthesis, and Biochemical Characterization of
to-Modified Famesyl Pyrophosphate Analogues"
Kun Chen'". Beijing, China
Major: Statistics








Dissertation: "Design, Synthesis and Characterization of Neutral
Radical Organic Conductors: The Spiro-BIS (1, s-Disubstttuted
Phenalenyl) Boron System"
Irene O. Chico-wyatt?', Madrid, Spain
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EI Proceso Intertextual En La Obra Literaria Y
Cinematografica De Manuel Altoleguirre"
James Gregory Childers", Kimper
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "A Study of Autoionizing Resonances in Noble Gases
Using (e, 2e) Spectroscopy"
Misook Lee Chung'". Pusan, S. Korea
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Pain Characteristics of and Pain Management Strategies
Used by Adults Seeking Chiropractic Care"
Sopen Kunsrikoaw Chunuan, Songkhla, Thailand
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Patient Satisfaction with Health Care Services Received
During Intrapartum in One Regional Hospital in the Southern
Part of Thailand"
Michael Edward Clark, Chattanooga, TN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Water-In-Fluorocarbon Microemulsion for Novel
Pulmonary Drug Delivery"
Tricia Suzanne Clement, Paducah
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Exclusion Coding Strategies in Pigeons"
Louay M. Constant, Sussex, NJ
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "School Choice and the Political Process: Interest
Groups, Campaign Contributions and Roll Call Voting"
Benjamin Sheffield Cordry
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Reference and Reality: The Metaphysical Significance of
the New Theory of Reference"
John Matthew Cotter, Rockville, MD
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Societal Insecurity and the Reaction of Extremist
Groups in Northern Ireland, Great Britain and the USA"
Sharon Patricia Cox'", Saugerties, NY
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation Into the Relationship
Between Electronic Commerce and State and Local Governments'
Sales and Use Taxes"
Kevin Henry Crow", Dardanelle, AR
Major: History
Dissertation: "Maleficia Aut Beneficia: The Roman Legal Tradition and
Late Antique and Early Medieval Attitudes Concerning Magic
and Divination"
Mary E. Curran, Boston, MA
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Pigs in Space: Ghosts, Gender and Sexuality in
Kentucky's Debate about Hog CAFOs"
Mary Ellen Czesak'", Monsey, NY
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Evolutionary Genetics of Egg Size and Number in a
Seed Beetle, Stator Limbatus"
Carl Thor Dahlman", Fairfax, VA
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Iraqi Kurdish Refugee Migration to Britain and the
United States: Globalization, Governance, and Geopolitics"
Bhas A. Darn
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Preparation, InVitro and In Vivo Evaluation of
Sustained Release Delivery Systems for Salmon Calcitonin and
Human Parathyroid Hormone (1+34)"
Douglas G. Darbro, Carlisle
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Success Rates for Paper and Pencil
Placement Tests and Computerized Adaptive Tests When Used
as a Diagnostic with Course Selection"
Anna Alexis Bogomolets Davis, Walnut Creek, IA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Relative Version of the Finiteness Obstruction Theory of
Wall"
Brian P. Delisle". Ormond Beach, FL
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Proton Modification of Cloned LVA CA Channels"
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Urvee Amit Desai, Mumbai, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Calcium-Binding Recombinant Proteins as Labels in
Bioanalysis"
Christopher Stephen Diaz, Lexington
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Adaptive Consistency Protocols for Local and Wide
Area Distributed Shared Memory Systems"
Francisco Javier Diaz-Ceballos, Medellin, Columbia
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "A Semiparametric Model to Investigate Growth Trend
of Certain Stochastic Processes"
Timothy Thomas Dick, Evansville, IN
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Informed Consent, Scientific Misconduct and the Role
of University Policy: A Case Study of the University of California
Irvine-Center for Reproductive Health"
William R. Dieter", Rochester Hills, MI
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Checkpointing a Multithreaded Distributed Shared
Memory Computer System"
Jinghong Ding, Hangzhou, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Micro-Piezothermoelastic Behavior and Distributed
Sensing/Control of Nonlinear Structronic Beam and Paraboloidal
Shell Systems"
Levent Dirikolu'", Konya, Turkey
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Detection, Quantification and Pharmacokinetics of




Dissertation: "An Investigation into Drug Detection Schemes
Employing Genetically-Engineered Sensing Reagents"
Dena B. Dubal'", Lexington
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Estradiol Protects the Brain Against Stroke Injury:
Potential Mechanisms of Action"
Deborah Jeanine East", Winchester
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Datalog with Constraints: A New Answer-Set
Programming Formalism"
David Lowell Eaton, Owensboro
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "1. Synthesis, Structure and Electronic Properties of
Substituted Pentacenes 2. Approaches to Heterocycle-Fused
Group 8 Metallocenes"
Thomas Wayne Edison, Lousville
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Afro-Caribbean Novels of Resistance of Alejo
Carpentier, Quince Duncan, Carlos Guillermo Wilson, and
Manuel Zapata Olivella"
Kuen Chee Ee, Klang, Malaysia
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Finite Element Modeling and Analysis of Residual
Stresses in 2-D Machining"
Brian Nicholas Eigel", Christiansburg, VA
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "The Regulation and Function of the Cardiac Sodium-
Calcium Exchanger is Responsible for Calcium Dyshomeostasis
During Anoxia/Reoxygenation in Guinea-Pig Ventricular
Myocytes"
Kelly Anjohnette Ellis**, Murfreesboro, TN
Major: English
Dissertation: "Womanist Conjure: Voodoo Narratives in the Fiction of
Black Women Writers"
Xiang Pang", Changsha, China
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Web Site Design Factors and Usability: A Navigation
Structure Experiment"
Agatha Jane Peltus'', Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Luminescence Sensing Systems for Biomolecules:
Applications in Cellular Analysis"
Yurdagul Ferhatoglu
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Basis of Safening of the Herbicid Clomazone by the
Organophosphate Insecticide Phorate in Cotton and Studies on
Clomazone Mode of Action"
Jonathan David Fisher", Schaumburg, IL
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Personal Bankruptcy Filings: The Effects of Bankruptcy
Laws and Government Transfer Programs"
Thomas Francis Fisher'", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Perception Differences Between Groups of Employees
in Predicting the Factors That Influence a Return to Work After a
Work-Related Musculoskeletal Injury"
Ann Crittenden-Lewis Forsythe, San Francisco, CA
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Key Developmental Periods for Anti-Tobacco
Campaigns and Interventions: Trends in Tobacco Use, Risk and
Protective Factors for High and Low Sensation Seeking White
Pre-Teens and Adolescents"
Patrick Conlin Gallagher", Sycamore, IL
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Repetitive DNA Sequences in the Horse Genome"
Tiffany Sacra Garcia, Trinidad, CA
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Interacting Color and Behavior Responses to Multiple
Selection Pressures in the Sister Salamander Species Ambystoma
Barbouri and A. Texanum"
Brent Garrett, Louisville
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "The Role of Policy Entrepreneurs in Policy Diffusion"
Devin Sumner Gary, Owensboro
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Neuroprotection Via Integrin Receptors"
Fred Wayne Gillespie, Jr.**, Chilhowie, VA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "A Contextual Analysis of Prison Life: Exploring the
Antecedents and Consequences of Prisonization From a
Multilevel Perspective"
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Mary Cilmartin'". Sligo, Ireland
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Education and Change in South Africa and Northern
Ireland"
Gerald Caesar Gonsalves, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Business Process Management: Integration of Quality
Management and Reengineering for Enhanced Competitiveness"
Morris Allen Grubbs", Burkesville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Unsettling Urges and the Displacement of Home:
Bobbie Ann Mason and Shiloh and Other Stories"
Anuradha Guha-Niyogi, Calcutta, India
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Biosyntehsis of the Leishmania Virulence Factors,
Lipophosphoglycan: Role of the LPG4A Gene in Repeat Unit
Assembly"
[uri-tao Guo", Xuzhou, China
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Inflammation Dependent Cerebral Deposition of Serum
Amyloid A Proteins in Amyloid Mouse Model"
Anjan K. Gupta?', Eetawah, India
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Tunneling Studies of Pseudogap in High-Tc
Superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu20y"
Philip Clark Hadinata, Bandung, Indonesia
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Strain Control of Piezoelectric Materials Using an
Applied Electron Flux"
Maretno Agus Harjoto, Kudus, Indonesia
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Dynamics of the Structure of Corporate
Governance"
Anne Leath Harrison, Willisburg
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "The Influence of Pathology, Pain, and Coping on
Function in Women With Knee Osteo-Arthritis"
Lara Bethanne Hayes, Elizabethtown
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Using Physicians' Persuasive Messages to Gain
Mammography Compliance in Older Women"
Yuehui He"
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Molecular Characterization of Leaf Senescence in
Arabidopsis Using Enhancer-Trapping"
Michael Jason Highfield, Brandon, MS
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Three Essays on Relative Bond Yields"
Roland Sebastian Hilgarth"', Portsmouth, OH
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Identification and Analysis of the Repeat Element Gene
Family in the Campoletis Sonorensis Ichnovirus"
Timothy David Holder, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Seven Kings, One Kingdom: England in 1066"
Jennifer Marie Hoobler, Gridley, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Abusive Supervision in the Workplace: A Restorative
Justice Perspective"
Mason Edward Horrell, Sterling, KS
Major: History
Dissertation: "Reporting the "Forgotten War': Military-Press
Relations in Korea, 1950-1954"
Mary- Ellen Hostettler-Del-Ioff West Chester, OH
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Role of Platelet-Activating Factor in Secondary Injury
Mechanisms After Spinal Cord Injury and inModulating Glial
Cell Function and Viability"
David Anthony Hostutler, Hundred, WV
Major: Chemistry




Dissertation: "Development and Evaluation of a Sustained Release
Codrug Formulation of Trihydroxy Steroid and 5-Fluorouracil for
the Treatment of Ocular Neovascularization"
William Rawlingson Howard'", Frankfort
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Regulation and Functions of the FXRNuclear Receptor"
Changsu Hwang"
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Electron Capture from Aligned p-State Rydberg
Atoms"
Jennifer Kasi Jackson, Monroe, NC
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Coloration, Mating Behavior, and Diet in Female
Convict Cichlids (Archocentrus nigrofasciatum)
Shengbing Jiang, Nanjing, China
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Control and Failure Diagnosis of Discrete Event
Systems: A Temporal Logic Approach"
Amy [c Johnson, Martinsville, IN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Cydooxygenase-2 Inhibitors EffectMultiple Signaling
Pathways"
Dawn Michelle Johnson", Erie, PA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology




Dissertation: "The Effects of Co-Cultural Adaptation on African
American Doctoral Student Persistence at the University of
Kentucky"
Robert Daniel Johnson, London
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthetic Receptors for Sensors and Integration Into
Microfluidic Systems"
Gregory Scott Johnston, Belmont, CA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Seductive and Boring Details on Reader's
Comprehension of Explanatory Texts"
Christopher R. [ones"
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Physiology and Molecular Biology of Sugar Utilization
by Thermoanaerobacter Ethanolicus 39E"
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Jeffery Alan [ones'", Lexington
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Hidden Histories, Proud Communities: Multiple
Narratives in the Queer Geographies of Lexington, Kentucky,
1930-1999"
Melina Viola Jones, Winnipeg, Canada
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Human Immunodeficiency Virus-l Proteins in HIV-l
Encephalitis: Detection of GP120 and TAT in Brain and Their
Potential Receptors"
Mark S. Iorgensen'", Ripon, WI
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Nicotinic Receptor-Dependent Signaling
in Adrenal Medullary Chromaffin Cells"
Steven John Jusczuk, West Sayville, NY
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "How Do the Structures of the Late Paleozoic Ouachita
Thrust Belt Relate to the Structures of the Southern Oklahoma
Aulacogen"
Dong Kwan Kang, Kyungjoo, Korea
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Owership Concentration, Vertical Integration, and Its
Determinants"
[aroslaw Kanski'", Warsaw, Poland
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Importance of Methionine 35 in Free Radical-Associated
Mechanisms of Alzheimer's Amyloid Beta-Peptide Neurotoxicity,
and Experimental Rationale for the Use of Antioxidants as
Therapeutic Intervention in Alzheimer's Disease"
Timothy Shawn Keizer, Middleville, MI
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Reactivity of Group 13 Binuclear
Chelates"
Sujata V. Kelkar, New Delhi, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "The Mechanisms of Alcohol Mediated T-Cell Death and
Mechanisms of Priming and LPS Signaling in Macrophages"
Eric L. Kilpatrick'", Winder, GA
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Mediation of Adenosine Effects in Ventricular
Myocardium by Receptor Subtype"
Duane L. Kilty, [r., Huntington, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Influence of Institutional Pressure on Competitive
Activity: An Empirical Test in the Higher Education Industry"
David Kimweli, Bloomington, IN
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Gender-Role Development, College
Level and Subjective Well-Being Among Appalachians"
David W. Koh", Springfield
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Structural Features of Poly(ADP-Ribose)
Glycohydrolase: Targeting the Genome for Therapy"
Matthew Kinsman Krepps, Conneaut Lake, PA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Inorganic Trimercaptotriazine (TMT) Compounds"
Karen Sue Krumrey-Fulks'". Winchester
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "At the Margins of Culture: Intercultural Friendship
Between Americans and Chinese in an Academic Setting"
Marjorie Chisale Kuezi-Nke, Stone Mountain, GA
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "Effects of Framing on Policy Making: The Case of Aids
National Policy"
Sandra J. Kuhlman", Lexington
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Circadian Pacemaker Entrainment in Mammals"
Karen Faith Lahm'", Dayton, OH
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Prison Violence: A Multilevel Examination of the
Importation and Deprivation Theories"
Jeffery Louis Larkin'", Lee Center, NY
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Demographic and Spatial Characteristics of a
Reintroduced Elk Population"
Christopher Mason Lauderback", Bristol, TN
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Modulation of Neuronal Protein and Lipid Oxidation in
Animal Models Relevant to Alzheimer's Disease and a-Hydroxy-
2-Nonenal Modification of a Glutamate Transporter in the
Alzheimer's Brain"
David Edward Layman", Rockland, NY
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Predicting Spousal Caregiver Beliefs About Alzheimer's
Disclosure to Affected Partners: To Tell or Not to Tell"
Katherine Elizabeth Ledford, Bakersville, NC
Major: English
Dissertation: "Progressive Desires: Travel Writing, National Identity,




Dissertation: "Chemistry of Odor-Impact Volatiles from Soy Protein
Concentrates"
Paul Maury Lewis, Los Angeles, CA
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Karl Marx and Walter Benjamin: Studies in the
Philosophy of Technology, Materialism, and Modernity"
Hao Li", Xingtai, China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Development of Drosophila Neuromuscular Junction:
Morphology, Physiology, and Effects of Steroid Hormone"
Ting Li, Tianjin, China
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Dissecting the Mechanism of Retroviral Recombination"
Zhijie Liao, [iangxi, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering




Dissertation: "Ammonia Removal and Degradation Using a Yard-
Waste Compost Biofilter"
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Christopher Mark Lies", Holden, MA
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Characterization and Localization of the Aspergillus
Nidulans Anaphase Promoting Complex"
Shu-mel Lin, Taichung, Taiwan
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Manganese Superoxide Dismutase- and
Tumor Necrosis Factor-Mediated Cardioprotection Against
Adriamycin Toxicity"
Wai Khan Loh, Rakang, Malaysia
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Characterization of Cytokine Expression Upon
Immunization with Soluble Peptide Antigen"
Melanie Loiselle, Jakarta, Indonesia
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Control of Bacterial Biofilm Using Enzymes to Degrade
Biofilrn Exopolysaccharides and Inhibit Biofilm Formation"
Kevin Clay Lomax, Gaffney, SC
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Pension Policy Outcomes in Social Democratic Nations:
The Case of Finland"
Maggie Lois Lucas
Major: History
Dissertation: "A Woman's Place: Elizabeth Simpson Drewry, The
Making of a Leader"
Christopher Lusena", Calgary AB, Canada
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Finite Memory Policies for Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes"
Warren Andrew Lushia, West Chazy, NY
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Disassembly of Tobacco Mosaic Virus in Tobacco
Protoplasts Inoculated by Electroporafion"
Zugang Mao'"
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Theoretical Modeling and Calculations of Molecular
Flow Through Carbon Nanotubes and ?5(310HOOI] Zr02 Grain
Boundaries"
Maura Marie Maple, Baytown, TX
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Maternal Effects on Offspring Fitness in Dendrobates
Pumilio, The Strawberry Poison Frog"
Jeffrey W. Martin'", Alfred, ME
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Non-Contact Electron Gun Control of Piezoelectric
Polymer Thin Film Structures"
Talina Rose Mathews'", McKee
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Measuring Benefits of Reducing Perceived Risk: Aging
Chemical Weapons"
Ann Catherine McCabe*, Abington, MA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Gender Effects on Attitudes Toward Sports
Consumption"
Deanna Lynn McCullers**, Newport News, VA
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Adrenocorticosteroid Receptor Effects on Hippocampal
Neuron Viability"
Scott D. McCulloch, 510, CA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Identification and Characterization of Multiple DNA
Loop Repair Pathways inHuman Cells"
Dan Franklin Mcc'une'", Floyds Knobs, IN
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Regulation of the Cellular Localization and Signaling
Properties of the at-Adrenoceptors"
Russell Clinton McGuire, Pikeville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Organizational Capacity and Resource Needs: Elements
Necessary for Successful Implementation of Clinical Information
Systems in Home Health"
Nancy Jane McKenney, Lexington
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Chamber Music of Miklos Rozsa"
S. Charmaine Mclcissick-Melton", Durham, NC
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "A Qualitative Analysis of Jump Start Lexington: A
Substance Abuse Prevention/Lifeskills Intervention Program"
Joshua David Miller, Poughkeepsie, NY
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: Personality and Problem Behaviors: An Exploration of
the Mechanisms"
Sachin Anil Moghe, Mt. Prospect, IL
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: "Spatio-Temporal Variation in Activation Intervals
During Ventricular Fibrillation"
Jose Santiago Moreno
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Venezuela Higher Education"
Kristin Margot Morey, Nicholasville
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Role of }AK-STAT Signaling During Drosophila
Hematopoiesis"
Christopher James Morgan", Indiana, PA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On Univalent Harmonic Mappings"
Alexander Yurievich Morozov'", Moscow, Russia
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Spontaneous Commensuration of the Vortex Crystal in
a Josephson Network in a Magnetic Field"
Jennifer Leigh Myka, Buffalo, NY
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "The Effects of Sid, a Yeast Cydin Dependent Kinase
Inhibitor, on the Mammalian Cell Cycle"
[arlath Edmund Nally"
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Temperature Regulated Antigens of Leptospira
Interrogans"
Shondrah Tarrezz Nash, Monroe, LA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Using the Sacred Against the Profane: Exploring the
Programs, Practices and Religious Discourse Used by Christian
Wives When Coping with Spousal Abuse"
George C. Nelson'", Ellsworth, ME
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Strain Control of Electron Gun Actuated Piezoelectric
Ceramics for Use in Adaptive Mirror Design"
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Julie Cary Nerad, Atlanta, GA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Complicated Cords: Racial Passing, Cultural
Discourses, and (National) Families"
Henry Eldridge Newkirk'", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Environmental Uncertainty and Strategic lnfonnation
Systems Planning Comprehensiveness"
Jeffery Lynn Nicholas, Covington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Reason, Tradition, and the Good: Toward a Substantive
Conception of Reason for a Just Society"
Kiluba Lukuba-Mvwanda Nkulu'"
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Julius Kambarage Nyerere's Vision of Higher Education
for Tanzania"
Barbara Lynn Nunley, Charleston, WV
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Stress, Hardiness, and Psychological Distress of Elderly
Spousal Caregivers of Persons With Dementia"
Carole Jarvis Olson, Lawton, OK
• Major: Social Work
Dissertation: "Influence of Early-Life Psychosocial Trauma, Family
Adversity, and Selected Other Variables in the Career Choice of
Social Workers"
Stephen Andrew Orey'", Lexington Park, MD
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Methodological Factors in Dissimulation Research: An
Exploration of Two Issues"
Grant Jackson Palmer", Atlanta, GA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Annulenes and Dehydroannulenes from
Acenephthene"
Sheila P. Patros'", Ashland
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Health Care Worker Compliance with Standard
Precautions: A Study of Two Small Conununity Hospitals"
Dmitri Pavlov", Tomsk, Russia
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Identifying Spatial Disease Clusters in
Nonhomogeneous Populations"
Elizabeth Ann Payne, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Effects of Documentation Levels
and Workpaper Review Methods on Auditors"
Robynn Michelle Pease
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Marginalization of Family Care Homes in
Kentucky"
Etna Aida Pena-Ramos'", Hermosillo, Mexico
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Antioxidant Activity of Hydrolyzed Whey and Soy
Proteins"
Eugenia Margarita Pena-Yewtukhiw, Caracas, Venezuela
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Issues in Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Water and
Nitrate Distribution in Soils"
Jennifer Workman Pitcock, Ft. Worth, TX
Major: English




Dissertation: "Revision Programming: A Knowledge Representation
Formalism"
loan Antoniu Popescu'", Victoria, Be Canada
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Excursions in Extended Supersymmetry: From
Superalgebras to Solitons"
Rashmi Prasad'". Arm Arbor, MI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Narrative Structure and Changing Governance: An
Historical Case Study of the Transitional Post-Acute Care
Industry"
Dati Qian"
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Multiwalled Carbon Nanotube CVD Synthesis,
Modification, and Composite Applications"
Jorge E. Quintero'", Lexington
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Looking Into the Mammalian Circadian Clock"
Phillip Neil Quisenberry", Owensboro
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Television News Coverage and Its Effects on the
Recording of Hate Crime"
Lyle Francis Ralston III**, Titusville, PA
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Cloning, Heterologous Expression, and Functional
Characterization of 5-EPI-Aristolochene-l,3-Dihydroxylase and a
Related Gene from Tobacco (Nicotiana Tabacum)"
Ivica Res, Rijeka, Croatia
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Statistical Physics of Two-Dimensional Systems: Order
Parameters and Corrections to Scaling"
Kristin A. Ritchey", Muncie, IN
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of Generalization Inferences in
Comprehending Expository Text"
Kerry E. Robertson'", Hamilton, OH
Major: English
Dissertation: "Revisioning: Mary Wroth's Challenge to the Patriarchal
Utopias of Male Writers in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries"
Monica Pilar Rodriguez'", Lima, Peru
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Vision De Arnazonias En El Cuento Moderno Peruano"
Jackie B. Rogers", Lawrenceburg
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Variation in Vocational Expert Testimony in Social
Security Disability Hearings: The Impact of Expert Training and
Experience"
Ivan Carl Roten*, Boone, NC
Major: Business Administration





Dissertation: "Quality of Life Following Bone Marrow
Transplantation: A Comparison with a Matched-Control Group"
Patricia Sanchez-Plevlan'", Farmington, NM
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Hispanic Prison Poetry: The Poetry of Hope"
Hamit Saruhan"
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Design Optimization of Rotor-Bearing Systems Using
Genetic Algorithms"
Todd Andrew Savage, Minneapolis. MN
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of School Psychologists' Attitudes
Toward Lesbians and Gay Males and Other Issues Related to
Sexual Orientation and the Schools"
Carrie LyIUl Schultz, Corpus Christi, TX
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of an Early Weaning Management System on
Calf and Dam Performance"
Daniel Benton Schuman, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Essence and Illusion: Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and the
Problem of the Thing-In-Itself"
Tracy Mark Segar, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Alterations in the Response to Reinforcement in Adult
Male Rats Neonatally Exposed to Ethanol and/ or Cocaine as
Measured by Sucrose and Cocaine"
Mark Philip Serra". Cincinnati, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Enterprise Systems for Organizational Decision
Support: An Examination of Objectives, Characteristics, and
Benefits"
Keith Michael Sharrow, St. Marys, PA
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Acute Estrogen (l7B-Estradiol) Treatments Ameliorate
Molecular and Behavioral Biomarkers of Brain Aging"
Ranjit Shivram Shetty, Bombay, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Whole Cell-Based Sensing Systems"
Suresh Shrestha", Kathmandu, Nepal
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Recombinant Protein and Whole-Cell Based Biosensing
Systems"
.Andrew Vidor Sills, E. Brunswick, NJ
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Computer Assisted Explorations of Rogers-Ramanujan
Type Identities"
Mary Rado Simpson", Hardy
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "God Healed Me": Religious Responses to Events in the
Cancer Trajectory of Breast Cancer Survivors in Central
Appalachia"
Gunching Siriwitayawan, Samutsongkhra, Thailand
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "The Involvement of Ethylene in Determining Seed Vigor
and the Time Required to Complete Germination"
Ronald Leroy Skidmore, Morehead
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "'Why Can't I Seem to Get Anything Done?'
Procrastination and Daily Hassles as Predictors of Student
Performance and Engagement in a College Self-Paced
Introductory Psychology Course: The Relation to Motivational
Orientation and Learning Strategies"
Aslihan Demiralay Spaulding, Istanbul, Turkey
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The New Product Development Practices of the North
American Confectionery Manufacturers: Determinants of New
Product Development Time"
[ulann Aline Spromberg, Arlington, WA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Integration of Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationships and Ecological Survivorship Modeling to Predict
Chronic Toxicity to Fish and Amphibians"
Anandi Srinivasan, Chennai, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Oxidative Stress and Genotoxicity by
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)/Metabolites In Vitro, in Cells
in Culture and In Vivo"
Eric Charles Stephens'", Florence
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Elders-Led Design in Consumer Product Evaluations"
Tammy Jean Stephenson". Boxborough, MA
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Therapeutic Benefits of a Soy Protein Rich Diet in the
Prevention and Treatment of Nephropathy inYoung Persons
With Type I, Insulin-Dependent, Diabetes Mellitus"
Kristen Lenore Streater", Dallas, TX
Major: History
Dissertation: "She-Rebels on the Border: Gender and Politics in Civil
War Kentucky"
Jamie Lawrence Studts", Marshalltown, IA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Measuring Perceptions of Cancer Risk: A Comparison
of Methods"
Sharon Lee Sullivan", Georgetown
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Examples of Combinatorial Designs"
Rick A. Swanson", Chicago, IL
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "A Clash of Ideals: State Supreme Court Oversight of
State Administrative Agencies"
Julie Anne Sweet, Orchard Park, NY
Major: History
Dissertation: "Negotiating a Southeastern Middle Ground: English-
Creek Relations in Trustee Georgia, 1733-1752"
Nilufer M. Tampal
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Distribution and Disposition of Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs)"
Sefa Tarhan"
Major: Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Fermentation Kinetics and Modeling of Non-Growing
Clostridium Thermocellum JW20"
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Rebecca Renee Terry'", Tampa, FL
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Investigations of Candidate Genes for Appaloosa Coat
Color in Horses"
Earl David Thompson, Prestonsburg
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Role(s) of Zinc in Female Squirrelfish
Reproduction"
Martin James Townley, Omaha, NE
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Aristotle and Kant on Practical Reason and virtue"
Houng-Wei Tsai'"; Lexington
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms Whereby Chronic Estrogen Exposure




Dissertation: "The Role of Age and Gender in Determining Access to
Chemotherapy for Patients with Stage illColorectal Cancer"
Peter James Van Ess, Madison, WI
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Modulation of Hepatic Cytochrome P450 Activity by
Peptide Mediators Associated with Inflammatory Disease"
Sandi Leigh Verbois, Baton Rouge, LA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Traumatic Brain Injury on Alpha 7 Nicotinic
Acetylcholinergic Receptor Plasticity"
Chad David Vickery". Cincinnati, OH
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Effectiveness of Malingering Tests in a Head Injured
Sample: An Analogue Study"
Raman Vishwanathan, Louisville
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Regulatory Environment and Its Impact on Market
Value of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities"
Angela Lynn Wadsworth, Charlotte, NC
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Out On Our Own: Women Who Trained as Nurses in
North Carolina from 1945-1960"
Bruce Allan waldrop'", Birmingham, AL
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Regulation of Cell Growth and Mitogen-Activated
Protein Kinase Family Members by Alpha-I Adrenergic Receptor
Subtypes"
Zhiping Wang, Sichuan, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Essentially Non-Oscillatory High-Order Pade- Type
(ENO-Pade) Scheme"
Cheryl Blankenship ward'", Utica, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "He Wants, She Wants: Spousal Decision Making Tactics
Used in Within and Across Category Product Choices"
Rebecca Anne Weaver-Hightower, Madison, WI
Major: English
Dissertation: "Empire Islands: Castaways, Cannibals, and Fantasies of
Masculine Incorporation in Post/ColonialIsland Narratives"
John Matthew webster", Aurora, IL
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Image Concern and Personal Cost in the Experience of
Vanity"
Amy Eileen wells", Cynthiana
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "From Ideas to Institutions: Southern Scholars and
Emerging Universities in the South, Circa 1920-1950"
Jeffrey Joseph Westerman, Danville, CA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Mentoring and Service Learning: Increasing Academic
Achievement Through a Unique Partnership"
Stephen Perry Whiteside", Ann Arbor, MI
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Validation of the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale: A
Pour Factor Model of Impulsivity"
Aileen Kavanaugh Wiglesworth, Lexington
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Psychophysiological Stress Reactivity and Alzheimer
Disease in Postmenopausal Women: Role of Estrogen as a
Potential Modulator"
Lincoln Haworth Wilkins, Jr."""",Keyser, WV
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Pharmacological Characterization of a Series of Novel
N-Alkyl Nicotinium Analogues as Neuronal Nicotinic Receptor
Subtype-Selective Antagonists"
Elizabeth Ann Williams, Memphis, TN
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: '''If I Can Help Somebody. Then My Living WDn't Be In
Vain': An Examination of Mutual Aid, Advocacy, and the African
American Breast Cancer Survivor Experience"
Kathie Denise williams'", Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Voice of Whiteness: Race, Sexuality, and the
Language of Segregation"
Peter Gordon wtllis'", Berea
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Designing Molecular Recognition in the Context of
Hydrogen Bonding and Molecular Dynamics"
Gabriela Schrils wolfson'", Lexington
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "State Budget Institutions and "Optional" Entitlement
Spending"
Sodchol Wonprasaid, Dhiangmai, Thailand
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Sensitivity of Soil Quality Indicators to Soil
Management and Disturbance"
Hsln-Iung Wu, l1an, Taiwan
Major: Microbiology




Dissertation: "Are Bank Loan Ratings Relevant?"
Liming Yuan, Anhui, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Experimental Studies on the Formation of Soot and
Carbon Nanotubes in Hydrocarbon Diffusion Flames"
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Chi Zhang, Xian, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Testing the Standard Model With Free Neutron P-
Decay"
Hongxing Zhang'", Kaifeng, China
Major: Pharmacology .
Dissertation: "Vitamin D and Retinoic Acid Receptors Activate
Platelet-Derived Growth Factor A-Chain Gene Transcription Via
Interactions with the 5'-Distal Promoter Region"
Dana Roderick Ziegler'", Washington, DC
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Dynamic Role of Glutamatergic Neural Pathways in
Stress-Activation of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenocortical
(HPA) Axis"
Melissa Zwick, Hopewell Junction, NY
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "The Role of GDNF on the Development of the Sensory
Nervous System: Its Impact on Nociceptors and in Models of
Persistent Pain"
Doctor of Education
Jennifer K. Bell'", Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Impact of the 1997 Reauthorization of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act on Assistive
Technology Policies of State Departments of Education"
Rebecca Baker Burleson", Kingsport, TN
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Essential Knowledge and Skills of the Newborn
Developmental Specialist"
Claude Winston Christian, LaPlace, LA
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Effects of Status Treatments on
Engagement of Diverse Students and Low Status Issues for
Cooperative Groups in the Middle School Classroom"
Justin Turner Cooper", Sheridan, WY
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of Instruction in a Paired Associates
Learning Strategy as an Intervention for College Students with
Learning Disabilities"
Cornelia J. Glenn", Owensboro
Major: Educational and Policy Studies Evaluation
Dissertation: "Survey of Perceptions in the Thirteen Community
Colleges in the Former University of Kentucky Community
College System Practices in Evaluating Faculty Performance"
James H. Glenn, [r.". Owensboro
Major: Educational and Policy Studies Evaluation
Dissertation: "Community College Expenditures: A Case Study of
Kentucky, 1993-1996"
Rodney Dean Grusy, Elizabethtown
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Precision Farming in Kentucky: Evaluating Public and
Private Sector Influence on the Adoption Decision"
Brenda Bennett Hauser", Owensboro
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Principal Perceiver Themes Between
Highly Successful and Less Successful Principals in a Selection of
Public Elementary Schools in Kentucky"
Ellen M. Henderson-Gasser, Smithfield, IL
Major: Educational and Policy Studies Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Evolution of Student Services: An Historical Case
Study of a Midwestern, Public Baccalaureate-Granting
University"
Kristina Marie Krampe, Owensboro
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Formative Evaluation of a web-Based Performance
Support System Designed to Improve Accommodation of
Students with Disabilities in Postsecondary Education"
Nancye Elizabeth McCrary**, Willisburg
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Narrative Simulation as Instruction to Affect Bias and
Discrimination"
Susan Foust McDonald, Covington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "What Do Kentucky Principals Do With State-Mandated
Assessment Results? A Multiple Case Study of Three Elementary
Schools in One District"
Henley McIntosh, Ft. Thomas
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Descriptive Profile of Parent Involvement in Kentucky
Middle Schools"
John Mathew Mowbray, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Turnover of County Extension Agents
in the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service"
Yao Augustine Quashigah'"
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Encouraging and Pushing Them Into Openmindedness
Social Studies Pre-Service Teachers Constructing Theory and
Practice in Teaching From Global and Multicultural Perspectives"
Mary F. Ransdell", Evansville, IN
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Local Fourth and Fifth Grade Teachers' Conceptions
and Practices of Cooperative Learning in Science"
Beth Shanks Rous'", Russell
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Instructional Leadership in Kentucky Public Preschool
Programs: Teacher Perceptions of Leader Instructional Influence"
Barbara Herndon Vick, Mayfield
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Comparisons of Student Achievement in Kentucky
School District Allocating Minimum and Above Minimum Levels
of Instructional Funds During the Late Years of Systemic
Reform"
Sandra Kay Yates, Jamestown, TN
Major: Educational and Policy Studies Evaluation
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Nontraditional Students About Student
Support Services in Public Higher Education Institutions in
Kentucky"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Joseph Cinquina, Lexington
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Metamorphosis (Musical Composition)"
Robert J. Lawrence'", Celina, OH
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Interpretation and Performance Suggestions for Three
Hymns from Palestrina's Hymn Totius Anni: A Study for the
Modern Choral Director"
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James Steven Moore", Ft. Collins. CO
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Biography of Andreas Makris and Analysis of Aegean
Festival with New Edition for Band"
Gail Morfesis, Fayetteville, NC
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Text and Tune: Compositional Choices in the Solo
Songs of Aaron Copland"
Denise Anne Schmidt'", Mars Hill, NC
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Kalmen Opperman's Contributions to Clarinet
Pedagogy in the Teaching of Clarinet Technique"
Educational Specialist
Kimberly A. Billings, Ashland
Ruth Emma Charlton", London
Courtney Buffington Clay, Charleston, WV
Virginia Depp Cline, Owensboro
Kimberly Arm Costello'". St. Louis, MO
Suzanne Marie Cox", Summersville, WV
Heather Christin Mangler Curtis, Versailles
Tonia Elaine Gray Darbro", Carlisle
Kelli Ann Derrick, Clinton, MS
Chrystal Deanne Edge", Lexington
Russell Hancock'"
Rachel Dishion Kehrt", Lexington
Patricia Ann Clark Millett, Lexington
Lori P. Montross, Clarinda, IA
Mary Beth Cloud Morgan", Lexington
Robin Neely, Macon, GA
Kimberly Cherise Newsom, Los Angeles, CA
Melinda Claire Neller", Omaha, NE
Gina Paige Owens", Lexington
Lovelyn Morris Palin", Louisville
Gladys Evans Peoples". London
Julie Lisabeth Pike", Detroit, MI
Rhonda Annmarie Powell", Barbourville
Todd Andrew Savage, Minneapolis, MN
Melissa Jane Hurst Segress, Winchester
Kathleen Arm Sheppard-Jones
James Arthur Smash
Christina Celeste waddell", Leasburg, NC
Kimberly K. walters-Perker'", Mt. Sterling
Margaret Laurie Comer Wright, Lexington
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Master of Arts
Erin Lynn Abner, Lexington
Amarely Agustin'"
Abra Reagan Akers'", Pikeville
Zeynep Alemdar'". Istanbul, Turkey
Sumi Apolo-Lorca'", Ibi, Spain
Isabel Asensio-Sierra'", Don Benito, Spain
James M. Avery'", San Luis Obis, CA
Christopher Warren Barber", Louisville
Aminata Cairo Baruti'", Amsterdam,
Netherland
Christina Mitchell Bentley, Lexington
Michelle Lee Blaney, Johnstown, PA
Clyde George Booker, Vanceburg
Joshua Michael Bowers'". Cincinnati, OH
Nicole Danielle Breazeale, Lexington
Guy Bared Brooksbank", Portland, OR
Samuel Travis Bruser, Somerset
Timothy Douglas Buckingham, Louisville
Shea Andrea Buckman", Owensboro
Linda Miller Cantara", Lexington
Paul Michael Carelli", Tampa, FL
Rebecca Page Huffman Carey, Lexington
Ronald Thomas Carroll, Jr.", Hampton Cove,
AL
Jay Oliver Castaneda, Grand Prairie, TX
Jason Thomas Childers ....
Spencer D. Christensen, Lexington
JoAnn Circosta, Louisville
James Russell Couch, New Richmond, OH
Beth Hannah Crabtree ...., Somerset
Ann Cutler, Lexington
Linda J. Dimon, Derby, CT
Jackie Ray East, Radcliff
David Lee Eastham, Somerset
Daniel Justin Blkinson", Livingston, NJ
Christina A. E. Fairman, Lexington
Robert John Enriquez ..
Matthew Mark Felice , Lexington
Frank J. Fillebeck III, Omaha, NE
Erin Foley-Reynolds, Dayton, OH
Anna Katherine Proula", Knoxville, TN
Laura Mary Furst ...., Crestview Hills
Kacia Brady Marie Galbreath ...., Lexington
Brandi Anne Garber, LaGrange
Polly Joan Garcia, Norcoss, GA
Julia Elizabeth Gardner ...., Edgewood
Elizabeth Anne Garofalo, Dayton, OH
Kevin Seth Goetz ...., New York, NY
Martha Church Gray, Louisville
Robin Jean Gray, Eddyville
Ryan Douglas Green ...., Crestwood
Erin Michelle Gregory, Paris
Amy Lynn Griffith, Louisville
Tonia Jane Hale ...., Prestonsburg
Sarah Elizabeth HaW, Mt. Sterling
Justin C. Hamilton ...., East Alton, IL
John Craig Hammond, Southampton, PA
George William Harvey ...., Westford, MA
Jessica Breen Hays", Campbellsville
J. Alexander Henderson'", Lexington
J. Alexander Henderson, Lexington
Maria Teresa Herrera
Sara Elizabeth Feagan Hinds, Lexington
Benjamin Aaron Hirt, Fremont, OH
Tony Harvey Hughes, Milwaukee, WI




James Michael Isaacs", Lancaster
Sarah Ellen Jarboe ...., Lexington
William David Jenkins, Norfolk, VA
Victoria Maximova Kadreva ...., Stara Zagora,
Bulgaria
Stefka Stefanova Kazakova, Sofia, Bulgaria
Valerie Jean Keathley", Ashland
Nino Kebadze ...., Tbilisi, Georgia
Benjamin Curtis Keeton, Louisville
Tae-Hyung Kim ...., Seoul, Korea
Natalia Vladimirovna Kirillova ....,
Novosibirsk, Russia
Daniel Joseph Kostecka ...., Georgetown
Kelly jennifer Lawson, West Liberty
Paul Maury Lewis", Lexington
Jacob Zak Linder", Greensboro, NC
Jessica Anne Livingston", Marietta, GA
Jeffrey Benson Luzar", Lizton, IN
Jennifer R. Mabry", Morehead
Jason Daniel Maertens", Columbia, SC
Christi Sporl Massey, Monroe, LA
Ellen M. McCoy, Brentwood, TN
David Thomson McGarvey, Louisville
Christine Rose Metzo, Jackson, WI
Bret Lawrence Millang , Louisville
Stacy Elizabeth Miller , Lexington
Charles Keith Mullins'", Hazard
Tylina Jo Mullins, Prestonsburg
Had yn Zene Murphy, Lexington
Leslie Lynn Murphy'", Sevierville, TN
Elisabeth Susan Myers", Orange, TX
Kelly Marie Nally'", Loretta
Katie Elizabeth Neisen, Little Rock, AR
Jill Teresa Owczarzak, Pittsbrugh, PA
Lela Jane Page, Bowling Green
John Hulbert Parks'", Lexington
Trond Breien Peersen, Lexington
Jessie Bishop Powell'", Marathon, OH
Matthew Joseph Pujol, Edgewood
Lisa Michelle Rainey"; Mountain Lake, MN
Zhiyi Ren, Taiynan, China
Jennifer Ann Rice, Madisonville
Kathleen Erskine Richardson, Lexington
Justin Luke Ruschell'", Lexington
Kiyohiko Sakamoto, Yachiyo-shi, Japan
Robert Dillon Sandmeyer", Washington, DC
Thomas Mario Sauer", Berlin, Germany
Cheryl Biagini Schaub, Lexington
Inela Selimovic'", Bihac, Bosnia
April Simpson, Lexington
David Fry Slade'", Griffin, GA
Michael Shawn Slane ...., Wilmore
Kimberly Elaine Spivey, Lexington
Scott J. Stauber", Milford, OH
Taylor Cartwright Stephens, LaCrange
Eric Scott Strother'", Parkersburg, WV
Darren Salven Tapp", Winchester
Anne Russell Taul'", Lexington
Jeremiah R. Taylor, Mt. Vernon
John Ochs Terry, Ft. Myers, FL
Leah Michelle Thomas'", Ghent
Victor Dominic Thompson'", Covington, GA
Christopher Paul Thuringer, Lexington
Amber Elizabeth Travis, Lexington
Sarah Brewer Van Arsdale'", Louisville
Marcie Lynn Venter", Pittsburgh, PA
Theresa Michelle Viggiano, Princeton, NJ
Kristen Mary wagner". Lexington
[ayme M. Walenta, Houston, TX
Meng Wang", Qing Dao, China
Ian Drew Watson ...., Champaign, IL
Albert Samuel Whisman, Dryden, VA
jennifer Rose Wies, Euclid, OH
Selena Jane Wimbish'", Powder Springs, GA
Amber Christine Wolfe"", Columbia City, IN
Nailing Xia"", Shanghai, China
Abdou Salam Yaro
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Master of Arts in Education
Stacy Janea Allen, Perryville
Somer Beth Alley, Monticello
Elizabeth Suzanne Attig", Aurora, IL
Teddi Jeanne Baker'", Elizabethtown
Christopher Warren Barber", Louisville
Brandon Lee Bartley
Denis Paul Beall, Lexington
Samantha A. Bechtold", Villa Hills
Stephanie Ann Bielefeld"
Joshua David Bloomer, Cecilia
Bronnaja Boggess, Nicholasville
Karie K. Boneau", Lexington
Michael Paul Brangers", Mt. Washington
Kristen Rae Branscum, Russell Springs
Marcella Jane Breidert", Hi Hat
Cynthia C. Sither Buchanan, Lexington
Brittany Hull Burhans", Louisville
Nancy Jeanne Campbell", Lexington
Shana Davida Carr, Lexington
Janelle Renee Chapman, Lexington
Mary Frances Kane Chapman, Gate City, VA
Sarah Margaret Charles'", Pikeville
Michele Jean Beach Cobb", Nicholasville
Ann E. Reed Combs'", Lancaster
Nathan Allen Cornett", Lexington
[ada Irene Crafton", Henderson
Jennifer Lynn Riesbeck Daniel'",
Nicholasville
Mary Elizabeth Dees", Covington
Joseph Paxton Dewees, Lexington
Regina Dawn Dills", Paintsville
Michael Earl Driscoll", Homer, IL
Molly Ann Elmore", Lexington
Robert Paul Farquhar", Lexington
Deborah Lorraine Probst Folsom, Tokyo,
Japan
Christopher David Glass", Lawrenceburg
Tricia Nicole Goetz, Lexington
Amy Chappell Hamlin, Lexington
Heidi 1. Geisert Herald, Fishers, IN
Harold David Hoskins", Hazard
Shauna Nicole Howard", Stanford
Rebecca Probst Jaggers, Lexington
Audrey Lynnette Johnson, Versailles
Christine Cameron johnson", St. Louis, MO
Todd Lee Johnson, Hampton, IL
Karen Dee Ioly", Yuba City, CA
Denise Beeler [ones", Lexington
Gregory Ryan Lawson
Martha Lyen Lee", Versailles
Renee Bonnie Leonard", Fountain Valley, CA
Jill Elaine MacNiven, Lakewood, OH
Michael Edwin Marshall, Georgetown
Coby Vincent Meyers", Elizabethtown
Maria Carmen Miller", Lexington
Danielle Nicole/ Safriet Mink", Lexington
Anthony Keith Mires", Cave City
Wendy Kristine Montgomery'", Lexington
Stephanie Rachel Moore"
David Timothy Morris", Campbellsville
Terrie Susanne Morris", Lexington
Chandra Marie Nair", Lexington
Erica Herrick Newhouse", Charleston, WV
Paul Wilson Newton", Lexington
Janel Marie Olds", Lima, OH
David Wayne OUe, Lexington
Chanda Leigh Powell, Central City
Robert Thomas Pratt, Monticello
Lauren Sieber Rister, Lexington
Michelle Ann Robeson", Lexington
Angela Marie Ross, Altoona, PA
Julie Dolores Rowland, Lexington
Daniel Harrison Ruff, Lexington
Bernadette Heard Salone, Augusta, GA
Erika Elizabeth Schmelzer"
Mary Alexis Schwegman, Ft. Thomas
Hugh (Andy) Anderson Smith, Lexington
Kevin Lee Smith, Spencer, WV
Linda Lucille Ramage Smith
Donald Albert Stanko, Lexington
Laura Alyson Stephens", Cynthiana
Barney Hall Sutley", Frankfort
Melissa Jean Sutton, Corbin
Reginald Wayne Taylor 11*,Demossville
Jessica Harrington Thomas", Winchester
Angela Susan Van Berkel, Erlanger
Katie AIm Webb", Ashland
Robin Murray Webster, Lexington
Nathan Dale West, Lexington
Timothy Wiesenhahn", Lexington
Nika Don Wilcox, Greenville
Ginger Kay /Freeman Williams", Abilene, TX
Kelley Jeane Wright, Falmouth
Andrea Janel Yates", Piqua, OH
Daniel Lee Zeitz", Brandenburg
Master of Arts in Interior
Design, Merchandising and
Textiles
Natalia Y. Rogozina Albul, Odessa, Ukraine
Master of Business
Administration
Laura Pauline Abbondanza, Lexington
Monty Glen Absher, Richmond
Grant Michael Allen'", Lexington
Robert David Azbill, Richmond
Jonathan Lee Baker, Louisville
Ryan Patrick Barrow, Alexandria
Geoff Bartenhagen, Brooklyn, NY
Christopher Charles Bauer'". Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Luckman Bauer'", Lexington
Cesar E. Calix, Frankfort
Ying Chai, Shanghai, China
Kathleen Ann Columbus'", Centerville, OH
Krystan Ann Coyle ...., Lexington
Brian A. Ciennasio'", Louisville
Laurence Glaria, Auch, France
Darrell Raymond Gooding, Lexington
Kate L. Oraharn'", Louisville
Clarence Robert Creen'", Middlesboro
Ryan Thomas Grimes, Bromley
Harimawan Harsono'"
David Brandon Hird. Henderson
Michael Lee Hochmelster. Lexington
Matthew John Hogan'", Louisville
Charles Farrell Holloway III, Memphis, TN
John Spencer Houlihan, [r.:", Winchester
Terrence Laluan Iohnson'", Louisville
Raleigh Olson [ones'", Nicholasville
Anthony Jerome Iustice'", Ft. Thomas
Brandon Chad [ustice'", Pikeville
Demetrios Anastasios Kerathanasis'",
Lexington
Julie Ann Kerr'", Taylor Mill
Duy Hinh Khieu
Michelle Sullivan Kidd, Lexington
Christopher Michael Kipper, Leitchfield
Wesley Allen Knight'", Lexington
Sean Eric Lambert", Vienna, WV
Lee Anne Lamonica, Lexington
Derek Michael Lavery'", Kingston, NY
Michael Thomas Lewis", Lexington
Derrick Lynn Littlejohn*"",Louisville
Sean Walter Lyons, Lexington
Travis John Magee, Lexington
Joseph Ray Marshall'", Ft. Campbell
Oliver Marte'"
C. Thomas Mayberry'", Louisville
Donna Jeannine (Willis) Mct.loskey'",
Campbellsville
Heather Layne Mclntosh'", Lexington
Erica Yvonne Miles'". Memphis, TN
Eric Todd Millheim, Lexington
Joshua Joseph Mitchell'", Scituate, RI
Kevin Patrick Mohl'". Crescent Springs
Todd Anthony Morgan, East Lansing, MI
Angela Coats Morton'", Lexington
Michael Anthony Moss'". Louisville
Ericka Nishan Muncy", Lexington
Neil Gregory Noble, Springboro, OH
Lois Margaret Nora, Lexington
Levi Nelson Pace'", Pippas Passes
Anush H. Petrosyan
Kevin M. Pierce**, Louisville
Stephen Truett Plauche'", San Diego, CA
Pamela Lloyd Proctor, Elizabethtown
Galen Arthur Rasche, Paducah
Jesse Norman Riggs IJ**,Louisville
Jessica Louise Scott'", Carrollton
Stacy Lee Simpson, Harlan
John Taylor Squeo, Georgetown
Carey Ann Sunderland, Lexington
William Douglas Austin Sypolt" .., Orlando,
FL
Jomo Kenyatta Thompson, Lexington
Matthew Hayden Thompson, Frankfort
Molvina Vacquerel, Le Havre, France
Margarita Ceorgieva Vencill'"', Sofia,
Bulgaria
Apinop Vongvises'", Pikeville
Donald Markam Wakefield, Lexington
Brencie Lee Walker'", Chattanooga, TN
Svetlana Kurilenko Walters"*
Joshua Aaron Walton, Florence
Charles "Linton" Wells, Ashland
Garry Louis Weston, [r."', Shepherdsville
Andrew Hanson Williams'", Frankfort
Amanda Dee williamson'", Speedwell, TN
Lesley [o woodring'", Sturgis
Tinesha Marie woods", Chicago, IL
Yimin Xie'", Sichuan, China
Master of Education
Barbara Lee Workman Abshire, Lexington
Sheila Burton Calhoun", Prestonsburg
William Granville Clark, [r., Versailles
Jeremy Anthony Reynolds", Nicholasville
Master of Engineering
Shoji Nakajima
Master of Fine Arts
Mary Teresa Koester, Louisville
Master of Health Administration
Raymond John Albensi, Georgetown
Cheri Michele Bingham, Louisville
Monica Carol Brooks, Louisville
Angie Rodell Caldwell", Elizabethtown
Jill Diener Franklin, Palm Bay, FL
Taher Mohamed Giaedi, Lexington
Christopher Todd Jones, Elizabethtown
Andrea Marie Mattingly, Owensboro
Ryan Scott Miller, Burlington, IN
Israel Stephen Ray, Rineyville
Eleonora Savitclu, Tirnisoara, Romania
Samuel Daron Stewart*"",Danville
Alan Miles Wade, Lexington
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Master of Historic Preservation
Summer Joy Chandler'", Tuscaloosa, AL
Valerie Anne Gaumont, Greenville, SC
Cynthia Enid Johnson
Stephanie Elizabeth Lechert, Danville
Anthony Cecil Plaisted, Lexington
Michael Anthony Riegert, Lexington
Master of Music
David Allen Fanning, Lexington
Ned E. Farrar, Lexington
[analen Fischer, Filer, ID
Joseph Daniel Klotz, Lexington
William Douglas Koehler, Lexington
Anne MacGilvray, Chicago, IL
Brian MacGilvray, Chicago, IL
John David Neal'", Williamstown
Michelle Jennette Osborn, Wichita, KS
Belinda Marie Parks, Ashland City, TN
Robert Eugene Parks, Milan, TN
Jorge Davi Salas, Alamo, TX
Reshma Shetty, Richmond, VA
Shederick Lee Whipple, Rome, GA
Master of Public Administration
Matthew Keene Andersen, Paducah
Joseph Wayne Coleman, Owensboro
Elda Dede"
Michael Todd Dice, Leitchfield
David Hans Duttlinger, Berea
Eric Brian Gray, Tampa, FL
Ann Hilary Hanly, Frankfort
Mihaela Cristina Ionescu, Bucharest,
Romania
Amanda Coates Lich, Brownsville
Shane Patrick O'Donley, Paducah
Shelley Renee Roberts, Lexington
Tamara Francine Stenzel, Anaheim, CA
David Patrick Thompson, Morganfield




Carrie Regina Wilson, London
Master of Public Health
Alexander Lee Bingcang, Lexington
Christopher L. Day, Louisville
Peggy A. Ellis, Lexington
Bridget Berg Hittepole, Wapakoneta, OH
Tourette Antiquenette Jackson, Marks, MS
John Lynn Jefferies, LaFollette, TN
Philip Noel Jenkins, Dallas, TX
Abram M. Keating, Maysville
Andrew JOM Kinch, Somerset
Michael Shawn McNeely, Elizabethtown
Norman Brennan O'Banion, Frankfort
Rebecca McMullen O'Brien, Lexington
Shalini Parekh, Lexington
Joseph Stanley Petrey, Corbin
John Welburn Poe
Davis Patricia Tunis Potter, Lexington
Ryan Mark Powers, Hawesville
Keisha Andrea Schumacher, Detroit, MI
Pamella Patrice Dale Shaw, Gary, IN
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Chase Alexander Allen'", Lexington
Brian Edward Clevenger'", Elkhorn City
Joe Lee Cowan'", Monticello
Joann Wells Emberton*, Frankfort
Scott Edward Gould, Lexington
Deborah L. Hardin, Lexington
Allison Ann Flanagan-jessee'", Frankfort
Betty Jean Price"
Keena Carole Shaw", Denver, CO
Charlie Percel Williams III**,Enfield, NC
Master of Science
Aseel Abdul-Aziz, Baghdad, Iraq
Amanda Claire Abnee", Carlisle
Michael Alan Abney". Lexington
Henry Adjei Achampong", Lexington
Tammy Rhea Akin, Greensburg
Esther Chui Lian Ang'", Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Jason M. Argyris, Fraser, MI




Kelly Dodson Babb'". Richmond
Mohamed H. Badr*
Jaclyn Kaylor Baker, Leesburg, GA
Jill Michelle Baur, Greenville, SC
Christopher Andrew Berg'", Fairfield, OH
Adrienne Ann Bernardi", Bay Village, OH
Stacey Michele Blume", Paris
Spyridon Bobetsis'", Athens, Greece
Tera Michelle Bonney, Hood River, OR
Holly Elizabeth Boone'", Rocky Gap, VA
Gary Lewis Braham'", Ravenswood, WV
Brent Allen Broaddus", Lexington
Barry Tracy Burden II,Morgantown
Erin Elizabeth Burdis", Frankenmuth, MI
Victoria Kairumba Burke", Frankfort
Heather Michele Clyburn Bush'", Lexington
Henry (Hui) Cai'", Beijing, China
Jie Cai**
William E. Carroll, Harlan
Adrian Phillip Centers'", Lexington
Flora Yueh-Chuan Chen, Seattle, WA
Min Chen, Chengdu, China
Wenqiong Chen"
Yiwei Chen", Ningbo, China
James Gregory Childers", Kimper
Archana Chowdhury, Cuwahati, India
Nathaniel James Clark, Louisville
Nathan Caleb Clayton, Bowling Green
Brian Keith Coffey", Russell Springs
Holly Holbrook Coleman, Apex, NC
Joseph Thomas Collins**, Louisville
Brian S. Cook**, King, NC
Steven Evan Cornell, Lexington
Gregory Clay Cornett, Viper
Christopher Ballard Coulter**, Bloomfield
Christopher Ross Cunningham*, Louisville
Kerry Louise Curtis*, Madisonville
Alexander Matthew Czopp**, Buffalo, NY
Kumar Satya Seshu Dammu, Rajahmundry,
India
Rebecca Dawn Jones d' Angelo**,
Nicholasville
Yaping Anna Deer*
Darryl Drabik, Buffalo, NY
Meizhu Du, Beijing, China
Tina Marie Dubbs**, Vandalia, OH
Udayan Dutta*
Jamieson Lee Duvall**
Maureen Kelly Dwyer, Oxford, MA
Hesham Abdalrahim Elgaali, Khartoum,
Sudan
JianJin Feng, Jiangsu, China
Zhonghan Feng*, Hanzhong, China
Meagan Diana Ferguson*, Crescent City, CA
Brian George Fieser, Norwich, .KS
Suzannah Marie Fister, Lexington
Jennifer Lee Flowers, Louisville
Ann Marie Freytag, Lexington
Eric William Gahan, Ilion, NY
Megan Elizabeth Gallagher". Matteson, IL
Jean-Marc Candonou'"
Sharon Louise Garcia, Radcliff
William Brent Carry'", Manassus, VA
Brenda Jean Gehrke, Eagle Creek, OR
Mary Catherine Gieske, Bowling Green
Janet Adele Codley", Batavia, OH
Amanda Abshire Gorman, Lexington
Daniel Curtis Creen'", Winchester
Sean Michael Griffin, Taylor Mill
fun-tao Guo, Suining, China
Mari Catherine Haggerty, Scranton, PA
Marla Dale Hall, Shelbyville
Anthony Marcel Hanley'", Grand Rapids, MI
Robert Brian Hardy, Lexington
David Leonard Harness, Lexington
Eric Emmanuel Harris, Paris
Thomas Ben Hatler, Red Oak, TX
Lisa Jeanne Heaton, Mansfield, MA
Leslie Allen Hensley, Manchester
Amy Elizabeth (Block) Hill, Louisville
Brigette Baird Hires'", Sidney, OH
Warren Heath Hoagland'", Hanson
Raymond Albert Hodges", Shepherdsville
Chad Michael Howlett, Annawan, IL
Shu-hsien Hsiao
Daniel John Hutchison, Northwood, ND
lonut Emil lacob
Saad Masood Ijad, Karachi, Pakistan
Adrienne Lee Ianowiak'", Smithmill, PA
Helen Elizabeth [ewell", Franklin, TN
Xinkai [iang'"
David Michael Carey Johnson, Union
Brian Todd Jones, Lexington
Amy Louise jordan", Lexington
Robert Blake [ordan'", Union
Nancy S. [ose'". Pekanbaru, Indonesia
Do-lin Iung, Seoul, Korea
Murali Kanakasabai", Chennai, India
Jeffrey Wilson Kearse, Union, SC
Chin-Hong Khor, Perak, Malaysia
Tria Bottorff Kinnard, Savannah, TN
Susanna Elizabeth Kitts, Tazewell, VA
James Michael Ladd, Hopkinsville
Ford Nash Lankford*, Lexington
Andrew Thomas Lee, Eaton, OH
Akssell Jose Leiva, Matagolpa, Nicaragua
Chingwen Li, Chengdu, 'China
Hao Li, Xingtai, China
Min Li**,Beijing, China
Mark Thomas Litterer




Matthew M. Matlock**, Knightstown, IN
Heather Lynn Mattocks, Lexington
Rebecca Louise McCaffrey, Cheyenne, WY
V. Marie Sullivan McClain, Winchester, VA
Fiona Mary McKenzie, Lexington
Denise Marie McNabb*, Forest, VA
Terry Glynn Meade, Lexington
Ivana Mihalek**, Zagreb, Croatia
Jodi Lynn Miller, Wilmington, NC
M'Kiaira Kimathi Miriti*, Isiolo, Kenya
Kyle Lee Moats**, Dixon, IL
Nareshkumar Mohamed
Satya Ranjan Mohanty, Rourkela, India
Herbert Morales, San Jose, Costa Rica
Joseph Adam Morgan, Ashland
Dyana Novitari**
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Tanika Latrease Owens'", Louisville
Subramoni Padmanabhan, Hyderabad, India
Dustin Randall Paisley", Chico, CA
Justin C. Palmer
IIsoon Park", Seoul, Korea
Gregory Scott Parks", East Hampton, NY
Rhonda Gale Parrigin", Bardstown
Gayatri Anilkumar Patel, Mumbai, India
Rangsit Poosiripinyo"
Alfred Griggs Powell, Lexington
Deborah Ann Powell, Midland, MI
Laura Ann Powers, Hawesville
Krishna Prasanna Prabhala, Kakinada, India
Bryan David Price, Ashland
Thomas Michael Pucci'"
Venu-Gopal Puram, Cuddapah, India
Pingping 00*
Patrick Daniel Quillen, Largo, FL
Jason Allen Rader, Lexington
Shardan Marc Radmanesh, Somerset
Ram Chandra Rai*
Jagannath Rallapalli, Hyderebad, India
Saritha Rama, Hyderabad, India
Satheesh Ramadoss, Madras, India
Priyesh R. Ramaiya'", Bombay, India
Haiping Ran, Lexington
Chad Andrew Rankin, New Bethlehem, PA
Kelly Barbra Renz", Tampa, FL
Jason Cosmo Reynolds, Olive Hill
Alberto Ribes-Zamora", Barcelona, Spain
Tyler A. Sager", Rock City, IL
Sameer Sudhakar Sahasrabudhe, Pune, India
Christopher Paul Saunders, Covelo, CA
Aaron David Sciascia, Easton, PA
Sheri Leigh Setser, Paintsville
Hua Shao'", Yantai, China
Gargi Shaw'", Santiniketa, India
Kevin Christopher Sheehan'", Cincinnati,
OH
Gavin David Shoal", Columbia Falls, MT
Derrick Scott Smith'", Leitchfield
Orland Guffrie Gibson Smith, Lexington
Hong Song, Tianjin, China
Jason Randell Sowards, South Shore
Tammy 1.Stage, Elmira, NY
Sushil Michael Stephen, Madras, India
Andrew Charles St. Lawrence, Bozeman, MT
Mary Leighanne Stockton", Salt Lake City,
UT
James Michael Stone, Clay City
Heather Marie Stultz**, Milford, OH
Yuhua Su**,Shanghai, China
Ravi Subbaraman, Westerville, OH
Vijayaratnam Subramaniam**, Lexington
Meena Sundaramoorthy, Chenwai, India
Jeffery Michael Szychowski, Mayfield
Jingwen Tang**
Khageshwar Thakur**, Katihar, India
Harsha R. Thayi, Chennai, India
Julian Brandon Thomas, Lawrenceburg
Brian Michael Thompson*, Westfield Center,
OH
Karen Exton Thompson, Louisville
Karen Beth Troendly, Fisherville
Jeffery Adam Turner, Owensboro
Srinivasan Venkatraman, Ranipet, India
Katherine Mary Vieth, Florence
Stephanie Lynn Walden, Owensboro
Lili Wang, Beijing, China
Michelle Marie Ward**, Sandpoint, 10
Holly Kristel Werner**, Santa Cruz, CA
Kristen Suzanne Whirley, Memphis, TN
Lynne Ashley White**, Paxton, IL
Tina Marie White, Lexington
Lavanya MaIharie Wijeratne, Columbo, Sri
Lanka
Kirk Yancy wtlltems'", Troy, NY
Chad Ashley woods?', Hagerstown, MD
Michele Renee Woolwine, Bland, VA
Ling Wu", Shanghai, China
Qing Xiao, Beijing, China
Quanren Xiong, Tiangxi, China
BaoZhang
Pifu Zhang'", Changsha, China
Xuming Zhang"
Yan Zhang", Beijing, China
Yan Rong Zhang
Master of Science in
Accounting
Khuloud Rashed Al-Shamisi"
Michelle Dawn Arnold, Lexington
David Charles Bowling'", Lexington
Joshua Allen Burcham, Burlington
Kristie Dawn Couch", Pine Top
Matthew Aaron Cox'", Lexington
Patrick James Iacuone Fuller, Louisville
Sandra Christine Holt'", Paducah
Angela Renee Lowery, Lexington
Kristin A. Pamperin'", Louisville
Weihong Pan, Guangzhou, China
Marissa Leigh Pinkerman, Catlettsburg
Robert Ellis Taylor Ill, Franklin
Jaime Lynn Vooris, Hopkinsville
Master of Science in
Biosystems and Agricultural
Engineering
Mary-Grace Cachuela Danao'", Arcadia, FL
Virginia-Bibb Wiese Golden, Harrodsburg
Sheila Erin Youngblood Myers'", Walters,
OK
Erin Georgette Wilkerson, Andersonville, TN
Master of Science in Biomedical
Engineering
Nicole Lyn Cleary, Louisville
Mark Alan Griffin, Indianapolis, IN
Kegang Hua, Wuhan, China
Brian Louis Mattingly, Louisville
James Michael McKale, Defiance, OH
Sonja Marie Moe, Melbourne, FL
[unli Ou'", Sichuan, China
Fujian Qu'", Tianjin, China
Katherine Rachel Seppa'", Huber Heights,
OH
Jason Matthew Shultz, Kettering, OH
Philip Morgan Watt, York, PA
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Geoffrey Douglas Bothun", Grass Valley, CA
Joel Adam Luckman", Villa Hills
Paul S. Rodgers'", Winchester
Yit Hong Tee, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Dmitriy V. Albul'", Rochester, NY
Sean Christian Anderson, Benton
Catherine Wingate Black'", Lexington
Thomas Alan Friley", Lexington
Andrew Forsyth Grunwald, Lexington
Margaret Ruth Hopkins, Tazewell, VA
Adam Wesley Kays, Lexington
Anuja Koirala'", Biratnagar, Nepal
Noppadon Kowsuvon, Chiangmai, Thailand
Reema Kundu'", Hyderabad, India
Gerald G. Leslie III, Lexington
Kheng Chye Alex Lim, Kuching, Malaysia
Yinhui Liu'", Beijing, China
Laura Tenfelde Mitchell'". Crestwood
William David Moses, Williamsburg
Elizabeth Nancy Gingerich Nodurft,
Lexington
Robert L Peterson'", Lexington
Laura Kathryn Schweri, Louisville
Michael Scott Snyder'"
Lynn Jonell Soporowski, Frankfort
Wee-Hua Teo"
Erin Marie Thompson, Louisville
Yuhong Wang*, Hubdan, China
Joshua David Webb'", Bardwell
Tien-Mun Yee'"
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Joseph Layne", Helena, MT
Jon David Leon", Danville
Lisa Marie Sylvester", Rockledge, FL
Daryl Ray Tharp, [r.:", Lexington
Kevin Lawrence Tomlinson", Taylor Mill
Master of Science in
Communication Disorders
Amy Bowling Arnold, Richmond
Rebecka Laura Betcher, Pikeville
Jennifer Lee (Perry) Blevins, Lexington
Teresa Campion Bowerman, Richmond
Melissa Renee Comstock, Louisville
Heidi Lusk Fields, Lexington
Sybil Celeste Forsythe, Lexington
Angela Kaye Fuller, Winchester
Sarah Kathleen Graves, Lawrenceburg
Mary Reynolds Landis, Ludlow
Ingrid Kristine Larson, Prospect
Nancy Ann Marr, Lexington
Sherae Reynolds Murphy, Lick Creek
Polly Lynn Nichols, Glasgow
Allison Lanae Parker, Brooksville
Susan Eastham Wallace, Culpeper, VA
Pamela Kay Warman, Lexington
Master of Science in Education
Ann Webster Hulette Abell, Frankfort
Leslie Ann Ainsley, Parkersburg, WV
Kelly Moore Arnold, Buffalo, NY
Chamrnie Claude Austin, St. Louis, MO
Kata Elizabeth Bacon", Frankfort
Julie H. Baker'", Lexington
Clyde Beverly Ill, Birmingham, AL
Darren Scott Bilberry'". Lexington
Pamela Vaughan Bolt, Lexington
Catherine Anne Brambley, Radcliff
Stephanie Leigh Cannon, Lexington
Andrew V. Carino, Seattle, WA
Krissie Ann Carr'". Greenup
Tracie Lynn Thurston Carrico'", Lexington
Malinda Anne Cavallo, Lexington
Dawn Michele Myers Christie", Gallatin, TN
Mary Margaret Clements, Wilmore
Elizabeth E. Crawford, Nicholasville
Stefanie Gabriele Daugherty, Madisonville
Mistylynn Liberty Day, Richmond
Adam 1.Evans, Colorado Springs, CO
Christine Renee Roden Penn", Lexington
Peggy Ensz Farmer, Dalton, SD
Marilee Helen Pord'", Maysville
Allison Grant Frederick", Catlettsburg
Kelly Foster Fricker, Fairfield, CT
Marc Edward Frisiello, Bronxville, NY
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Melissa Louisea Goble, Paintsville
Magdalena Maria Golinska
Tara Barnes Graves, Frankfort
Tina Evelyn Greene, Crittenden
Chester S. Grundy, Louisville
Angela Dawn Hager"
Katharine [o Hahn'"
Amanda Kristin Helm Hamm, Richmond
Marche Elaine Harris, Sterling, IL
Sarah Ruth Hawkins, Madisonville
Tracy Lynn Hayes, Lexington
Stacey Heisler, Wexford, PA
Channen Kaye Conley Horn, Lexington
Hannah Kai Hughes", Nicholasville
Julie Rae Jones, Lexington
Deanna Rhea Cope Judd, Louisville
Linda Michelle Kelley, Stanford
Kimberly Smith King, Barbourville
Matthew Edward Koger", Elizabethtown
Laura Collins Leathers, Elizabethtown
Michelle Lane (Rogers) Little, Frankfort
LuAnne Sipes Littlefield, Danville
Kristi Wininger Lunceford, Richmond
Eva Marie Mastropaolo, Mt. Lebanon, PA
Masami Matsuyuki, Osaka, Japan
Melissa Lee McArdle, Lexington
Michael James McClellan, Lexington
Peggy S. Borders Mckenzie, Louisa
Elizabeth Margaret McLaren, Lexington
Cheri J. Meadows, Owenton
Caroline Scott Miller, Snellville, GA
Dixie Lynn Miller, Lexington
Penny Lynn Mills", Gray
Laura Meredith Moore, Charleston, SC
Melissa Dawn Mullikin, Maysville
Nathan Robert Myers, Logan, OH
Adina Chapman O'Hara", Lexington
Patricia M. Oliver, Lexington
Paul Brent Osborne, Lexington
Michelle Antonia Pinckney, Elizabethtown
Laura Ann Poletto, Loveland, OH
Valerie Collins Pope*", Lexington
Tonya Tussey Prince'", Isonville
Teresa Thornbury Ratliff, Lexington
Ashley E. Reed, Lafayette, LA
Amy Elizabeth Riddell", Lexington
Anne H. Ross, Lexington
Panaena Rue, Ithaca, NY
Rebecca Sue Kiefer Seabaugh'", Lexington
[annike Jakobsen Seward"
Sarah Elizabeth Shannon, Danville
Paula Jean Smith, Lawrenceburg
Anna Lea Spear, Chesapeake, VA
Helen Marie Swain", Louisville
Gregg Michael Talente'", Howell, NJ
Rebecca Sue Tanner, Lexington
Andrea Mae Tapia, Philadelphia, PA
Kimberly Allara Thomas, Matewan, WV
Jody Alycia Thompson, Charlotte, NC
H. Quinn West, Nicholasville
Tamela Mays West
Hilda Jean Wheatley", Paintsville
Valerie Davis Williams, Lexington
Kendra DeShea wolford, Monticello
Brandi Rene wright", Lexington
Eva Marie Mastropaolo. Mt. Lebanon, PA
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering




Yuchi Liu'", Beijing, China






Kalyan Ratan Tallapragada", Eluru. India
Mark Stephen Underwood", Charleston, WV
Zhigang Wang*
[ichun Zhang", [ingshan, China
Kun Zhang, Beijing, China
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Marianne Hall Clark**, Lexington
Roxiania Marie (Steele) Fraley, Jackson
Betty Christine Cross", Lexington
Leontyne Renae Culley". Forkland, AL
Eric Blane Harms'", Lexington
Micahel James Hench'", Lexington
Brent Douglas Hutchinson'", Louisa
Shan Day Kemp'", North Little Rock, AR
Sharletta Kay Mahone'", Mongomery, AL
Nicolle Tennial Moore'", Cincinnati, OH
Kathryn Celeste Neuman'", Louisville
Judith Cissell O'Bryan, London
Tiffaney Scheryl Parkman, Evansville, IN
April 1.Proctor, Frankfort
Master of Science in Forestry
Amy Michele Courtney, Fancy Farm
Helen Heather Housman'", Paducah
Natalia Vladimirovna Kirillova'",
Novosibirsk, Russia
Bennett Scott Shouse", Marion
Master of Science in Interior
Design, Merchandising and
Textiles
Laura Compton Busse, Louisville
Debra Barker Cotterill'", Maysville
Jason Matthew Meneely, Fairfax, VA
Sangeeta Mani Sarma", Mumbai, India
Samuel S. Watson, Eminence
Master of Science in Library
Science
April Dawn Abshear, Lexington
Janet Elaine Alger, Lexington
Amy Ruth Bittner", Miamitown, OH
Terry Demaree Buckner'", Lexington
Kathryn V. Cash", Hampton, VA
Christina Brooks Chester-Pangman'",
Clarksville, TN
Sandy Gilbert Clayton", Morehead
Kevin David Connor", Ann Arbor, MI
Karen Denise Crawford", Lexington
Anna 1.Creech", Harrisonburg, VA
Rhonda Jeanette Curran", Carlisle
Emily Auxier Damron", Prestonsburg
Martha Archer Damron*, Prestonsburg
Lesley Gail Dever Deaver, Elizabethtown
Mary Ellen Dixon*, Bardstown
Edward James Elsner**, Flushing, MI
Jennifer Lynne Freadreacea Embry, Midway
Elizabeth Rose Fogler, Cynthiana
Christiana Robinson French, Louisville
Elizabeth Nicole Frilling**, Covington
Manuel 1.Garr, Lexington
Martha Catherine Garrett**, North Bend, OH
Mary Pat Gehrich, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Rachel Harris*, London
Christopher M. Hart, Lexington
Ann Gayle Hartle**, Cincinnati, OH
Linda Combs Hayden, Hazard
Barbara Brookshire Hensley, Ft. Thomas
Deborah Castle Hibbard, Ashland
Mykie A. Howard'", Cashen, OH
Sara Pauline Howrey*
Melissa Renee Hunley, Pineville
Karen M. (Krug) Iannitti", Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Irene Johns, Shepherdsville
Melinda Gail [ohnson", Lexington
Julie Ann Keller'", Louisville
Gretchen Yvette Kelly'", Camden, AR
Marilyn P. Leathers'", Louisville
Cynthia Ann Luckey", Charlotte, NC
Laura Michele Mach, Elizabethtown
Deborah A. Marrin-Herrell", Louisville
Karen Jean "Kitty" McClanahan, Shelbyville
Erica Renea McClung**, Huntington, WV
Molly Souder McComas**, Jonesville
Lindy Ann Melvin, Monroe
Susan Marie Mischler", Hamlin, WV
Erin Maxine Nevitt'", Louisville
Sarah Little Pace'", Benton
Alan Lee Parrish, Lexington
Janice Lynn Ferguson Poston, Louisville
Leslie Ann Randall, Monticello
Barbara Ann/Wilcox Rathmann". Ashland
Timothy M. Renners'", Hamilton, OH
Sandra Neal Roberts, Carrollton
David Michael Scarlett, Louisville
Suzanne Gillie Schottner"', Cincinnati, OH
Cheryl Marie Hempfling Selby, Louisville
Jill D. Sherman, Louisville
Wendi Bickers Smith", Florence
Deanna [o Strese Streng, Somerset, WI
Sally T. Suter, Louisville
Lisa Thompson", Lexington
Karlen Elizabeth Topping", Cincinnati, OH
[ohnna M. Waldon, Lexington
Christine Susan Webb, Homewood, IL
Susanne Wells, Indianapolis, IN
Sharon Elizabeth wtckholm". Ft. Wayne, IN
Katherine Nash williams'", Danville
Lesley D. Wolfgang, Danville




Shi Chen, Changsha, China
Dolly Toubya Harik, Lexington
Pamela Kay Jones Moon", Lexington
Sachin Gopal Nagane, Solapur, India
Michael Eugene Sweitzer, Versailles
Michael Shayne Wilson**
Kexin Zhu'"
Master of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Robert Edward Miller, [r.Louisville
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Brandon Baker, Yeaddiss
Qiufang Cao*
Yiwei Chen, Ningbo, China
Neal David Erickson, Louisville
Tapiwa Zabron Gurupira, Harare, Zimbabwe
Katherine Leigh Hardesty, West Chester,OH
Eric Joseph Herndon, Leominster,MA
Brian Phillip Hollon, Andover,OH
Sugianto Jasin**, Medan, Indonesia
Jie Kang,Shanghai, China
Lip Kean Moey**, Georgetown, Malaysia
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Vincent Bruce Norton, Elizabethtown
Stacy Marie Pargeu, Richmond
Michael Ernest Roche'", Bowling Green
Harald Johannes Roclawski'", Sirzenich
Robert Rumford, Lexington
David Brian Spears, Fort Mill, SC
Barrett Alan Steele, Grayson
Xiqun wang'", Changsha, China
Gregory Paul Washnock, Independence
Bao Zhang'"
Master of Science in Mining
Engineering
Mutombo Kumwimba Nombe**,Lexington
Master of Science in Nursing
Katrina G. Barker, Sandy Hook
Martha J0 Biddle, Georgetown
Bradley Allen Briscoe, Lawrenceburg
Sharon Brock Chandler, Hyden
Karen Cheek, Manchester
Alisa Jane Click, Sandy Hook
Katherine Jean Daniels, Lexington
Jennie Lee Fryman Gardner, Mt. Sterling
Amoreena H. Gregory, Ashland
Tina Louise Grider, Lexington
Rose Marie/Hayden Happy, Georgetown
Carla Hays, London
Joalyce H. Holl, Mt. Sterling
Christopher David Lewis, Gordon
Patricia Ann Morand Marraccini.
Lawrenceburg
Brandy Galloway Mathews, Owensboro
Megan Elizabeth McCloskey, Lexington
Sandra McCormick McElfresh, Danville
Wanda Lorain Morgan'", London
Marie Price Morris, Somerset
Chizimuzo Chinonso Tochukwu Okoli,
Nelson, BC, Canada
Carly Reimer'", Arkansas City, KS
Susan Smith Rice, Hyden
Irene Rosettie Rooney, Corning, NY
Diane Dabit Sacklehv.Lexington
Robin Kay Smith, Hazard
Shannon Leigh Smith Stephens, Olive Hill
Perry Brian Sutton'", Lexington
Tomie Hyer Thompson, Ashland
Dana 1.Weickel, Louisville
Debbie Lynn Neal Wesley, Liberty
Donna Armstrong Williams, Versailles
Bessie Ellen Taylor Wright, Seco
Master of Science in Nutritional
Sciences
Amy Kristin ward". Tipp City,OH
Master of Science in Physical
Therapy
Iris Renee Adkisson", Brandenburg
Nicholas Alan Austin". Henderson
Christie Lynn Bane", Maysville
Misty Dawn Lossau Behnken*. Lexington
Marcie Smith Britain*, Munfordville
Darlene Deniese Combs*, Hazard
Cynthia Lynne Cory*, Louisville
Jennifer Marlo Fawbush*, Shelbyville
Kirby Dale Feltner*, Clear Creek
Rebecca Anne Ferrier*, Pikeville
Justin Jared Flynn*, Somerset
Jason 1. Fowler*, Louisville
Emily Anne Garrett*, LaCenter





Raechel Rebekah Haynes ....Henderson
Nova Marie Hollman ...., Florence
Cara Renay Hosler", Lititz,PA
Christie Michelle Howlett", Louisville
Brooke Kriser Humble", Franklin
Stephanie Rose Hurley", Grundy,VA
Courtney Mari [erdonek", Urbana,OH
Sarah AIUlJones", Owensboro
Kristin Ann Kellen", Ft. Mitchell
Leigh Anne King ...., Manchester
Jeremy Sean Kruger", Owensb~ro .
Brandee Denise Lampley", Louisville
Brandie Shawn Lankster", Williamsburg
Holly Paighe Luebburs", Florence
Trevor Marie McDaniel Macl.aren",
Lexington .
Valerie Perkins Martin .., Dry Ridge
Alicia Danielle Massengill", Middlesboro
Jill Marie McClish", Louisville
Robin Litteral McCollough", Corbin
Arica Leigh McDaniel", Sandy Hook
Melissa Sue Mclntosh". Redfox
Jonathan Bennett McNabb", Cleveland,TN
Bryan Ray Miller, Beattyville.
Clarence Allen Miller", Maysville
Patrick Christopher Myers", Louisville
PeIUlYElaine oe-. Elkton
Richard F. Osburn ...., Madisonville
Holly Danielle Overstreet", Louisville
Leah Lindsay Stuart Patton", Murray
Heidi AIUl Piccione", Burlington
Kevin Michael Pridemore", Flatwoods
Angela [anine Reas, Louisville
Krista Rose", Irvine
Synthia Noel Sowders", Barbourville
Jamie Rae Strawser", Pikeville
Larry Jay Tesar", Vine Gr~ve.
Paul Christopher Thomas, Tinton Falls, NJ
Misti Benge Torrey", Seco
Molly Ann Poehlein Vaughn", Lafayette, IN
Alicia Marie Millay Waltrip", Centertown
Bradley Elliott Wells", Prestonsburg
Dana Michelle Zachary", Frankfort
Master of Science in Public
Health
Donald Ray Barnett", Kansas City,KS
Phyllis Ann Marshall Bryden, Lexington
Jennifer Skeeters Cronin", Lexington
Eric David Fulcher", Prospect
Nancy Elizabeth Johnson, Le~ington
Jennifer LyIUl Tackett McClam, Georgetown
Holly Gluth Pursley ...., Lexington
Mary Caroline Buchanan Shaw, Frankfort
Robbin Feltner Shouse, Jackson
Susan E. Spengler, Lexington
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Zubin Hosi Bharucha"
Justin Mark Keister", Rockton, IL
Gabor Menyhart, Cyongyos, Hungary
Candace Ruth Osborne Perry, Corbin
Maung Maung Yoe-Sein"
Master of Social Work
Gina Marie Alexander", Lexington
Michelle LyIUl Rothwell Anderson,
Winchester
Carla Jane Andersson", Plymouth, MI
Cristoval George Ayala'". Cynthiana
R. Wayne Baldwin'", Berea
Pamela Banks, Hindman
Aimee Kathleen Barney, Wilmore
Stephanie Ann Barton .
Jennifer Marie Bear, Lexington
Temicula La'Shon Bell, Winchester
William Michael Bell, Frankfort
Rachel Irene Berent, AIUl Arbor, MI
Teresa Ann (Welch) Blevins, Paris
Tresa AIUlBlevins ...., Lexington
William Joseph BOIUler,Anchorage, AK
Charles Glenn Bradley, Vest
Michael Paul Brown", Jackson
Amanda Jane Burdette, Lexington
Aaron Carter Butler, Paducah
Tony J. Butler, Martin
Peter Anthony Carmack, Booneville
Janice Rogers Carr, Mt. Vernon
Amber Lane Cassity, Lexington
Marsha Carol Castle, Inez
Judy Irene Cattoi, Hazard
Jacqueline Renee Chapman, Gos~en
Karen Elizabeth Cinnamond, Lexington
Cornelius Reeves Clark, Jr.", Paducah
Glenda Bell Conyers, Southgate
Diane S. Copeland", Grayson
Dennis Lee Cornell II, Louisville
Tisha Trujillo Cornett", Lexington
Kimberly McLean Cron, Georgetown
Kimberly Roach Cumbie", Versailles
Michael John Daniluk ...., Lexington
Bethany AIUl Simpson Dewsnap, Omaha,
NE
Janet Marie Dickens, Dayton, ~H .
Katherine Mary Disken, Crestview Hills
L'C. Dobson, Mousie
Ruth Ann Dome, Hyden
Mary Kay Doughman , Maysville
Kellie Reagan Dryden , Lexington
Angela Shouse Dubilier, Lexington
Linda Campbell Engle, Lexington
Timia [enell Gardner, Lexington
Wendy Michelle Grab, Cin~iIUlati, .OH
Jennifer Lyn Grieshober Gnola, Erie, PA
Katherine Melinda Gurr, Euless, TX
Tracy Cave Hanshel, Owensboro
Leeann Hayslett, Lexington
Theodrick Lamont Hersey, Lexington
Troy Anthony Hobbs, Lexingt~n
Jennifer Merrilyn Hobson, Lexington
Kelly Nicole Hooker, Manchester .
Dorothy McCain Hopperton, Dry Ridge
[ennifer Rice Howell, London
Janey Ezell Huff, Jeffersonville
Sallie Jane Ingram ....,Warsaw
Cheryl AIUlJackson, Lexington
Rita J. Jeffers, Hyden
Shannon Cochrane Johnson, Wilmore
Carmen June Jones, Bledsoe
Katherine Marie Jones", Corbin
Meredith LyIUlJones, Lexington
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Sandra Jouett, Highland Heights
Christina Leigh Keifer, Lexington
[ody Rene Klare", Ft. Thomas
Tricia Lewis, Whitesburg
Lisa Annette Martin Marcum, Jenkins
Haven Dabney Menees, Allensville
Harold Gregory Merrill, Warsaw
Katherine AIUlMeyer'", COVington
Frederick Carter Michaels, Montgomery, AL
Theresa R. Pauline'", Nicholasville
Jerald Todd Mullins, Prestonsburg
Philip Lawrence Nally, Jr., Bardstown
Carol S. Nelson, Frankfort
Jeannie 1. Noble, Jackson
Donna R. Conley Ousley, Martin
Carmela May Perkins", Olympia
Brandy Charmaine Peters, Danville
Katherine Anne Pettit, Portsmouth, OH
Sheilah Hensley Pickard'", London
Wendi Eversole Rogers, Lexington
Linda Lou Young Santana, Cincinnati, OH
Mary Desha Scanlon, Lexington
Christa Lynette Scott ...., Georgetown
Marlee Alison Shelberg, Lexington
Judy Marie Shelton'", Richmond
Margaret Sue Shugars", Berea
Margaret Susan Sights, Lexington
Amy G. Smith, Barbourville
Jill Wright Smith, Lexington
Dana Springer", Villa Hills
Diana Kay Starnes", Bellevue
Christopher P. Stephens, Wilder
J. Erin Stevenson, Lexington
Katherine Elizabeth Stewart, LaGrange
Susan Hosey Strohm", Hollidaysburg, PA
Wilma C. Terry, Hazard
Amy Christine Thomas, Rockton, P~
Marsheila Joyce Brooks Tincher, Lexington
Charles Wesley Underwood II....,
Nicholasville
Chester Ray Varney, Prestonsburg
Celeste T. Ward, Lexington
Larry R. Wells"*, Cincinna~, OH
Patricia Ann Williams, Lexington
Jennifer Susan Griswold Withrow",
Lexington
Mary Susan Wolford, Russell Springs
Amanda Maria Woods, Richmond
Beth AIUlWoods", Valparaiso, IN
Randy Duane Worley, Corbin
Master of Science in Vocational
Education
Linda Diane Alley, Lexington
Mary Hicks Blaydes, Mid"":ay .
Ronald Matthew Elkins, Nicholasville
Jennifer Boykin Hubbard, Stam~ing Ground
Tina Louise Hughes , Forrest CIty, AR
John Thomas Jackson , Mt. Sterling
Alissa Faye Little, Georgetown
Jason Douglas McWhorter, London
Misty Ruth Miller , Lancaster
Marcus R. Moore , Springfield
Shawn Leanette Phillips", Winchester
Glen Douglas Roberts, Monticello
Carla Arnold Smithers, Williamstown
Crystal Dawn Sorrell'", Mt. Sterling
Henry Alton Stull III, Mt. Ste~lin~
Claudette Marie Yankey, Springfield
College of Dentistry
Dean: Leon A. Assael
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Bouali Fredrick Ameli, Lexington
Kelly Ann Arnold, Mt. Pearl, Canada
Samuel A. Black, [r., Dalzell, SC
Peter Dawson Boulden, Williamsburg, VA
Erron S. Brady, Alta Lorna, CA
Daniel Joel Brinegar, Elizabethtown
Sakita Nichelle Brown, Lexington
Sarah Anne Carrico, Brighton, MI
Darrin Ray Combs, Corbin
John Lyle Combs, Jackson
L. Douglas Couch, Corbin
Paul Andrew Dominique, Dublin, Ireland
Megan Nicole Fallahzadeh, Somerset
'[ason Edward Ford, Owensboro
Michelle Lee Freeze, Lexington
Leigh Ann Motley Gunnell, West Liberty
Merinda Hamblin, Hyden
John Eric Hammen, Philpot
Blaine Roland Hansen, Spanish Fork, UT
Elizabeth Anne Hanto, Tampa, FL
Tiffany Kennedy Harris, Ft. Wright
Sean Patrick Henrie, Danville
Kirk Hughes Johnson, Salem, UT
Robyn Allen Keeling, Bowling Green
Kevin L. King, Pifthian, IL
Jonathan George Lovell, Orem, UT
John D. Masters, Flemingsburg
Jeremy B. Matthews, Provo, UT
John Michael Mefford, Louisville
William Raymond Millay III, Central City
Kevin Blaine Miller, Spartanburg, SC











D. Rickard Ostler, Provo, UT
Ketankumar G. Patel, Danville
Radu Pop, Nashville, TN
Aaron Corey Powers, Clover Port
Clinton Matthew Rutherford, Catlettsburg
Amy Lynn Scalcucci, Cincinnati, OH
James M. Seibert, Cincinnati,.OH
Thomas S. Shipley, Churchill, TN
Eric M. Soper, Florence
Kyle P. Stewart, Somerset
Joy Elaine Todd, Gahanna, OH
Donna Allison Vied, Cape Girardeau, MO
Brian Vieth, Lexington
Brock Ryan Ward, Inez
Rebecca L.Wiedemann, Dublin, OH






Date of Graduation for College of Dentistry: May 5, 2002
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College of Law
Dean: Allan W. Vestal
Juris Doctor
Chasta Nicole Adcock'", Madisonville
Benjamin Druien Allen, Cave City
Alea Amber Arnett, Wayland
Ashley Grey Bailey, Prestonsburg
Jonathan Lee Baker, Louisville
Laura Leeann Baker, Princeton
101mScott Benton, Salt Lake City, UT
Mary Shannon Bishop, Lexington
Matthew James Browning
David Duncan Cavanah, Hopkinsville
Rachel Hoskins Cease, Greenville
Shawn Duane Chapman, Lexington
Caroline Melissa Pitt Clark, Louisville
Justin Drew Clark, Franklin
Michael McFarland Clarke, Maysville
Sterling Robert Corbett, Orem, UT
Roger Benjamin Crittenden, Frankfort
Bradley Everett Cunningham, Lexington
Michael Todd Davis, Lexington
Joanna Poole Decker", Owensboro
Wesley Brian Deskins, Sidney
Jennifer Lynn Ditty, Ashland
Thomas Clarke Donkin", Lexington
William Samuel Dotson, Williamson, WV
Elizabeth Anne Downey, Greenville
Amy Rebecca Duncliffe. Georgetown
Ryan Christian Edwards, Flatwoods
Elizabeth Renae Elkins Bond, Richmond
Cory Michael Erdmann, Richmond
Teresa Michelle Eversole, Hazard
Joshua Shane Flanery, Martin
Taylor Spalding Flanery, Louisville
Kimberley Ann Forde
Todd J. French
[ohnathan Clay Gay, Sizerock
Natalee Ann Gilmore, Owensboro
Doris Julie Graves, Lexington
Phillip Branden Gross, Lexington
Susan Danielle Cox Hall, Lexington
Michael Allen Hamilton, Wilmore
Karen Mumme Handel, Lexington
Wendy Carole Hyland, Louisville
Ashley Ray Johnson, Mortons Gap
Brooke Elizabeth Johnson, Lexington
Joshua David Johnson, Lexington
Leigh Redd Johnson, Cadiz
LeAnders Lisa Jones, Lexington
Leigh Ann Jordan, Tompkinsville
John Kevin Kldd, Lexington
John Richardson Kirk, Walton
Maria Helene Virginia Lake-Bullock,
Gothenburg, Sweden
Erica Ann Lee, Radcliff
Eva Christine Lewis, Whitesburg
Joseph Scott Lisenbee, Harlan
Dace Alexandria Lubans-Otto, Park Hills
David Joshua Malley, Farmington Hills, MI
Razvan Alexandru Mares,
Scott Palmer Mason, Madisonville
Andrea Lynn McAlister, Chapel Hill, NC
Wanda Lee McClure, Jamestown
Melanie Laurel McCoy, Louisville
Whitney Elizabeth McCubbin, Magnolia
Sarah Kathryn McGuire, Lexington
Melissa Kay Metz, Flatwoods, Madisonville
Joseph Randall Miller, III, Madisonville
Jeremy Douglas Mitchell, Corbin
Escum Lionel Moore III, Lexington
Catherine Lindsey Morrill, Chester, NH
James Douglas Mory, PeWee Valley
Kris Douglas Mullins, Campbellsville




Matthew John Neale, Liverpool, England
Joslyn Hyatt Olinger, Berea
Barbara Amy O'Nan, Henderson
Christopher Mitchell Page, Lexington
Jason Dwayne Parman, London
Timothy David Patterson, Henderson
Jennifer Elizabeth Peacock, Atlanta, GA
Thomas Nathan Peters, Klamath Falls, OR
Benjamin Kent Phillips, Lawrenceburg
Kelly Laraine Pigman, Pinetop
Joshua Lee Proffitt, Corbin
Steven Thomas Pulliam, Frankfort
John Sphar Pumphrey, Winchester
Ronan Christopher Ragiel, Cincinnati, OH
Joshua Michael Robinson'", Huntington, WV
Toni Michelle Robinson, Louisville
Shane Allen Romines, Corbin
Lee Allen Rosenthal, Winchester
Cassidy Elizabeth Ruschell. Lexington
Joshua Lee Searcy, Calhoun
Thomas Paten Shreve, Elizabethtown
Kif Harward Skidmore, Belington
Walker Edmund Sloan, Lexington
Jason Vincent Stitt, Cleveland, OH
Joseph J. Strazzire III, Baltimore, MD
Jillian Martha Suwanski, Owensboro
Septtimous Taylor II,Owensboro
Charles Stephen Tichenor, Taylorsville
Donald Markam Wakefield, Lexington
Jay Walton Warren, Greensbury
David Eugene Webb, Louisa
Melanie Brooke Webb, Corbin
Aaron G. Whaley, Louisville
Misty Dawn Whitaker, Richmond
Farrah Dawn Williams, Morehead
Thomas Lee Williams, Covington
Mandala Veda Wilson, Lexington
Rachel Diana Yavelak, Belmont, OH
Katherine Sue Zimmerer, Shepherdsville
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, MD.
Doctor of Medicine
Christopher Alan Adams, Cuba
Jacob Carl Adams, Coeur D' Alene, ID
Gretchen Lea Adkins, Huntington, WV
Brandon DeShawn Allen, Louisville
Elizabeth Ward Bailes, Fulton
Sandra D. Batsel, Madisonville
Lori L Bettenhausen, Lexington
Keith Douglas Bricking, Highland Heights
Erica Stevens Brown, Olive Hill
Melissa Anne Bruno, Mt. Washington
Matheis Wayne Carrico, Owensboro
Peng Er (Destiny) Chau, Arica, Chile
James Estill Cleveland IV, Ashland
Leah Shannon Cobb, Middlesboro
William Matthew Collier, Lexington
Teresa Perry Crase, Oak Park, IL
Deidre Denise Crocker, Louisville
Brian 0 Cromwell, Lexington
W. Stewart Curtsinger, Lexington
Scottie Brian Day, Smilax
Emily Christina Deaton, Frankfort
Jack Foster Ditty, Ashland
Aaron Wesley Eckhauser, Ann Arbor, MI
Pieter Visscher Esterhay, Prospect
John Mark Fannin, Paintsville
Lewis Joseph Fermaglich, Mountain Lakes, NJ
Meredith Anne Giglia, Ft. Thomas
Patrick Brian Gipe, Owensboro
Thomas Leslie Goff, Louisville
David Garrett Gossman, Louisville
Kamara Evette Gray, Louisville
Shantie Devi Harkisoon", Cape Coral, FL .
Kevin Christian Harned, Calvert City
Matthew Dale Hartig, Alexandria
Kevin Wayne Hatton, Owensboro
Traci L Hedrick, Huntington, WV
Charles Vos Herfel, Ft. Thomas
Pamela Sue Holland, Lexington
Todd Lindsey Horn, Inez
Angela Dee de Forest Houchin, Grayhawk
Timothy Marshall Houchin, Louisville
Thomas Michael Huhn, Edgewood
Matthew Thomas Hummel, Edgewood
Amy Louise Johnson, Louisville
Stan Michael Johnson, Pikeville
Jennifer Kathryn Jones, Lexington
Timothy David Jones, Louisville
Ciamack Kamdar, Lexington
Thiru Venkat Lakshman, Middlesboro
Adam Martin
Mary Flesher Meek, Wilmore
Markus Christian Mentzer, Lexington
Eric Scott Moghadamian, Elizabethtown
Kevin Andrew Moreman, Elizabethtown
Ivan D Morrin, Richmond
Mylena Elizabeth Morton, Lexington
Matthew Michael Musulin, Lexington
David Mark Nadler, Lexington





Jonathan Alan Piercy, Beattyville
Denisha Delaine Powell, Russell Springs
Michael William Presley, Louisville
David G Purdom, Lexington
Christopher Charles Rawlings, Union
Mark Estill Reed, Pikeville
Misha Kelly Rhodes, Louisville
Kristi Suzanne Robinson, East Point
Zackary Van Roy, Ashland
Siraj Ahmed Sayeed, Louisville
Joy Elaine Greer Scott, Louisville
Jeff Frederick Seebach, Lexington
Elizabeth Berry Seelbach, Lexington
Paul Bradley Segebarth, Hanson
Michael K Shehata, Cincinnati, OH
Tommy W Shelton, Corbin
Mary Ann Liwag Soto, Whitesburg
Michael Paul Starry, Frankfort
William Ryan Duvall Sutherland,
Taylorsville
Jarrett Heath Sutton, Madisonville
Deanna Rae Todd, Eubank
Pamela C Trout, Lansing, MI
Christopher Makoto Tsueda, Louisville
Douglas Bazil Tzanetos, Buckhorn
James Keith Watson, Ashland
Heather Whitt Walker, LaGrange
Brad Lynn Williams, Fulton
Emily Michelle Woeste, Ft. Mitchell
Manford Alexander Wright, West Liberty
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Kenneth B. Roberts
Doctor of Pharmacy
Stacy Lynn Abell, Louisville
Alyssa Laura Adams, Louisville
Daniel B. Adams, Paintsville
Donna Marie Bailey Adkins", Clintwood, VA
Cybil Adwell, Elizabethtown
Serwaa Agyepong-danquah, Guam
Valerie D. Akers, Hi Hat
Leslie R. Bentley, Pikeville
Mark Edward Bernas", Chester, VA
Bethany Lynn Bindas, Versailles
Erin Renee Birge, Austin
Lauren Ledonne Bodkin, Edgewood
Jamie Clark Bowles, Russellville
Jakob A. Brannock, Georgetown
Joseph Nolan Caldwell
John Ewing Carver, Louisville
David Chang, Hazard
Woody Tzeedick Chow, Hong Kong
William Scott Clark, Richmond
Amanda Lerae Coldiron, Crittenden
Holly A. Courtney, Greenville
Lindsey Meredith Daniels, Roanoke, VA
David Lee DeRemer, Lexington
Susan Tivey Duncan, Versailles
Rebecca.Filomeno Eck, Louisville
Sara Elizabeth Edwards, Greensburg
Heather Lynn Estep, Stanford
Barry Ferguson'", Morehead
Jaime [aneille Fields, Hazard
Meredith Chapman Figg, Beaver Dam
Harriet Suzanne Franklin, Princeton
Staci D. Frazier, Brandenburg
Amy Muncy Freeman, Pikeville
Roger Chadwick Gibson, Rockfield
John Robert Cilfether'", Crestwood
Scott Andrew Greenwell, Louisville
William M. Grise, Richmond
Erik S. Groves, Greenville
Julie Woodard Hammen, Owensboro
Angela Rae Hatter, Danville
Mary Allen Haun", Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Hill, Pikeville
Charles Farrell Holloway III, Memphis, TN
Nancy S. Hom, Inez




Melissa Walk Hutchinson, Ashland
Chad Steven Jeske, New Palestine, IN
Wendy Lea Johnson-Deitemeyer, Olmstead
Gary Thomas Jones, Bowling Green
Laura Kathryn Jones, Hazard
Lana Denham Kidd, Richmond
DeWana Gayle King, Cadiz
Robin Suzanne Kitts, Middlesboro
Kristi R. Lawrence, Maysville
Amber Patricia Lawson, Norton, VA
Pamela Fitzgerald Lundquist"
Gregory Allen Mateyoke, Lexington
John P. Mcarter'", Alexandria
Suzanne Marie McClure, Florence
Wade Carlton McKinley, Shelbyville
Laurie M. Meeks, Salem
Jeffry Douglas Mills, Beckley, WV
Bokyung Min", S. Korea
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Kimberly Faith Mitchell, Cadiz
Jason Edward Moore, Corbin
Janet Marie Moriarty, Louisville
Susan Lynn Moss, Lancaster
Kevin David Naranjo, Burnwell
Melinda Ferrell O'Bryan, Louisville
Aaron Robert Perkins, Clinton
Hilary B. Pohn, Louisville
Kelly Hart Ranvier, Owingsville
Nicholas P. Rawe, Cold Spring
James Clayton Rhodes, Paducah
Patrick Joseph Roberts, Louisville
April Jill Russell, Owensboro
Bradley Edward Schmidt, Cold Spring
Megan Rice Sells, Burkesville
Heather Marie Shaffer-Kegley, Flemingsburg
Gwen Renee Sheeley, Aurora, CO
Angie C. Short, Burkesville
Angela Kay Shoulders'", Morehead
Rebecca LeAnn Simpson, Greensburg
Timothy 1. Sizemore, Harlan
Alison Estes Snedegar, Winchester
Robbin Ann Steffen, Wilder
Kristina Maria Stump, Pikeville
Qian Helen Tang, China
Daniel Glen Thies, Hazard
Sara Megan Thompson, Betsy Layne
Charles Andrew Tipton, Bardstown
Linda Vidosh Zempel, Gladwin, MI
Amy 1.Warner, Maysville
Jaime Lynne Wesley, Liberty
Shannon Vandgrift Wilson, Hawesville
College of Agriculture
Dean: M. Scott Smith
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Biotechnology
Daniel Kenneth Ameman, Waterford, PA
Katie Hamilton Bale'", Frankfort
Whitnee L. Barker, Flemingsburg
Ruth Marie Belflower, Harned
Eric Brandon Cole", Ezel
Claire Victoria Collins'", West Frankfort, IL
Robert Nathan Correll, Robards
Mark W. Dassel""*,Owensboro
S. Derrick Fowler, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Mae Cess", Glasgow
Allyson Suzanne Grayson, Lexington
Tony Brandon Greer, Glasgow
Paul Michael Criggs'", Villa Hills
Jonathan A. Hatton, Whitesburg
Michael Lloyd Hayes, Lexington
Rebecca Kathryn Hermen'", Centerville, OH
Zachary Andrew Truex Imperial'", Xenia, OH
Jonathan Mark Jenkins, Morganfield
Craig M. Johnson, Louisville
Kimberly Louise Martin, Louisville
Stephanie A. Mathews, Louisville
Kelly Marie Mears, LaGrange
Kevyn Edward Merten'", Louisville
Donna Sha Newsome", Hi Hat
Sarah Michele Niehoff, Louisville
Christina Ann Pflipsen'", Post Falls, ID
Jonathan Steward Ratley, Sturgis
Ryan Keith Rickman'", Cross Lanes, WV
Adam Lee Rucker, Nitro, WV
Valerie Renee Scheil, Frankfort
Mary Allison Simpson, Greensburg
Tara Ann Willson, Florence
Jennifer Lynn Wiseman, Lexington
Brian Cruezo Zamora, Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Economics
W. Daniel Bell", Somerset
Jeremy [emon Bowie, Tyler, TX
Carey Ann Brown'", Paris
Keisha Sherelle Brownlow, Louisville
William Joel Bryan VI, Bryan, TX
James Matthew Butler, Taylorsville
Chad Edward Carney, Bardstown
Darrell Kent Chaney, Pine Knot
Michael Russell Chiles, Falmouth
Ryan Stevens Conboy'", Lexington
Robert William Cornwell, Harrodsburg
Joe Ragan Crafton'", Henderson
Justin David Crocker'", Russellville
Andrew Wilson Dahl, Lexington
Lee Martin Danhauer, Morganfield
Scott Laurence Dingle, Powell, OH
Thomas Harold Downs, Vine Grove
James David Durr, Louisville
Nkechinyere Bze, Nigeria
Matthew William Gearhardt, Troy, OH
Jason William Glass, Edmonton
Ryan Michael Gleason, Huntington, WV
Curtis Miller Gregory, Sadieville
Sanna B.Groseth ...., Hilliard, OH
Jennifer Lynn Hammond'", Cox's Creek
Jeremy P. Hansen, Leitchfield
Jeremy Thomas Hardin, Mackville
Frederick Joseph Haun, Louisville
Anthony Douglas Hudgins", Cynthiana
Stephenie Marshall Jackson, Louisville
Amy Marie [ohnson'", Cincinnati, OH
Joseph Carl King'", Henderson
Thadeus Ryan Legel'", Louisville
Casey Peter Link, Franklin
Clinton A. Long'", Wilder
Timothy Allen Lowry, Topeka, KS
Terry Logan Lunsford, Nicholasville
Raven Nichole Mclvlaine'", Waco
Sean Christian Merkt, Louisville
Alan David Michalek", East Moline, IL
Aaron Michael Miller, Campbellsville
Elisabeth Ann Nelson'", Middletown, OH
Amy Marie Pasley", Winchester
Francisco Jose Pena, Equator
Clyde Wilson Pickett, Louisville
Stephanie June Placke, Somerset
Clinton Roger Quarles, Georgetown
Scott Mike Reigel, Louisville
G. Michael Rezny, Union
John Christopher Roark, Flemingsburg
Harold Frederick Salsbery III, Louisville
Joshua C. Sea, Lawrenceburg
Justin Allen Stevens, Lawrenceburg
James David Stewart", Lockport
Wesley David Sutherly, Troy, OH
Nathan Paul Todd, Versailles
Brian Matthew Tyler ...., Harrodsburg
Quentin Romar Tyler, Hopkinsville
John Lawrence Vanl-iook'", Somerset
Justin Bryan Wilmot", Lancaster
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture, Education,
Communication and Leadership
Jonathan Lee Adams, Brodhead
Mollie Jo Adams, Butler
Nathan Allen Bradley, Lexington
Brian Edward Brammell, Grayson
Chadwick Shawn Conway'". Hazard
Robert M. Coots, [r., Taylorsville
Adam John Endorf'", Lexington
Jessica Anne Glass, Georgetown
Matthew Robert [ohnson'", Louisville
Don C. Lewis III, Versailles
Melissa Ann Lippert, Versailles
Matthew Howard London", Cave City
Elizabeth Ann Scherer'", Champaign, IL
Susan Beth Shouse'", Taylorsville
Joshua Alan Smith, Philpot
Catherine Susanne Weaver'", Lexington
Michael Ryan Williams, Campbellsville
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Lenora Marie Batchelor", Prospect
Melissa Lauren Bierman'", Charlotte, NC
Bradley Allen Brammell", Grayson
Sara Katherine Carter, Stamping Ground
Darrell Kent Chaney, Pine Knot
Charles Brian Croley, Glasgow
William Kenneth Davis, Olive Hill
Elizabeth Kristen Duguid", Hopkinsville
Melanie Diane Fransen, St Charles, IL
Kathryn Richards Crachek'", South Whitley,
IN
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Charity Michelle Havens, West Liberty
James Edd Jason Headrick, Tompkinsville
Tehran [oshun [ewell", Bowling Green
Rebecca Blair Leano, Louisville
William Anthony Leger, Berea
Joseph Robert Lipps", Frankfort
Walter Corey Maggard", Grayson
John Casey Mulberry'", Sadieville
Chrystal Ann Noble", Lost Creek
Matthew Dane Prewitt", Corbin
Clinton Roger Quarles, Georgetown
John Davison Reed'", Springfield
Sarah Alison Roberts'", Bryantown, MD
Patrick Joseph Robinson"; Morganfield
Amanda Lane Shill", Webster
Mark David Wade'", Harrodsburg
Dailey Elaine Wilson, Eddyville
Erin Briana Woodall, Georgetown
Bachelor of Science in Animal
Sciences
Paula Jean Arms, River
Katharine A. Auchter'", Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Lynn Bamhisel'", Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Barr, Zanesville, OH
Lenora Marie Batchelor", Prospect
Justin David Baum, Louisville
Gregory Scott Berry'"; Georgetown
Jason Ashley Burcham, Burlington
Cinnamon 1.Butler, Pembroke
Ashley Camille Carnahan, London
Traver Maurice Dabney, Campbellsville
Connie Jean DeMoss, Erlanger
Bridget Erin Dixon, Lake Orion, MI
Alexis Anne Dufilho, Taylorsville
Chesney Lynn Proggeu, Center
Megan Elizabeth Glennon, Dayton, OH
Tiffany Lee Hall, Goshen
Frazer Scott Herrington'", Cynthiana
Rebecca Erin Huber'", Arlington
Michael Lynn Hunt, Morgantown
Deborah Sue Hurt, Morning View
Martina Lynn Keeney'", Somerset
Christine M. Mains, Lexington
Aaron Michael Miller, Campbellsville
Michael Tilden Mitchell'", Midway
Geri Lynn Napier, Shelbyville
Margaret Jane Nelson", Crestwood
David Nathan Paine, Louisville
Sarah Jean Pollitt", Louisville
Julia Elizabeth Quattrocchi, Stamping
Ground
Katrina A. Ralph'", Georgetown
Andrew M. Rehm, Saratoga Springs, NY
Tiffany Denise Reynolds, Campbellsville
Ann Louise Russell'", Newcomerstown, OH
Megan Taylor Sands'", Mt. Washington
AshIey Jill Shofner, Campbellsville
Nicole Lynn King Stallings, Shelbyville
Leah Catherine Stern, Louisville
April Mae Sweet, South Glens Falls, NY
Cynthia Nicole Thomas, Lexington
Seth Douglas Thompson". Russell
Theodorus Vincentius Adolphus Franciscus
van Delft, Belgium
Dennis Andrew Vogt, Alexandria
Brian Allen Ward, Owensboro
Lauren Bare Welling, Cincinnati, OH
Jill Suzanne Williams, Somerset
Graham A. Wolfram, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Jennylynn S. Brown, Hagerstown, MD
Jasmine L. Duenas", Oceanside, CA
Rachel Ann Kellett'", San Antonio, TX
Kevin Anthony Loehle'", Louisville
Ie'Retta Harron Manson, Louisville
Whitney Dawn Owens", Henderson
Shawn Kelly Tussey", Hueysville
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Troy Alexander Bowman, Lexington
Robert Clark Cammack", Lexington
Kristen Ann Cory, Columbus, OH
Alison Danielle Dance'". Lexington
Joshua Albert Givens, Mt. Sterling
John G. Gribben, Union
Jason Thomas Hunt, Greenville
Brandon Edward Lassiter, Wickliffe
Michael Patrick Olges", Louisville
Peter E. Richard, Louisville
Stephen Andrew Rogers, Shelbyville
Carrie Michelle Roswold, Crab Orchard
Douglas John Schwemlein, Chillicothe, OH
Ariel B. Sewell, Burkesville
Heather Marie Simpson'", College Corner, OH
Brandon Edward Smith, Walton
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Eric Joseph Bartley, Louisville
Jamie William Beckman, Shelby, MI
Michael Todd Conti, Paramus, NJ
Craig Kavanaugh Crafton, Elberfeld, IN
John Lucian Dearborn, Danville
Seth A. Farmer, Lebanon
Ryan Anthony Hargrove, LaGrange
James Joseph Less, Ottawa, IL
John Edward Martin, Ft Mitchell
Miranda Hattie Morris, Goshen
Katharine LaBelle Pentecost, Southlake, TX
Andrew Wright Perraut; Paris
Benton Thomas Peters II, Owenton
Katie M. Ritter, Cincinnati, OH
Kelly Suzanne Sanders, Paducah
Douglas James Schultz, Alexandria
Philip Scott Thompson'", Louisville
Ethan Thomas Waterbury, Richmond
Bachelor of Science in Natural
Resource Conservation-
Management
Barbara Ann Appling'", Elizabethtown
Melissa Elaine Bridges, Lexington
Frank Lacy Byron IV**,Frankfort
Peter Thomas Costich, Lexington
Christopher David Cummins'", Harrodsburg
Leslie Marie Dawson, Louisville
Melvin Lowry Dean III, Lexington
Michael W. Dulin, [r.t", Winchester
Eric Allen Edwards, Edgewood
Darrell Scott Feldhoff, Louisville
Tamela Jean Harper'", Shepherdsville
Diane Renee Harrington, Paducah
Rebeccah Leigh Heisel, Water Valley
Jesse J. Hesley, Lexington
Amy Marie [ohnson'", Cincinnati, OH
Steven Thomas Iolly'", Lexington
Donna Diane Lee jones", Flemingsburg
Jordan Michael [oy'", Lexington
Jennifer Nicole Krahenbuhl, London
Ronald Kevin Kruchinski'", Salvisa
Mary Kristin Malone'", Grayson
John Andrew Markham'", Bowling Green
Jason Johnson McIlvain, Cynthiana
Kenzie L. Nelson, Louisville
Shane Martel Wayne Nowak", Crestwood
Lauren Alanna Perez, Lexington
Amy Lynn Poston, Lawrenceburg, IN
Robyn Rae Ready'", Mount Vernon, OH
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David Lee Seligman, Louisville
Scarlett Jane Stapleton II, Ashland
Janice Marie Sweasey'", LaGrange
Mark Allen Vanderhoff'", Louisville
Suzanne Fielding Webb, Louisville
Elizabeth Virginia wtllett'", Louisville
Brett A. Wilson'", Lexington
Edward C. Zimmer, [r."', Edgewood
Bachelor of Science in Plant
and Soil Science
Jeffrey Winston Brittingham'", Lexington
Marcus Dedric Dean, Springfield
Daniel Kelly Deel, Hopkinsville
Dustin Andrew Dove, Lexington
James Steven Elkins". Georgetown
Derek Thomas Ellington, Bethel
Amanda Rhea Ferguson, London
James Z Polnsbee'". Charlotte, NC
Philip Todd Gregory, Farmington
Jeremy Evan Griffith, Ashland
Nathan Allen Hardin'", Lexington
Matthew Allen Hart, Lexington
Patrick Anthony Hook, Paducah
[aclyn Nicole Inman, Harrodsburg
Richard Cameron Kenimer, Paris
Nicholas Burden Logsdon, Island
Sara Lynne Loyd'". Paducah
Karsten F. McElfresh, California
Amy Marie Moberly". Stanford
Linda B. Overfield, Louisville
Ryan Scott Pfeiffer, Rolling Meadows, IL
J. Reed Pirain", Pittsburgh, PA
Shubin Kumar Saha", Lexington
Delia Woolsey Scott, Hodgenville
Brandon G. Sears, Shepherdsville
Colleen C. Steele'", Lexington
Richard W. Thompson'", Lexington
Robert E. Todd II, Henderson
Sharon M. Truax'", Crestwood
John Damon Wilhoit, Prospect
Gregory W. Young, Lebanon
Sarah Elizabeth Younger", Georgetown
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Tara Abdul-Aziz'", Austria
Lindsey Nicole Abel, Owensboro
Adrienne Salyer Adkins, Pikeville
Stephanna Long Alberty, Winchester
Emily Suzanne Aylor, Park Hills
Brent Matthew Bacher, Bowling Green
Alisha Renae Bailey, Benton
Tara Nai Barker'". Lexington
Timothy Joseph Barnett, Louisville
Suzanne Crupper Bird'", Dry Ridge
Jamie Preston Black'", Ashland
Misti Louise Blandford'", Wickliffe
Brandice Ryan Blankenship'", Stanville
Clint Collis Blankenshlp'", Russell Springs
Gilbert Andre Boissonneault'"
Tara Beth Boles, Slaughters
Erin Elizabeth Boley, Winfield, WV
Kimberly S. Bond'", Louisa
Bernard Theodore Botiller'", Manhatton
Beach, CA
Brian Scott Boyd, Argillite
Jennifer Renee Boyle, Louisville
Tara Lynn Bramblette, Crestwood
Julie Christine Bridge ...., Georgetown
Mary Beth Bridgman, Pikeville
Levi R. Bristow, Dixon
Christi Melissa Brown ...., Jeffersonville, IN
Clarinda Ann Bryant, Hardyville
Allison Bain Burcham", Proctorville, OH
Kevin Ryan Camenisch'", Lexington
Christy Cynthia Carlsen, Danville
Angela Dawn Carter, Elizabethtown
Carrie Ann Carter ...., Florence
James Edward Harren Carter, Lexington
Kristin Lynn Celesnik, Lexington
I-Yuan Joseph Chang'", Taiwan
Melissa Marie Cohen, Lexington
Tonya Renee Cohorn'", Frankfort
Jeffrey William Coleman, Johnson City, TN
Shauna Leigh Collett, Harlan
John Lee Collins, Pineville
Carlton Keith Combs, Hazard
Julie Ruth Combs", Combs
Bradley Lawrence Conder", Owensboro
Jason Brent Cook, Munfordville
Rachel Lynn Crider", Hager Hill
David Brian Criscola, Elizabethtown
Barbara Elizabeth Crotty, Crestwood
Misty Breeze Dailey, Lexington
James Arthur Dalton'", Catlettsburg
Kelly Ann Davenport, Versailles
Brad Davis, Pineville
Ginger Moons Davis, Albany
Joseph Michael Doss'", Paducah
Adam Keith Dotson'", Hardy
Allison Brooke Dunn, Maysville
Bethany Faith Dunn, Carlisle
Erin Lea Earles", Bronston
Colin Alexander Eliot, Mt Sterling
Joanne Brickson'", Albany, GA
Clarence LaMar Ervin, Jr."", Louisville
Letitia Dell Ewing, Leitchfield
Erin Elisabeth Penoglietto", Parkerburg, WV
Cristina Marie Fetter, Louisville
Kristy Hope Porsythe'", Ivel
Tanya Michelle Franco, Ft. Thomas
Graham Christopher Gandee, Pikeville
Laura Marie Gebelt, Alexandria
Terry Joe Gee, Olive Hill
Allison Fox Gilbert, Harlan
Emily Lynn Gillespie, Richmond
Kurshanna Nicole Gipson, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Gormley, Crescent Springs
Jennifer Givens Groves ...., Lexington
Amy Lynn Grace, Winthrop Harbor, IL
Chelsea Melnik Graham ...., Louisville
Rebecca Lee Haake
Brittany Kay Hanshaw, Nashville, TN
Jay Bennett Hargrove, Mayfield
Sarah Michelle Harvieux, Cynthiana
Farrah Renee Haynes, Bowling Green
Brandon Joseph Hedinger", Bowling Green
Farrah Jane Hensley-Conn'", Mt. Sterling
Jennifer Ann Hensley, Albany
Jamie Lee Hester", Stanford
Cheri Nicolette Holmes", Louisville
Kristy Michelle Howard, Charleston, WV
Holly [o Hughes, Fredonia
Nedda Kay Hughes'", Lexington
Anthony Gene Hurt", Hazard
Tonya Michele Jackson, Manchester
Traci Michelle Iackson'", Walton
Meeta Jain, Hazard
Thomas Edward [ohnson'", Ashland
Alison Mae Jones, Lexington
Courtney Jane Jones", Lexington
Marguerite Susanne Kasperczyk,
Libertyville, IL
Amy Lyn Kelsch, Augusta
Shannon Elizabeth Kennedy, Edgewood
Christy Jill Kerr, Somerset
Kasey Quinn Knight, Dry Ridge
Amy Beth Lankford"; Campbellsville
Amanda Lynette Lee, Russellville
Amy Bond Lewis, Olive Hill
Cynthia LaVon Lewis'", Chappell
Kathryn Michelle Lewis'", Owensboro
Laura Rose Listerman, California
Sherry Larrisa Maggard'", Hyden
Pamela Avery Adams Maguet'", Corbin
Michelle Lynn Magyar, Gahanna, OH
Anna Rene Mallory, Olmstead
Cynthia Lee McCann"", Frankfort
Gregory S. Mcl.oney'", Lexington
Terry 1.Mcl'herson'", Beech Creek
Stephen J. Minning. Crestville Hills
Jeffrey Alan Mitchell, Bowling Green
Shari Lyn Montgomery'", Mount Olivet
Amanda Sarah Moore, London
Jennifer Alise Moore, Cincinnati, OH
Sallie Robertson Moorman, Louisville
Jonathan Charles Morris, Hazard
Eric Carl Morrow", Lexington
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Heather Ruth Mount, Louisville
Jordan Myers, Hopkinsville
Elizabeth Rose Neltner, Wilder
Ashley Russell Neville, Horse Cave
Pamela Pinson Newsome'", Pikeville
Angela Marie Newton", Howardstown
Robert Thurman Noffsinger, Greenville
Michelle Renee Orick'", Harlan
Renee Marie Otte, Paducah
Denetra Dawn Patrick, Salyersville
Kathryn Ann Petrey, Stanford
Michelle Louise Ponsler, Vernon Hills, IL
Stephanie Lynn Poynter'", Wilder
[odee Allyson Pride, Sturgis
Tonya Michelle Rayborn, Frankfort
Joseph Richard Reed'". Williamsburg
Kevin Anthony Regenhold, Cincinnati, OH
James Keith Rice'", Lexington
Lori Terry Rice", Madisonville
Rebecca Suzanne Rice, Bardstown
Tiffany Rice Robinson ...., Campbellsville
Jennifer Lee Rietze ...., Lexington
Joseph Allen Ross, Ashland
Cynthia Elaine Rountree ...., Louisville
Ashley Marie Runner, Bowling Green
Jessica Brooke Sanders, Grayson
Rebekah JoAnn Satterly, Elizabethtown
Lori Elizabeth Schuler, Crestview Hills
Richard Anthony Schumacher, Edgewood
Anne Elizabeth Schwarting, Abilene, KS
Chanda Scott" .., Oldtown
Douglas Ross Simmons'", Madisonville
Todd David Siroky, Jackson, TN
Tricia Denee Slone, Pippa Passes
Rebecca M. Curtis Slusher, Barker
Sarah Patience Smith", Russell Springs
Shawn DeCarlos Smith, Paducah
Sarah Purser Sparks, Fort Thomas
Elizabeth Amaris Srodulski, Lexington
Allyson Renae Stacy, Belfry
Jennifer Leigh Stanford, Hazard
Carra Lynn Stewart'", Spokane, WA
Jaime Lynn Stott", Celina, OH
William Van Sudduth'", Lexington
Gregory Co Sy'", Philippines
Stacy Marie Taluskie'". Lexington
Ryan Scott Tolliver, Neon
Julie Lynne Tudor'", Lexington
Lisa Vanias'", Columbia, SC
Stephanie Ann Vocke", Lakeside Park
Patricia Sue Ward*, Benton
Susan Marie Wehrle, Louisville
Kristin Lee Welsh, Nicholasville
Micki Marie wheeler". Corydon
Stefanie Brooke White, New Castle
Leslie Anne Wilcox'", Grayson
Carrie Dawn Wilhere'", Grayson
Angela Gail Wilkins'", Frankfort
David A. Wolford ...., Louisville




Harold Brent Adams, Paducah
Aaron Todd Anderson'", Cold Spring
George F. Anderson", Elkhorn City
Nathaniel Alton Anderson, Cynthiana
Christa Ann Bombatch*
Jason T Bowman, Winchester
Jayson Daniel Brittain, Murray
Pamela Sue Clements, Hippo
Rebecca Leigh Cox, Lexington
Scott Christopher Cox'", LaGrange
Kerry Rae Crosby, Buffalo, NY
Christopher James Crovo, Lexington
Richard Lawrence Dugas" Greenbush, ME
Brad Allen Ellis, Owensboro
Michael Edward Embry", Sheperdsville
Joshua Allen Estep, Louisville
Kurt Davin Fischer, Edgewood
Benjamin Charles Gallagher, Lexington
Melanie Doreen Gilbert, Louisville
David Wesley Gooding, Flemingsburg
Daniel Brian Grimm, Louisville
Jessica Reed Harris, Frankfort
Shanna Joann Hensler, Cicero, IN
Shannon Shanelle Hensley", Louisville
Charles Frank Heydinger, Sandusky, OH
Anna E. Hilb", Louisville
Charles Parker Hockensmith, Lexington
Gregory Ellis Hosfield, Paducah
James Christopher Johnson
Randi Kaye Johnson, Kite
Todd Michael Kaiser, Louisville
Kasey Niccole Kinder, S Charleston, WV
Bryan James Lee, Lehigh, FL
Marissa Anne Lehigh'", Marcellus, MI
Matthew Paul Lian", Milford, CT
Katrina Dawn Littrell, Lexington
Gary Wendell Lofdahl'", Warrenton, VA
Brian Lopez, Glen Allen, VA
Eric Nelson Lcy'", Lexington
Matthew Daniel Luck, Hanson
Joshua Lanier Lukins, Danville
Alysia Kathleen Lund, Coppell, TX
Derrick Andre Malone'", Louisville
Steven Wayne Martin, Owensboro
Robert Anthony Maynard'", Perrysburg, OH
Jon E. McDonald, Murray
James Brian McKenzie, Louisville
Maurice J. Oakley", Ashland
Mary Anne Ocampo, Harlan
Jeffery J. Phelps", Lexington
Anthony Brandon Priddy, Saint Albans, WV
Todd Alan Ray, Louisville
Marcie Lynne Schenck, Lexington
James Lucian Schettino, New Canaan, CT
Douglas Richard Schmitt, Louisville
Ronald Eli Schoen, Louisville
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Jesse E. Schook Ir., Louisville
Steven Patrick Schubert, Indianapolis, IN
Nicholas Brandon Sewell'", Bowling Green
Michael W. Shaffor, Indiana, PA
Patrick Skaggs", Ashland
Joseph Earl Smith .., Rockville, MD
James Arthur Spaw II*, California
Daniel Milton Spitler, Louisville
Erin Elizabeth Sterling, Madison, MS
Jason Glenn Stewart, Dry Ridge
Alan Duane Stilts, Louisville
Paul William George Stovesand, Paducah
Matthew Todd Theiss", Naperville, IL
Jerome Douglas Tobias, Louisville
Raymond Joseph Vaske II, Morning View
Jill Marie Walker", Batavia, OH
Jonna L. Wallace'", Morganfield
Wei-Chang Adam Wang ...., Belize
Michael R. Ward", Richmond
Adam Douglas Waynick'", Allegan, MI
Mathiesha Widyaratne, Sri Lanka
Dale Robert Wilcher, [r., Pittsburgh, PA
Charles Nicholas Winter, [r., Winchester
Cory Allen Woods", Mayfield
Elizabeth Shellie Yates, Elizabethtown
Laura Maria Zembrodt, Edgewood
Matthew Anthony Zupancic, Lexington
College of Arts & Sciences
Dean: Howard Crotch
Bachelor of Arts
Kathryn Margaret Abbott'", Indianapolis, TN
Shannon Leigh Abbott, Lexington
Thomas Laffoon Abbott", Louisville
Jennifer Suzanne Able'", Paintsville
Carol Diane Ackerman, Hamburg, NY
Kristin Regina Adems'", Lexington
William Travis Adams, Ft. Thomas
James P. Adkins
Melissa Cheryl Adkins'". Logan, WV
Ashley Elizabeth Ahrens, Louisville
Sammel Shahrier Alauddin, Frankfort
Krista Sigurros Albrecht'", Mission Viejo, CA
Mark Bums Alexander", Louisville
Jeffrey Owen Allen", Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Allen, Wilmore
Kristen Alena Allspaw'", Lexington
Kristen Alena Allspaw, Lexington
Leslie Nicole Ammerman, Barbourville
Monica Marie Amster'". New Albany, IN
Julie Leigh Anneken, Ft. Mitchell
Julie Elizabeth Antrobus, Centerville, OH
John Palmer Arbegust, Louisville
Preeti Iavali Aroon, Lexington
Michelle Rae Atkinson, Lexington
Blaine Kennedy Ayers'", Louisville
Alia Azalea'", Indonesia
Brandy Nicole Babb'", Hopkinsville
Christopher O'neil Bailey, Langley
Samuel Dean Bailey, Manchester
Raina J. Baize'", Lexington
Jonathan Robert Baker", Stanford
Robin Lynn Baker'", Villa Hills
David Allen Bales, Somerset
Amy Diane Bames'", Louisville
Todd Harriman Barnes, Kansas City, MO
William John Barnett" .., Danville
Tiffany Dawn Barrineau, Lexington
Matthew W. Barszcz, Lexington
Erin Renee Barth, Ft. Thomas
Dayna Marie Baston, Lexington
Sarah Mikhael Becker", Glenview, IL
Tina Marie Becker
John Matthew Belcher", Pikeville
Sherrie Yvonne Bennett", Wilmore
Brandy Nicole Berry", Owensboro
Andrew Dean Black, Elizabethtown
Justin Aaron Blevins, Pineville
Justin Aaron Blevins, Pineville
Jason Charles Blundy, Florence
Adu A. Boateng", Lexington
Brandi Ramona Body'", Harlan
Rano Libo-on Bofill, Man, WV
Sarah Jean Bohn'", Louisville
Tsvetana Dimitrova Bombeva, Bulgaria
Maurey Blake Bond, Lexington
Julie Kara Boswell, Owensboro
Eleiren Rianna Burris Bowen, Lexington
Casey Page Boyter", Shreveport, LA
Jonathan Alan Braden, Owensboro
Tiffany Lanette Bradford, Louisville
Kelly Brooke Brashear, Viper
Jeremy A. Bratcher, Glasgow
Stephanie Lynn Brinson'", Cranberry
Township, PA
Mary Kathleen Brouse, Lexington
Amanda Sue Brower, Lexington
Stacy E. Brown'", Pineville
James David Buchanan, Bedford
Brian Edward Buchholtz", Columbus, OH
Shannon E. Burke, Lexington
Ryan David Burns, Winchester
Andrea Rae Burton, Georgetown
David Michael Buszkiewicz, South Bend, IN
Jennifer Lynn Butler, Hardinsburg
Claire Phillips Buxton, Lexington
Rebecca Lynn Caldwell, Lexington
Thomas Vincent Callahan III, Lake Zurich, IL
Matthew David Campbell, Georgetown
Reva Dawn Campbell'", Brandenburg
Joanne M. Capek'", Oppenheim, NY
Stephanie Lynn Carpenter, Lexington
Patrick Harris Carrico'", Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Casperson, Georgetown
Sarah Elizabeth Castle", Elizabethtown
Melissa Ann Caswell'", Bardstown
Eric Stephen Cecil, Louisville
Erica Maria Cefalo, Lexington
Wanda Joy Chalothorn'", Prestonsburg
Julia Beth Chaney", Somerset
Kathryn Rose Chase, Edgewood
Lora Lea Childers, Louisville
Masten Childers III, Lexington
Rhonda Maria Childress, Louisville
Erin Beth Ciarimboli, Brentwood, TN
Daniel J. Clark, Danville
Jeremy Lee Clark, Catlettsburg
Rachel Marie Clark, Harrodsburg
Michael Louis Claybome'", Lexington
Barrett Trice Clayton, Madisonville
Eric Lee Cline, Louisa
Chad David Clore, Burlington
Joseph Tunis Collins, Pikeville
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Betsy Anne Combs, Butler
Clinton Hancock Comley, Lexington
Elizabeth T. Conley'", Paris
Lee Siegmund Conrad, Marion
Adam Wayne Cook", Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Cook, Lexington
Rachel Gail Cook, Loveland, OH
Bradley Taylor Cooper, Covington
Summer Yvonne Cooper, Glasgow
James Edward Corfman II, Brentwood, TN
Amy Kathleen Coslet", West Chester, OH
Charles D. Cottle, Lexington
Stephanie Marie Courtney, Lexington
John Fisher Cox'", Madisonville
Nadia Leanndra Craft, Louisville
Amy Elizabeth Crawford, Salem
Jennifer Nanette Crawford'", Norway, IL
Margaret Agnes Crawford, Louisville
Neal Joseph Crowley'", Lexington
Donnie C. Crump, [r., Paris
William Allan Cubbedge", Catlettsburg
Kelly Nicole Cummings, Gravel Switch
Michael T. Curtis", Louisville
Jessica Ann Damron, Worthington
Christopher Michael Daniel, Louisville
Noel Kumar Daniel, Zambia
Jane Borom Davidson, Lexington
Alison Leigh Davis, Louisville
Anne Paige Davis'", Glasgow
Eliza Petrie Davis, Lawrenceburg
Lori Danelle Davis'", Nicholasville
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•
William Simpson Davis, Jr."*,Winchester
Jesse Lamar Day'", Miami, FL
Tallifer Rees Day, Jr., Lexington
James Brian Dearinger, Louisville
Mark David DeCastro"", Wellston, OH
Todd Michael Delong, Dublin, OH
Stacy Ann Demko, Louisville
Taylor Oren Depp, Owensboro
Bryan David DePriest*, St. Louis, MO
Karen J. Derefinko. Brockport, NY
Nolan Mason Devaughn", Corbin
Joseph Christopher Disch*", Radcliff
Nicholas James Distler"; Georgetown
Suzanne Marie Dobbs, Hardinsburg
Claiborne Todd Dorsett'", Lexington
James Thomas Downs, Louisville
Tamara Tashonna T. T. Dozier, Radcliff
Anthony Ryan Drake'", Lexington
Melanie Seanette Dumas'", Broussard, LA
Flenoil M. Duncan, Louisville
Marshall Jerry Duncan II", Lexington
Richard Dale Dunn, Paducah
Keitha Gail Eanes, Leitchfield
Katherine Baird Ehrhard, Louisville
Jason Allen Eichacker, Wichita, KS
Bobby Joseph Eickhoff", Edgewood
Christianne Marie Elder'", Owensboro
Adrienne Nicole Ellis, Danville
Stanley Hillman Elswick, Pikeville
Courtney Diane Embry, New Albany, IN
Courtney Diane Embry, New Albany, IN
David Charles Emerick, Brentwood, TN
Jessica Leigh Ender", Louisville
Lisa Beth Enderle, Lexington
Kenny B. Ernstberger, Murray
Jennifer Charlene Eskew, Ashland
Melissa Anna Estes, Lexington
Amanda Jean Parris'", Owensboro
Sylvain Joel Pasciotto, France
Adrianna Nicole Faulkner, Hurricane, WV
Paula Renae Feistritzer, Danville
Erika Ann Figge, Louisville
Jennifer S. Pink'". Lexington
Thomas B. Fisher", Falmouth
Pashens Fitzpatrick", Louisville
Jessica Lee Flinchum, Annville
Kevin Patrick Flynn, Belleville, IL
Scott Matthew Forbes, Huntington, WV
Benjamin Daniel Foster", Nicholasville
Hillard E. Foster, [r., Crab Orchard
Amy Paulette Fox", Dry Ridge
M. Elizabeth Frank, Greenwood, IN
Sabrina Leigh Franklin, Lexington
Marissa Rose Fugate", Bowling Green
Angela M. Fuss, Kalamazoo, JvII
Jessica Christine Gaines ...., Louisville
Lisa Christine Gaines, Louisville
Amy Christine Calloway'", Lexington
Lolito Urcia Canal, Ir., Elkridge, MD
Daniel Howard Garrett, Edmonton
Sydney Lynn Carvin'", Lexington
Rubannette Marquita Gay, Lexington
Steven Daniel Gayhart, Burlington
Brian Gelfo, Davie, FL
Rueben D. Gentry, Lexington
Andrea Rae Cillaspie'", Owensboro
Kristopher Bryant Gillis, Lexington
Nicholas Allen Ginn, Bedford
Clifton Aaron Gleason, Wurtland
Joshu Lawrence Coebeler'"
Crystal Nell Goh, Lexington
Jacqueline Deana Goins, Lexington
Jonathan William Cotxlan", Somerset
Brianna Denise Grant, Louisville
Ronald Edward Grant, [r., Louisville
Scott Montgomery Gray, Louisville
Cristina Kaye Green, W. Carrollton, OH
Phyllis K. Creene'", Shelbyville
Rebecca Dayle Greene, Sandy Hook
Lois E. Gregory, Marion
Shannon Tanishe Guerrant, Lexington
Timothy John Gutenberger, Columbus, IN
Kevin Lee Hale, Lexington
Justin Lee Hall, Alexandria
Willie James Hallback, [r., Louisville
Linda Fincher Halter", Lexington
Elizabeth Ashley Hammers, Maceo
Lori Coffey Hancock'", Frankfort
Thomas C. Hand, Lexington
Katherine Helene Handzel'". Floyds Knob, IN
Rick Allen Hardin, Louisville
Rick Allen Hardin, Louisville
Andrew E. Hannon
Jessica Louise Harris, Greenville
Andrew Seth Hartley", Winchester
Cheri Lynn Hatcher'", Bowling Green
Derek Scott Haynes'", Somerset
Seth Anderson Hays, Lexington
Andrew Lee Hebert, Louisville
Leah Flora Heibert, Brentwood, TN
[ohnna Irene Hertzfeld, Chicago, IL
Matthew Scott Hestand'", Lexington
Aden Elizabeth Heuser'", Merritt Island, FL
Timothy Henry Tollie Hibbard", Lexington
Lacie S. Hicks", Louisville
Adam Joseph Hill, Louisville
Shane Alan Hinkle'". Paris
Natalie Maria Hoffman, Ft. Mitchell
Anastasia Marie Holbrook, Winchester
Amanda Holloway, Louisville
Matthew Austin Holt", Lexington
Robyn Anne Holt, Somerset
Steven Ross Hopkins, Lexington
Brett Robert Hosler, Byron, IL
Jeffrey David Houchin, Lexington
Robert Stanley House'", London
Anne Marie Howard, Florence
Rebecca LeAnn Howard, Versailles
Aaron K. Howell, Elizabethtown
Branka Hrvoj-Mihic, Croatia
Russell William Hubbard, Redmond, WA
Elizabeth Lorraine Hughes", Versailles
Dana Michelle Hunt'", Louisville
James Lewis Hunter", Ashland
Roxanne May Hurt". Frankfort
Candice Lynn Hutchinson, Lexington
Tara Kristen Ising", Louisville
Iman Halsell jackson", Louisville
Lauren Virginia Jackson, Lexington
Daniel E. Jarboe, Louisville
Mary Suzzanne Parker Jefferies, Lexington
Christopher John Jeffy"""",Louisville
Barbara Marie Jermings, Alexandria
David Michael Johnson, Owensboro
Erik Chase Johnson, Somerset
James Kevin Johnson, Georgetown
Jason Michael Johnson"", Louisville
Jonathan Pride Johnson, Central City
Leslie Jaynell Johnson, Mobile, AL
Melissa Marie Johnson, Murray
Michael Kevin Johnson, Lexington
Michael Kevin Johnson, Lexington
Natalie Ann [ohnson", Saugerties, NY
Staci Lynn Johnson, Winchester
Victoria Jeanine Johnson, Louisville
Claire Holiway Johnston, Georgetown
Alexus Marleise [ones'"
[ulene Laurel [ones'", Danville
Mark Nathaniel Jones, Wilmore
Michael Gary Jones, E. Bernstadt
Timothy Dean [ones'", Frankfort
Sean Christian Jordan, Lexington
Tiffany Deborah Justice, Ft. Thomas
Daniel Brandon Kaman, Lexington
jennifer Lynn Kasten, Nicholasville
Stephanie Lynn Kearns, Maysville
Jonathan Patrick Keller"; Ashland
Elizabeth J. Kelley'", Carbondale, IL
Erin Elizabeth Kelley""*,London
[o Lynn Kemper", Stamping Ground
Robert Benjamin Kessinger, Lexington
David Paul Kidwell, Lexington
Leonard Carl Kiefer, Bellevue
Angel Frank Kincaid'", Beattyville
Morgan Andrew King, Lexington
Sara Beth Kinney, Cynthiana
Sara Elizabeth Kinney, Villa Hills
Kristen Ashley Kinslow, Louisville
Kathleen Nicole Kirk", Lexington
Lyndsey Darmielle Kirk, Lexington
John 1.Kirkland, Lexington
Carrie Kristen Knoeber", Raleigh, NC
Christopher Lee Knowles", Louisville
Brian Daniel Knox, Winchester
Krishna C. Kommineni, Louisville
Melissa Joy Kracht, Edinburg, TX
Kathryn Suzanne Kramer, Hamilton, OH
Mary Lindsay Kring, Georgetown
jennifer Lynn Kroh, Louisville
Deanna Marie Kronauer, Louisville
Brian Yong Kuek Leung'", Malaysia
Ryan Edward Lafollette, Louisville
Laveta Marie Lampkin
Darlene Bess Landrum, Nicholasville
Denise [eannee Landrum'", Louisville
Alicia Markwell Larmour'", Lexington
Michele Dawn Laser'", Independence
James Lawrence Lason'", Lexington
Rene Lee Lassourreille, Edmonton
Grace Elizabeth Susan Lawson'", Evarts
Jeremy Christopher Lay, Harrodsburg
Elizabeth Anne Leach'", Louisville
Katherine Mary Lederer, Chappaqua, NY
Kurt M. Leinenbach", Lexington
Chanatip Leksrisornpong'", Thailand
Jerald Bryan LeMaster, Ashland
Shannon Lemaster, Lexington
Dana Rae Lenz, Louisville
Nana Olufunmilayo Adero Linton,
Lexington
Charissa Del Linville
Barbara Ann Long, Madisonville
jennifer Leigh Long**, Shreve, OH
Miranda Dawn Looney*, Pikeville
Ee Lin Low, Malaysia
James Bradley Lucas, Georgetown
Brian Vincent Lush, Louisville
Ashley Danielle Lyles, Benton
Christopher Wesley Lyons**, Paintsville
Jason Kennedy Mabry, Lexington
Jeffrey Christopher Mace, Wildwood, MO
Elias George Madbak, San Francisco
Joshua Dermis Mahan, Corbin
Victor Arthur Majors, Henderson
Imran Ebrahim Malik""*,Zambia
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Megan Elizabeth Malley, Lexington
Danielle Desiree Malluche, Versailles
Sarah Louise Mendel-Anthony, Lexington
Jay Tommy Manire, Hopkinsville
Angela Mechelle Mann, Lexington
Jill Lee Manning, Lexington
Melissa Ann Maras, Lexington
Laura Jane Marschner, Villa Hills
Brian Patrick Martin'", Covington
Hannah Shae Hopkins Martin, Lexington
Taveya Alessandra Matlin, Lancaster, CA
Toru Matsuura'", Japan
Alyssa Marie Matthews, Lexington
John Michael Matthews, Worthington, OH
Paul Douglas Matthews
Julie Scott Mattingly'"
Jennifer Nicole Mattox, Cynthiana
Michael Joseph Mayer", Lexington
Katharine Claire Mayfield, Johnson City, TN
Donald Lee McCammon 1I**,Winter Park, FL
Mika Dalila McClain, Lexington
Sarah Stopher McCoun*, Versailles
Oran S. McFarlan III, Lexington
Esther Haas Mcxee'', Lexington
Michael Edward Mckee"; Paris
Erin Grace Mckenzie, Flatwoods
Mark Andrew McKinney, Frankfort
Anna Kathryn Meade'", Louisville
Bethanie Gail Meadows'", Pineville, WV
Erin Patricia Medina", Louisville
Robert Charles Melihercik, Union
Jennifer Anne Meredith'", Mt.Washington
Anne Elizabeth Boock Miller
Elizabeth A. Miller, Lawrenceburg
Joseph Bernard Miller, Lexington
Korri Leigh Miller, Vine Grove
Matthew Lowell Miller, Lexington
Margaret Elizabeth Caruso Milligan,
Lexington
Elizabeth Nicole Mills". Crestwood
Dana Renee Mims", Lexington
David Casey Miracle'", Stanford
William Patrick Misischia, Schererville, IN
William Everett Monk ...., Mt. Holly, NJ
Gary Jason Montgomery". Lexington
Jerry Slade Moore, Mt. Vernon
Krista Miel Moore'", Beattyville
Thomas Sherwood Moore, Lexington
Yvonne Yvette Moreau", Colfax, LA
Christopher Henry Morgan'", Harlan
Imhotep Oladele Morgan'", Brooklyn, NY
Jason Wade Morgan, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Morgan, South Shore
John Raphael Morgan", Lexington
Erin Kaye Morris'", Owensboro
Iohnathan Bradley Morris, Georgetown
Stephanie Ann Morris'", Lexington
Thomas Anthony Morris, [r.:", Ashland
David Allen Moss
Nathan Reid Mudd", Louisville
Brad Alan Mullen, Stanley
Michael 1.Murphy, Winchester
Divya Annapoorni Narayan""*, Hazard
Mika Natsume, Japan
Jonathan Wendell Neff, Lexington
Lise Solberg Nes, Norway
Lenea Marie Newsome, Monticello
Phillip Matthew Nicks, Bowling Green
Gianfranco Azevedo Nicolosi, Brazil
Malika Y. NigmatuIina**, Kazakhstan
Ashley Walters Noel, Lexington
Charles Lee Nowlin, Harrodsburg
Jermifer Lyn Oakes""*,Lexington
Michael Brian O'Connor
Amy Fitzgerald Olive, Louisville
Michael Patton O'Nan'", Shelbyville
Adam Michael O'Quinn'", Shelbyville
Daniel Franklin O'Quinn. Lexington
Shanta' Nichelle Osley, Lexington
Zuhal Ghafar Osman'", Louisville
Shadette Juanita Page, Bowling Green
Michelle Marie Parish'", Rockledge, FL
William James Parker, Russell
Kelli Marie Parsons, Lexington
Melissa Kay Patterson, Westerville, OH
Susan Carol Wilson Patterson", Ft. Mitchell
Amanda Nicole Peak, Henderson
Shelley Brooke Pennington, Morehead
Laura Faye Perkins, Ft. Thomas
Meghan Ann Perkins, California
April Marie Perry, Pleasureville
Robert A. Petty, Chicago, IL
Benjamin Kyle Pfeffer, Maysville
Stephanie Christine Phelps", Louisville
Francisco Javier Picon, Radcliff
Heather Dawn Plum, Morganfield
Keith Aubrey Poege'", Lexington
John Parker Pogue", Lexington
Gina Lynn Poore, Albany
Marsha Ann Porter
Robyn Louise Postley, Lexington
Gustav Emanuel Caesar Pousette, Sweden
Callie Anne Prater, Lexington
Joseph Bryan Prater, Lexington
Chad Ashley Price'", Harrodsburg
Robert Jason Price, Lexington
Tayshaun D. Prince, Compton, CA
Barry John Pronold, Waukesha, WI
Ian W. Pruitt", Ashland
Linda Ann Pugh, Georgetown
Valerie Marie Pugne, Park Hills
Andrew Douglass Pullen'", Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Quattrocchi, Georgetown
Leslie Nicole Queen'", Langley
Emily Sutton Raasch'", Villa Hills
Melissa Kathryn Rainey, Lexington
Jennifer Lee Ramsey, Lexington
Brian Lee Randolph, Florence
Latricia Thomas Rawlings, Lexington
Marc James Reardon III- Ft. Mitchell
Matthew Blakely Reardon, Ft. Mitchell
Megan Gabrielle Walden Reed, Lexington
Kathryn Ann Reeves
Kelly Lynne Reid, Binghamton, NY
Joseph Skyler Reis, Louisville
Kirk A. Reynolds", Lexington
Matthew Christian Reynolds, Lexington
Rita Elizabeth Riccelli, Lexington
Julietta Teresa Rice, Louisville
Clayton Patrick Richardson, Bardstown
Clayton Patrick Richardson, Bardstown
Daniel Thomas Richardson, Madisonville
David Britton Richardson", Louisville
Joseph Ryan Richardson, Lexington
J. Vincent Riggs""
Christy 1. Riley, Elizabethtown
Sarah Thanial Robb, Versailles
Alysia Deanne Robben, Louisville
Jeffrey Arthur Roberts, Paris
James Adam Robinson, Harrodsburg
Veronica Lynn Robinson'", Louisville
Veronica Lynn Robinson'", Mt. Sterling
Christopher Michael Rocco"", Spring, TX
Jaime Roberto Rodriguez, EI Salvador
Sharon M. Roebuck, Orlando, FL
Lawrence Adrian Rolle
John Brian Romond", Lexington
Rebecca Ann Ross, Lexington
Katrina Slater Rowan, Charleston, WV
Laura Ann Rowe, Harrodsburg
Katherine Christine Rowlett'", London
Brad Allen Roy'", Madisonville
Glenn Raymond Rudolph, Louisville
Thomas Michael Ryan, [r., Valrico, FL
Christopher Brian Rymond, Lexington
Sara Kaur Sehni, Prospect
James Leif Sanders", Lexington
William Clayton Sandford, [r.", Lexington
Nicholas J. Santavicca", Florence
Mark B. Savage'", Richmond
Jennifer Lynn Saxman, Hyannis, MA
Jeffrey Michael Schneider'", Ft. Mitchell
Bernard Joseph Schwabe, [r.", Edgewood
Sean Edward Scott, Lexington
Tamicah Ann Scott, Lexington
John Conant Scoville", London
Joseph Darin Sergent, Mt. Sterling
Leslie Elizabeth Servant'"
David Allen Shadd 11**,Cynthiana
Christopher Michael Shaffer, Elizabethtown
April Nicole Shank, Cape Coral, FL
Kelly Elizabeth Shannon, Springfield, VA
Amanda Christine Shaw, Alexandria
Amy Elizabeth Shelton", Louisville
Daniel Joseph Sherman, [r., Southgate
Eric Scott Shields, Frankfort
[oshalyn David Shocklee
April Nicole Short, Evarts
Tiffanie Rene Short, Lexington
Jasmine Leigh Vandergriff Shuja",
Nicholasville
Darren Jonathan Simms'", Lexington
Katherine Lucy Sims'", Lexington
Bryan Paul Skoog, Mason, OH
Vanessa Elizabeth Slagle, Louisville
Maggie Elizabeth Slone, Covington
Sarah [o Slone, Bevinsville
Bradley Christopher Smetanko'", Lexington
Benjamin Powell Smith", Orange County, CA
Candy Mays Smith, Lexington
Carla Renee' Smith", Hamilton, OH
Charise Danielle Smith, Louisville
Nicole Elizabeth Smith, Lexington
Patrick Cory Smith, Lexington
Zachary Stephen Smith, Louisville
Karen Leigh Smither, Frankfort
James Todd Sparkman", Georgetown
Andrew John Spence, Louisville
Jonathan William Spencer'", Winchester
Matthew Tolson Springer'", Henderson
Deborah Barker Stacy, Carlisle
Randall Tracy Stames'", Richmond
Michelle Annette Stevens, Frankfort
David Y. Stoll", Louisville
Brandon Steven Stone, Henderson
Emishea K Stone, Louisville
Todd Kristofor Stonestreet". Canton, MI
Richard David Stout'", Shelbyville
Sara Coakley Strange, Louisville
Sara Witte Strategier'", Ft. Mitchell
Nisha Subramanium
Theresa Marie Sumpter'", Cynthiana
Patricia Marie Swiderski, Louisville
Sonja Gayle Tanksley", Lexington
Katie Lee Tarkington, Villa Hills
Andrea Meggan Taylor, Winchester
Jocelyn Nash Taylor, Lexington
Randal Cornell Teague, Jr.**,Alexandria, VA
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Amy Michelle Terry". Lexington
Jason Edward Terry", Winchester
Michael Kelly Terry", Hindman
Shemeka Leemae Terry'". Louisville
William Kenneth Thomas, [r., Bardstown
Benjamin Philip Thompson, Louisville
Doron [emil Townsell, Philadelphia, PA
Gabriel Mark Treesh'", Owensboro
Erin Lea Trout, Carmi, IL
Leigh Michelle Troutman, Louisville
Christopher Michael Troyer, Bowling Green
Christopher James Tucker
Jennifer Lynn Tucker", Paris
James N. Turek 11*,Lexington
Lathan Russell Turner'", Costa Rica
Robert Jeremiah Turpin, Crab Orchard
Megumi Uchita'", Japan
Lindsay Carol Vannarsdall", New Liberty
James John Varellas III, Lexington
Rhonda Lynn Vice, Nicholasville
Robert Gene Vick'", Greenville
Aaron Timothy Vissman, Burlington
Abigail Elizabeth Voelker, Alexandria
Michelle B. Waddingham", Russell
Michael Stephen Wade, Russell Springs
Robert Stephen Wagoner, Paris
Matthew Jerimiah Waitkus'". Radcliff
Candice Yvonne Wallace, Lexington
Patrick Kimball Wallace, Oklahoma City, OK
Jonathan Lee Wampler, Louisville
Angela Simpson Ward, Lexington
Melinda Kay Warrix, Whitesburg
Mindy Carol Wasson, Georgetown
Carmen 1.Watts, Lexington
Cinnamon S. Watts, Hopkinsville
Tara Louise Watts.tlndianapolis, IN
Tonya Latrel Cassell Watts, Lexington
Jessica Lea Way, Lexington
Amanda Eileen Weidel, Dayton, OH
Douglas Mark Weinberg, Lexington
Tomas Stanley Weinberg'", Hindman
Ian Jay Welch, Elizabethtown
Mary Elizabeth Wells, London
Kristin Marie Werner, Medford, NJ
Johnna Angela Westerfield, Owensboro
Kiley Ray Whitaker, Bagdad
Michael Ira White, Trenton, MI
Riely Macon White, [r."', Ashland
James Alan Whitten", Fayetteville, WV
Mary Elizabeth Wigginton, Louisville
Dennis Keith Wilcutt II, Glasgow
Ariana Kimberly Williams, Atlanta, GA
Angela Sharon Williamson, Lexington
Jeffrey Kula wilmes'", Louisville
Aaron Michael Wilson, Evansville, IN
Bryan Christopher Wilson, Louisville
Hailey Beth Wilson, Georgetown
Kevin Michael Wilson'". Lexington
Latham Elliott Wilson'", Versailles
Nicholas DuRandall Wilson, Somerset
Ryan Patrick Wilson'", Bristol, TN
William Bradley Wilson"; Ashland
Matthew Ray Wimpelberg, Owensboro
Shari Lynn Winterhalter, Columbus, OH
Krista Susan Winters, Louisville
Ashley Lynn Woodard, Harrodsburg
Amanda Beth Wray, Glasgow
Eric Lamont wright", Louisville
Nathaniel Vincent-Lang Wright, Lexington
Kristina Lyons Wyatt**, Danville
Emily Jane Wyerman"", Novi, MI
Tiffany Lorraine Gray Yahr**, Lexington
Erin Lee Yeager, Highland Heights
Carrie Aleen Young, Frankfort
Jamie Melissa Zimmerman, Lexington
Matt Allen Zumbiel'", Edgewood
Bachelor of General Studies
Donna C. Rowe", Lexington
Bachelor of Science
Robert Scott Adcock, Versailles
Nael Mohammed Ahmad, Lexington
Jeremy William Allen, London
William Randolph Allen'". Richmond
Mark Walker Amick, Louisville
Stephen Charles Amy, Jr."""",Ft. Rucker, AL
Michael Clark Ashcraft, Nicholasville
Sarah Elizabeth Asher, Red Bird
Theresa Lynn Bacigalupo, Ft. Mitchell
Samuel Dean Bailey, Manchester
David Shane Barker, Sassafras
Krista Michael Bartlett, Glasgow
Brooke A. Bartusiewicz'", Crete, IL
Kendra K. Bauer'". Nicholasville
Shelley Elizabeth Baxter'", Ft. Thomas
Lauren Elizabeth Black, Lexington
Jeffrey William Boss, Louisville
Michael Lee Bowlin'", Sitka
Nicholas Eugene Bowman, Tompkinsville
Alissa K. Boyne, Marlette, MI
William Lawrence Brab'". Prospect
Kimberly Gayle Brady, Springfield
Rebecca Ann Brauch, Villa Hills
Amanda Marie Bressler, Florence
Rebecca Rose Brinker, Villa Hills
Adam D. Brown", Lexington
Tabitha Michele Browning'", Winchester
Mike William Brumm, Somerset
Dottie Ruth Brundige, Fulton
Adam Lewis Bryant, Danville
Tiffany Ann Bryant, Bowling Green
Constantine V. Budovsky", Azerbaijan
Melinda Ashley Buemi, Westerville, OH
Courtney Leigh Burch, Maysville
Dwight Montae Burton, Bowling Green
Natalie Janelle Campbell", Nicholasville
Tara Lee Campbell", LaGrange
Bao-Long Cao-Nguyen'"
Shana Davida Carr, Lexington,
Jason D. Carroll'", Henderson
Leslie Pak-kin Cheung, Lexington
John Taylor Childers III, Louisville
Julie Marie Cianella", Erie, PA
Michael Louis Clayborne'", Lexington
Joe Everett Clemons, Lexington
Krista Michelle Collard, Leitchfield
Kyra Lynn Cornelius'", Campbellsville
Annie Laura Courtney'", Versailles
Cynthia LaChell Cox
Todd Joseph Crawford, Louisville
Christopher Michael Cunliffe, Lexington
Jason Nicholas Cupp, Harlan
Mark Wesley Dassel'", Owensboro
Matt Reid DeLong*"",Pikeville
Laurence DiCono, Frankfort, NY
Ahmet Donmezer, Lexington
Xavier M. Donnelly, Lexington
Deborah Ann Downey, Columbus, OH
Katherine Diane Drennon"""",Murray
Amy Renee' Dugan**, Mayslick
Karen Nicole Dum13torf,Melbourne, FL
Richard Dale Dunn, Paducah
Christopher Quentin Durham, Liberty
Louis Carlton Dutton III, Paris
William L. Duval, Lexington
John Bernard Eifler, Ir., Louisville
Allison Rachelle Elliott, Martin
Adrienne Nicole Ellis, Danville
Theresa Jane Emrnett'", Downingtown, PA
Steven Joseph Bvans'", Louisville
Nicole Anne Everman", Clay City
Michael Dewitt Farmer, Owensboro
Douglas Wayne Fee, Lexington
Elizabeth Nicole Fischer, Taylor Mill
Dustie Dee Flynn, Somerset
Tara Lynn Foltz, Princeton
Joseph Terrell Porester'", Harlan
Eric S. Forman, Morehead
William M. Fountain IV, Lexington
Joseph Matthew Fulkerson'", Henderson
Angela Marie Funk, Louisville
Lisa Christine Gaines, Louisville
Iovonna D. Gardner, Louisville
Jason Samuel Carrison'", Danville
Clelland Robert Gash, Lexington
Clelland Robert Gash, Lexington
Emily Paige Gaskins, Louisville
Carrie Ann Gerbas, Louisville
Alva Paul Gibson II, Milton
Nicollette Renee Gill, Hodgenville
Rachel Nicole Goble, West Van Lear
Jacob Conzalez'", London
Ivy Amber Coodmen'", Bridgton, ME
Brad Austin Graham, Bowling Green
Andrea Denise Griffith, Allen
Jason Todd Hafendorfer, Elizabethtown
Kevin James Hagan, London
Stephanie Jane Harnmers'", Independence
Melanie Erin Hatfield, Inez
Jessica Lynn Hayden
Philip Edward Hays, Campbellsville
Justin Alan Head, Owensboro
Matthew Scott Hestand'", Lexington
Christopher Tin-Chiao Ho, Lexington
Anastasia Marie Holbrook, Winchester
Douglas Ryan Holliday, Hazard
Rebecca Dawn Hopper'", Lexington
Kristen Michelle Hughes'", Louisville
Emily Marie Janoski, Owensboro
Robert Benjamin Jewell, Louisville
Jaime Kirsten [ohnson'", Lexington
Karrie Layne Jones, Frankfort
Margaret Ellen [ones", Tulsa, OK
Leslie Lynne [oyce", Princeton
Tiffany Deborah Justice, Ft. Thomas
Tiffany Micaela Justice, Crittenden
Jennifer Lynn Kasten, Nicholasville
Rachel Marie Kelley", Brookings, SD
David Ronald Kemper", Louisville
Imad Naseer Khan, United Arab Emirates
Erin Elizabeth Kidney'", Florence
Timothy J. King, Lexington
Sara Beth Kinney, Cynthiana
Brian Daniel Knox, Winchester
Kathy Bahareh Kobraei'", Murray
MaryAnn Catherine Kokocinski, Syracuse, NY
Michael Andrew Landisman, Owensboro
Bridget Marie Lardner, Ashland
Jessie Marie Lemp, Houston, TX
William Michael Leveille", Atlanta, GA
Bracken Clay Lewis'", Greenville
Reuben Kyle Maggard"""",Wooton
Curtis Landon Manning, Orange, CA
Erich Nicholas Marks, Louisville
Scott Anthony Marshall, LaGrange
Eric B. Masters, Louisville
Nathan B. Mayo*"",Russell
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Aoife Marie Mcfronnell'", Lexington
Deborah Leanne McKelvey, North Pole, AK
Aurea Rae Middleton, Harlan
Aurea Rae Middleton, Harlan
Jason Matthew Middleton, Dry Ridge
Ieananne Miller, Lexington
Jill Marie Miller'", Lexington
Angela LaShea Mills'", Henderson
Carrie L. Minnick, Lexington
Casey R.Mobley", Versailles
Mohammed Azam Mohiuddin", Lexington
Jodi Ann Moore, Lexington
Jonathan Matthew Mosley", Rosspoint
Erika Nicole Music'", Lexington
Michal [akub Nagiec, Poland
James Adam Newton", Catlettsburg
David Quang Ngo
Charles R. Noplis II""*,Hazard
James Michael O'Bryan II, Paintsville
Charlotte Marie Ochanine", Lexington
Christopher Travis Ogren, Richmond
Jennifer Louise Osterhage, Louisville
Shilpa [aykrishna Patel'", Tazewell, TN
Viktor Patskan, Ukraine
Angela Monique Peagler'", Philadelphia, PA
Tara Story Phelps'", Waynesburg
Ryan Baird Pickens, Murray
William Douglas Pierce, Richmond
Robann Jeannette Pitts", Edgewood
Jason Lee Porter, Corbin
Melinda Dawn Prater, Lexington
Heather Renee Price'", Georgetown
Kelly Elizabeth Price, Liberty
Tennille Tate Price'", Somerset
Levi David Procter, South Shore
Barry John Pronold, Waukesha, WI
Wayne Wesley Punnett", Monticello
Allison Marie Rathmann, Ashland
Rebecca [o Regenbogen'", Florence
Courtney Lynn Reynolds, Lexington
Heather K. Ridgway, Nicholasville
Jose' F. Rincon", Lexington.
Stephanie Anne Roberts'", Horse Cave
Crystal Lee Martin Robertson, Eastern
Elizabeth Ann Robertson'", Middletown, OH
Brant Colin Sachleben, Bedford
Tanaporn Sakulpitakphon'", Thailand
Heidi Therese Schapker'", Newburgh, IN
Ann Margaret Schlosser, Walton
John Conant Scoville", London
Kenneth Dale Sebesta", Winchester
Christopher Allen Semder, Winfield, WV
Ayse A. Semizoglu, Turkey
Jeffery Dirk Settles, Pikeville
Kevin Wayne Sexton, Annville
Nadia Ahed Shalash, Lexington
Apryl Rae Shannon-Tackett, Catlettsburg
Veronica Ann Shepherd, Lexington
Joshua Dean Shofner, Pikeville.
Chadwick Dale Silvers, Mt. Vernon
Sean Luther Simmons, Lexington
Anna Katherine Baker Simpson, Versailles
Brian Christopher Sindelar, Lexington
Katherine Ann Skeen, Nicholasville
Adam Kristopher Sloan'", Nicholasville
Jennifer Leigh Smith, Cumberland
Kevin Patrick Smith, Louisville
Bradford Raymond Sohnlein"""",Edgewood
Hina V. Soni"",Morganfield
Michael Edward Sparks, London
Jodi K. Stacy*, West Liberty
Bryon David Staebler"", Louisville
Katrina Marie St. Clair"""",Lexington
Neal Jackson Steil'", Birmingham, AL
John Tyler Stevens, Lexington
Brandon Mark Stiff'", Lexington
Benjamin Barckley Storey, Lexington
Richard Patrick Stoss, Cynthiana
Richard Alvin Straus", Alexandria
Amanda Leigh Strouse, Henderson
Ian T. Struewing'", Tipp City, OH
Jamie Lynn Sturgill, Culloden, WV
Kylie Kristine Sutter ......, O'Fallon, IL
Patricia Marie Swiderski, Louisville
Sabrina Dawn Talbott, Louisville
Ben Coakley Taylor, Owensboro
Robert Jeremy Thomas'", Grayson
Shellie Anne Thompson, Jenkins
Ursula Anne Thompson, RollingMeadow, IL
Sara Sanders Todd, Pewee Valley
Kristin Suzanne Toth, Louisville
Daisuke Tsuchiya, Japan
Richard Derek Tucker, McRoberts
Tammie J. Tyler, West Paducah
Nicholas Emmanuel Tzouanakis, Lexington
Zachary Duane Underwood, Greenup
Christopher Danny Vanhoose, Paintsville
Heather Renee VanMeter, Paducah
Daniel Lee Vogt, Lexington
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Tanachat Dominic Vongvises, Pikeville
Matthew Allen Walker", Cross Lanes, WV
Stacey Michelle Wallace'", Union City, CA
Sherman E. Whitaker'", Jenkins
Amanda Martelle Whitworth, Taylorsville
Casey Elizabeth Wilford, Lexington
James Angus Wimberg, Newport
Benjamin C. Womack'", Flemingsburg
Casie Elizabeth Woosley, Hawesville
Heather Ann Worne, Lexington
Rhonda LeAnne Wright ......, Elkhorn City
Whitney Young, Crestwood
Lynn Zalewski'", Lansing, IL
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business & Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Mark Joseph Aarvig'", Louisville
Frank James Abbott IV, Crestwood
Nikolai John Adamchak'"; Louisville
James Woods Adams Ill, Stanford
Jill Rosanne Adams, Cameron Park, CA
Paul Eldridge Adams, Lexington
Justin Evans Adamson
John Thomas Akers'", Goshen
Jeremy Charles Albers, Bowling Green
Jeffrey Logan Albritton, Ft Campbell
Craig Holt Alexander, Louisville
Christine Carol Allegrini"
lady Lynn Allen, Orlando, FL
Iuancinto Lever Allen'", Louisville
Lindsay Taylor Allen, Nicholasville
Jeremy Alan Allgeier, Louisville
Roula Allouch, Lexington
Amy Dawn Anderson, Lexington
Ann Elizabeth Anderson, Winchester
Gary [o Anderson, Colstrip, MT
John Charles Anderson", Louisville
Martin Dean Anderson'", Xenia, OH
-Sonya Louise Anderson'", Lexington
Chad Steven Aronson'". Louisville
Terry [even Atkinson, Louisville
Gentry David Aubrey, Burlington
Danielle Denise Babine, Louisville
Emily Margaret Bach, Paducah
Brandon Clay Bailey, Louisville
Matthew Joseph Bain, Edgewood
Adrian Eads Baldwin'", Madisonville
Kathryn Lynn Balsley, Portage, MI
Susan Rachel Barber'", Frankfort
Corey Bruce Bard'", Wickliffe
Lindsay R. Barker, Paris
Carla Ann Barnes", Lexington
April Renee Bamhorst'", Greenwood, IN
Julian Daniel Barowsky'"
Joseph Bartholomew Bartlett II**,Alexandria
Kristen Marie Bauer, Erie, PA
Eduardus Aditya Bawono'", Indonesia
James Paul Beaumont
Carrie Theresa Becher, Louisville
James Lloyd Beck II
Ryan Michael Beck, Burlington
John-Gordon Stewart Beckett, Asheville, NC
Nancy Jane Beckham, Louisville
Michael Joseph Beirne, The Woodlands, TX
Lisa Catrice Bell, Louisville
Chad S. Bennett'", Somerset
Benjamin Bilz Berger, Ft. Mitchell
Jennifer Lee Berry", Ft. Thomas
Kenneth Bryan Berry", Paris
Pamela Joy Bills'", Lexington
John Ryan Blaney, Owensboro
Christopher S. Blanton, Owensboro
Allison Marie Blevins, Ashland
Matthew Michael Bolone", Russell
Christopher Lee Boots, Lexington
Gathan Daniel Borden'", Louisville
Erica Danielle Bordes, Winchester
Teresa Ann Bowling, Lexington
Melissa Lin Boyd, Lexington
Taryn Monique Boyd, Paducah
Jason Thomas Breitenstein, Highland
Heights
Mladen Brkic", Bosnia
Anthony Bryan Brooks'", Louisville
Daniel Bradley Brooks, West Chester, PA
Avery Darwin Browder, Louisville
Chad Brown"
Jennifer Lynn Brown, Lexington
Patrick Thomas Brown, Louisville
Robinson S. Brown IV, Louisville
Robert Rowland Brownlee II, Reynoldsburg,
OH
Dana Corinne Brummett'", Somerset
Walter Benjamin Bruning, Louisville
Amy Lynette Bryant"; Nicholasville
Angela Marie Bryant'", Burlington
Jill Nicole Bryant, Owensboro
Stephanie J. Buchanan'", Florence
Charles Challis Bucklew", Ashland
Jeffrey Allen Buddeke, Louisville
Susan Marie Buffington'", Jonesboro, GA
Michael Travis Burgett'", Walton
Jill Patricia Burkart'", Ft. Thomas
Andrea Michelle Burke, Louisville
Corey Michael Burns, Burlington
Christopher Allen Burris, Hustonville
Barry Guy Burton", Winchester
Malaina 1. Burton, Louisville
Joseph Dean Cable, Lexington
Christopher Michael Cahill'", Burlington
Ieness Lynn. Campbell, Charleston, WV
Roger Lee Cappe'"
Marla Jade Carnes, Jamestown
Neely Joan Carpenter, Lexington
Jeremiah Robert Carrico
Martha Lynn Carroll, Irvine
Marsha Christina Case, Lexington
Kyle Patrick Caudill'", Raceland
Bryan Patrick Cecil'", Louisville
Matthew G. Cecil, Louisville
Chun Yuen Chan?'. Malaysia
Gregory Earl Chandler, Louisville
Howard Hian Cheng Chang"
Laura Ellen Charles'", Pikeville
Melissa Leigh Chenault'". Glendale
E. Huey Chow, Malaysia
Alex Barrett Christensen'", Versailles
Jared William Christopher, St. Louis, MO
[odianne Allette Clark, Versailles
Michael Shane Claypool, Paducah
Katherine Adele Clements, Morganfield
[aamil Thomasene Clifton, Nashville, TN
Geri Michelle Cobb, Nicholasville
Ty Keith Cobb", Bowling Green
Danyel Domonic Cobble", Louisville
Christopher R. Cochran". Nicholasville
Laura Frances Colbert, Russellville
Charles Jason Conley", Somerset
Stephen Tyler Cook'", Goshen
Sharma Robinett Coomer'"', Flemingsburg
Barry Don Cooper, Lexington
Eric Alan Cowley, Rineyville
Brannon Dante Cox, Louisville
James Todd Cox, Corbin
Ted Ryan Cox, Louisville
Stephen Ross Craycraft, Winchester
Christen G. Creech, Nicholasville
Gregory Keith Crew, Cecilia
Susie Young Crum, Lexington
William 1. Crumbaugh, Frankfort
Kellie Rose Culver
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Nathan Wayne Daniel, Jeffersonville
Lora Elizabeth Daniels, Portsmouth, OH
Catherine Elizabeth Daugherty'",
Nicholasville
Heather Marie Daut, Burlington
Edward F. Davis, Kalamazoo, MI
James M. Davis, Paducah
James Nathaniel Davis, Louisville
Louis Clement Davis, Burlington
Michael A. Davis'". Nicholasville
Scott Patrick Davis
Melinda Ann Day'"
Mickeal Layton Decious, Monticello
Julia Cooper Delvloisey'", Cox's Creek
Kimberly Michelle Dennison, Hyden
Shauna Lee Dever, Owensboro
David Ryan Deweese, Tampa, FL
Shannon Erica West Diebold'", Jefferson
City,MO
Michael Travis Diemer, Rineyville
Corry Essex Doyle, Lexington
Michael Brian Doyle, Louisville
John Edward Drennan, Hopkinsville
Bryan Scott Duke'", Yucca Valley, CA
Jennifer E. Dukes, Owensboro
James Dean Dunn", Louisville
William Erik Dunnigan, Frankfort
James Littlepage Durham
Roy Alyette Durham II, Greensburg
Helmy Dwihandoko, Indonesia
Nicholas Ryan Ebelhar, Owensboro
Paul Anthony Eblen, Henderson
Brittany Joan Eisert'", Louisville
John C. Ellis", Paducah
Steven Kyle Bricksen'"
Jamie Lynn Esker, Belleville, IL
Elizabeth Burkley Evans", Lexington
John Eric Evans", Springfield
Douglas Gregory Fairbanks, Ft. Mitchell
Lindsay Marie Farmer", Goshen
Joey D. Fay, Villa Hills
Darrell Scott Feldhoff, Louisville
Michael Edwards Pelts'". Louisville
Dustin Duane Penison'", Plant City, FL
Quinnie Fernandes, India
Lindsey Michel Fesmire, Paducah
Mark Anthony Pilbum", Louisville
Christy Kate Fitch, Lexington
Stephen Michael Pitz, Lexington
Patrick Alan Pletcher'", Paducah
Melanie Helen Floyd, Nicholasville
Jonathan Michael Foertsch, Cincinnati, OH
Kelly Elizabeth Fogle, Bogart, GA
Michael Shane Foley, Paris
Corey S. Porbes'", Louisville
Wendell Clay Hampton Pord'", Owensboro
Amber Nicole Portner'"
Bethany Ann Foster, Sidney, OH
Jeremy James Foster, Rush
William Allen Poster'", Lexington
Joel Micah Frederic
Melody Ann Fritz", Louisville
Dane Ryan Caines'", Russell
Philip Kweku Caisie, Ghana
Jennifer Lynn Capen'", Louisville
James Bradley Caunce'". Lexington
Herbert Douglas Geddes, [r., Nicholasville
Kristen Dawn Cedney'". Hanson, MA
Nicholas Lawrence Ceiger'", Dayton, OH
Aaron Lindsey Class'", Earlville, IL
Ann Michelle Clowatch, Lexington
Seong Kheng Coh'". Malaysia
Kristin Suzanne Goranson, Louisville
Ryan Owen Grady, West Chester, OH
Janice Alvina Graham, Hodgenville
Jane Allison Graven, Louisville
Stephanie Anne Grawe, Brooksville
Jason Russell Creenfleld'", Nashville, TN
Leslie Ryan Grider, Nicholasville
Gina Kelly Crimes'", Lexington
Michael Jude Crimme'", Ft. Thomas
Rachel Anita Grizzle, Louisville
Jennifer Nicolette Grubbs", Lexington
Johan Robert Crunditz, Sweden
Gino R. Guarnieri", Lexington
Samuel Gallagher Cuy". Harlan
Leah Jo Haas**
Christopher David Hafling*
[ohn Patrick Hagan", Louisville
Casey Elizabeth Hagedorn, Russellville
Ierod Jeffrey Hagen'", Lexington
David Thomas Hailey", Lexington
Joshua Robert Haines, Paducah
Jason Richard Hale'", Lexington
Timothy R. Haley'", Paducah
john Robert Hall, Radcliff
Kenneth Samuel Hall, Paintsville
Melissa Mae Hall
Shalonda Tyree HaW, Louisville
Kyle Michael Hamilton, Russell
Seth Waide Hanson", Dallas, TX
Kristalyn Dawn Hardin'", Willisburg
Brandon Fisher Harney, Cynthiana
Joanna Ruth Harney, Nicholasville
Christy Ann Harris'", Springfield
Natalie Lynn Harrison", Bowling Green
Michael David Hart'", Prospect
April Nicole Hatfield, Madisonville
Jessica Erin Hawkins, Cadiz
Lisa Jane Hayes, Providence
Tirissa Fallan Heavrin, Louisville
Andrew Todd Helms, Linthicum, MD
Christina Renee Helms, Owensboro
Erin Nicole Hembree, Florence
Roman Bradley Henderson'", Lexington
Wesley Shane Hensley'", Salyersville
Amanda Marie Hentschel, Lexington
Melissa Dawn Herald, Butler
Wynn Cameron Herrington", Cynthiana
Amy Michelle Hickey, Alexandria
Heather Renee Higgins*, Jeffersonville, IN
Jeb H. Hightower**, Campbellsville
Donald Franklin Hiles**, Lexington
David Lynn Hill**, Mt Washington
Jolm Wesley Hill, Jamestown
Keith Nelson Hill, Lawrenceburg
Susan McCord Hilt Louisville
Brett Alan Hillman, Cincinnati, OH
Joseph Chad Hines, Hodgenville
Jeffrey David Hoagland, Lexington
Amanda Michelle Hodges, Owensboro
Joshua Clark Hollifield**, Louisville
Jolm Edward Holtzapfel**, Florence
Bradley Shane Hopperton**, Warsaw
Steven Carl Horner II, Ft. Thomas
Matthew Paul Hovekamp, Versailles
Christina Ann Brooks**, Wilder
George Michael Howard, Jr., Louisville
Jolm Michael Howell, Louisville
Joseph Francis Hsu**, Lexington
Justin Daniel Huber**, Lexington
Tayna Rose Huff, McHenry, IL
Thomas Benjamin Hunt'", Lexington
Charles William Hunter'"
Jeffrey Michael Hunter", Villa Hills
Bradford Whelan Hurley, Faherty
Jeramie Shannon Irwin, Lexington
Chon Fa lun
Aaron Keith Jackson, Louisville
Scott Richard Jacobs, Louisville
Kate Elizabeth Jankowski, Baton Rouge, LA
Ilkka Kristian Iantti, Finland
Mark E. Jarrell, Radcliff
Brittney Dawn Ienkens'", Louisville
Mark Lee Jessup, Lexington
Jeremiah Wells [ohnson'", Louisville
Mario Andrae johnson, Jr.**,Louisville
Michael Prentiss Johnson, Lexington
Patrick Mitchell johnson, Cadiz
William Ernie johnston II, Millwood
Andrea Michelle Jones, Flatwoods
Bradley Daniel [ones'". Louisville
Jason Michael [ones'", Louisville
LaMar Shaluan Jones, Louisville
Laurie Christa Jones, Belleville, IL
Natalie Kara Jones, Lexington
Robert A. Kamer III, Lagrange
Anastasia G. Kavouras'", Crestview HIs
Jeremy Adam Kearney'", Campbellsville
Brendan Michael Kehoe'", Ft. Thomas
Heather Marie Keller, Cold Spring
Patrick William Kelley, Lexington
Paul Justin Kelley, Walnut Creek, CA
Louis Duncan Kelly'", Springfield
John Mark Kennedy, Russellville
Brent David Kerns, Lexington
Nicholas Dale Kihlman'", Danville
Gabriel R. Kimbrough", Princeton, IN
Erin King**, Owensboro
Benjamin Harold Kinman, Lexington
Micah Christopher Kinnett, Lexington
Craig Marshall Kinslow, Mt Washington
Christopher W. Kirkpatrick", Lexington
Kacy Laine Kirtley'", Central City
Thomas Michael Knarr'", Coldspring
Brian Joseph Knight'", Louisville
Jill Renae Knightly". Radcliff
Jennifer Ann Knopf, Prospect
Nicole Rochelle Knott", Paducah
Meghann Marie Koch, Oxford, CT
Robby Singh Kochhar, Lexington
Llewellyn F. Kopko'"; Harveys Lake, PA
Scott William Kreimborg
Jennifer Kennedy Krekel*, Prospect
Tracy Lee Kroggel, Nicholasville
David Edward Kuendig II, Port Orange, FL
Matthew Glenn Kuerzi, Louisville
Lisa Kulkriwes, Lexington
Albert Dean Kurtz, Jr., Lexington
Leslie Ann Kwiatkowski, South Bend, IN
Kevin Edward Kyde, Covington
Deshana Rene' Kyner, Lexington
Matt B. Lafferty, Prestonsburg
David Breault Lail**, Lexington
Jonathan David Lang**, Ashland
Rebecca Allen LaRocque, Louisville
Jeffrey Glen Larosa**, Louisville
Chad G. Larson**, Hayward, WI
Joo Keat Lau, Malaysia
Matthew Farrar Lavin*, Prospect
Ronald Ray Layman II*, Leitchfield
Ashley Whitford Ledbetter, Lexington
Joshua Michael Lee, Medina, OH
Rudy Ray Lee**,Kevil
Stephen Thomas Lesshafft, Lexington
Phillip Geyer Lewis*, Ashland
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Jessica Lynne Ligon, Versailles
Sean Paul Lilly", Louisville
[in-Fei Lim, Malaysia
Brian Mitchell Lippert, Lexington
Kevin [ohn Lippert'", Lexington
Kelly Elizabeth Litmer, Edgewood
Bryan Patrick Little'", Lexington
Joseph Brian Logsdon, Louisville
Ann M. Londorr"', Louisville
Jennie Clore Lorenz, Crestwood
Portia Stevenson Loveless'", Versailles
Brian Christopher Lykins, Lexington
[ohn David Lynch, Flatwoods
Christopher David Lyons, Owenton
Laura Kathleen Magruder, Jamestown
Thomas Tyson Malloy, Urbandale, IA
Nikolas Thitu Mangu, Kenya
Morgan Ashley Marr, Vienna, VA
Jason Todd Marshall", Dayton, OH
LeRoy Vance Marshall III**,Louisville
Timothy Bryan Martin, Louisville
Brian Michael Massa, Greenville
Andrea Vanessa Matney'", Lexington
Brent Alexander Mattingly, Lexington
Jeffrey Michael Maxwell, Cincinnati, OH
Marjorie Rene May, Lexington
Brooke Leigh Mayes, Hopkinsville
Christopher [ohn McAlpine, Centerville, OH
Jessica R. Mct.lelland'", Xenia, OH
Ryan Timothy McComas, Hendersonville, TN
Cheryl Ann McDaniel, Lexington
Timothy Scott McDaniel*, Paducah
William Clay McDaniel, Owensboro
Jason Ross McDaniels, Eddyville
Sarah Kathryn Mcljonald'", Mt. Sterling
Megan Ann Bernadine Mcfronough'",
Louisville
Aaron Scott McGlone, South Shore
Mac Caleb McGrath, Eldorado, IL
Michael Keith McGuire**, Scottsville
Laura Elizabeth McKeehan, Louisville
Christopher Alan McKinney, Dallas, TX
Lindsay Renee McMaster, Elizabethtown
Julie Lynn McMeans, Florence
Nathan Lane Meacham", Hopkinsville
Erin Patricia Medina", Louisville
Thorn Everett Meehan'", Lexington
Lauren Adriel Mefford, Carrollton
Darren Lee Messer'". Louisville
Brandon David Meyer, Walton
Melissa Eve Miculis**, Henderson
Jolm William Milburn, Jr., LeXington
Melissa Dawn Miles**, Loretto
Steven Douglas Miles, Jr., Warsaw
Benjamin Lee Miller, E. Bernstadt
Daniel Herschel Miller III**,Owensboro
Eric Scott Miller**, Florence
Laura Leigh Miller, Louisville
Robert Leo Miller**, Harlan
Scott Michael Miller**, LaGrange
Victoria Sams Miller
Nathan Jolm Millican
Deatta Antoinette Minter, Louisville
Suzanne Nicole Miracle, Plainfield, IN
Stephanie Lee Mitchell**, Tipp City, OH
Benjamin Clay Mohler**, Shelbyville
Nyenatee Teah Monger, Los Angeles, CA
Katherine Lee Montague, Louisville
Jose Enrique Montanez, Lexington
Stephanie Layne Moody, Somerset
Zachary Charles Moore, Frankfort
Kristina Mae Morris*, Brandenburg
Jessica Autumn Morrison*, Flatwoods
Samantha Louise Mullinix*
Frederick Stephen Mullins'", Lexington
Pamela Susan Mullins, Corbin
Gina Marie Mumme, Ft. Thomas
Brian Michael Murphy, Cincinnati, OH
Stephanie Hollon Murphy, Springfield
Kyle William Murray, Cold Spring
Donald R. Music, Lexington
Mpoki Raphael Mwamukonda, Tanzania
Elizabeth Huff Myers'", Lexington
John Nachtigal'". Louisville
Tina Michelle Navis, Lexington
Bradley S. Neat, Dunnville
James David Nesbitt, Morehead
Kristen Amanda Neugebauer, Florence
Justin Kyle Newton, Campbellsville
Yan Lee Ng", Malaysia
Gregory Scott Nichols, Versailles
Jennifer Nicole Nichols**, Paris
Melissa Ellen Nicholson, Lawrenceburg
Matthew Scott Nicoletta'", St. Louis, MO
Thad Michael Niehaus, Henderson
Christopher Raleigh Noel", Harrodsburg
James Daniel Nunn", Mabie, WV
Kara Nicole Nunnelley", Crittenden
Christopher K. O'Brien'", Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Ocampo, Harlan
Michael Joseph O'Dea, Louisville
Tiffany Shaven Offutt, Louisville
Kelley 1.Oliver, Covington
Alissa M. Olson", Centerville, OH
William James Orton, Lexington
Daniel Gerritt Osborne", Lexington
Robert Scott Osborne, Flatwoods
Megan Leigh Oswald, Hamilton, OH
Amanda Raquel Otto'", Danville
Robert Brian Ousley, Henderson
Richard Caldwell Pace, Harrisonburg, VA
Joseph Edward Palumbo'", Lexington
Nichol Diane Panasiti
Shelonda Renee' Parker'", Louisville
Sean Paul Parkinson, Crestwood
Nisha Ashok Patel, Hazard
Parag Patel'", Grundy, VA
Edgar Patrick'", Lexington
Sameer Kurban Patwa'". Tanzania
John Lee Paynter, Winchester
Bryon C. Peach, Lawrenceburg
Crystal Lynn Pelfrey", Lexington
[arod Clay Pepper, Hopkinsville
Jennifer Clare Perez", Swansea, IL
Michael Anthony Perkins, Ashland
Jennifer Lee Perry, Lexington
Kevin Michael Peters'". Owensboro
Matthew Kent Peterson'", Vincennes, IN
Ryan Matthew Pfeiffer, Villa Hills
Marsha Tabor Phelps*
Susan Calhoon Phelps, Greensburg
Bradley Clark Pickrell, Lexington
Nichole Elizabeth Pike, Flaherty
Justin Michael Podnar, Ft Knox
Jesica Alice Poland, Taylor Mill
Sarah Faye Polson, Louisville
Mary LeeAnn Powell**, LaGrange
Matthew Robert Powell**, Louisville
Shannon Denice Powell, Paducah
Cindy Nicole Prather, Louisville
Shelley Carmen Price**, Prestonsburg
Gary Joseph Priel**, Louisville
Brandon Dean Priest**, Louisville
Marty Ray Pullin*, Ovvensboro
Lauren Elizabeth Pursiful, Harlan
Joseph E. Putnam**, Lexington
John Vincent Rader**, Jackson
Brent Harris Rainey*, Louisville
Nicholas Alan Rainey". Louisville
Raymond Joseph Rammelsberg, Walton
Joel W. Ransdell**, Lexington
Tara N. Ratliff, Nicholasville
Benjamin David Reed, Hopkinsville
David Clark Reed II**,wheelesburg, OH
Ross Anthony Reed, Lexington
Townley Sara Reilly'", Lexington
Angela Sue Rey-Barreau, Lexington
Eryn Leigh Reynolds, Louisville
Jeffrey William Reynolds, Lexington
Elizabeth Ashley Rice, Lexington
Joseph Richardson, [r., Louisville
Jeremy Ray Riddle, Virgie
Holly Anna Ridge'", Lexington
Thaddeus Even Riesbeck, Nicholasville
Derrick Austin Ritchie, Lexington
John Robert Ritter'", Peoria, IL
Keith Matthew Roach, Owensboro
Heather Camelia Roberts, Manchester
James Ryan Roberts", Greenville
[ohn Hargrave Roberts, Richmond
Keri Ann Robertson, Louisville
Walter Scott Robertson II*,Versailles
Lisa Renee Robinson'", Paris
Kevin Lee Rode'", Lexington
Rebecca Ann Rode'", Lexington
Christina Kennedy Roe, Garfield
Adam R. Reeding"
Lance D. Rollins", Plorence
Rebecca Ann Rommel, Fairfield, OH
Bryan Matthew Root'", Morehead
Nichole Marie Rose, Radcliff
Carson Anderson Rothfuss, Cincinnati, OH
Daniel J. Rothwell'", Paducah
Kristoffer Conway Royster, Henderson
Mary Katherine Rueve'", Louisville
Victoria Lynn Russell", Louisville
Bobby [o Saltsman, Versailles
Morgan R. Salyer, Lexington
Shannon Marie Selyers'", Union
Jacqueline Elias Samaan'", Nicholasville
Jacob Michael Sanders", Paducah
Greg Neal Schabell, [r., Villa Hills
Brandon James Schadt'", Louisville
Donald Phillip Schardein, Bowling Green
Eric Michael Scherer", Louisville
Kevin Ashley Schilling, Lakeside Park
Christopher S. Schinaman, Fairfield, OH
John Robert Schloemer, Ir."', Louisville
Patrick J. Schrnonsky", Lexington
Robin E. Schneider, Lexington
Miranda Dawn Schnupp, Wheeling, WV
Daniel Lyden Schomaker, Villa Hills
Mitchell McCartney Schorr**, Santa Clause, IN
Arthur Paul Schoulties, Clayton, OH
Jason Michael Schwartz, Alexandria
Mandy Martin Scott*, Lexington
Will Seay*
Anthony David Seward, Louisville
Kinnari Jasvant Shah, Lexington
Chari tie Kae Sharp*, Falmouth
Tonya Robin Shaw**, Mt. Washington
Peter M. Shay, Clayton, OH
David Conley Shearer**, Somerset
David Conley Shearer, Somerset
Stacy Michelle Shelly, Franklin
Jessica Meadows Sherman**, Florence
Mark Daniel Sherrard**, Flaherty
James Brandon Shields**, Louisville
Deborah Anne Siegel*, Lexington
Aaron Brett Skaggs, Hazard
Shelley A. Skaggs, Paducah
Ronnie Smith**, Louisville
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Thomas Joseph Smith", Lexington
Anna Elizabeth Smoot", Millersburg
Allison Marie Snep. Belleville, IL
Adam Christopher Snyder'", Louisville
Stephen Dennis Soard, Covington
Jeffrey George Soete, Louisville
[ohn Willard Southard, Louisville
Carroll Anderson Spencer, Louisville
Justin Doyle Spurlock'", Beechmont
Alison Michelle Stegner'", Lexington
Isaac Shane Stanley, Nicholasville
Christopher M. Steams, Robards
Dustin Ray Stevens, Morehead
Sandra Renee Stevens, Deshler, OH
Caroline DeWitt Stidham, Lexington
Elizabeth Wood Stigger, Louisville
Chad Joseph Stocker'", Louisville
Stefanie Ann Strinko, Park Hills
William Ellis Sullivan IV, Lexington
James B. Sumpter", Paris
William Robert Sutherland, Lexington
Johnnie Dee Swain III**
Christopher David Swinford". Erlanger
Matthew Richard Syvertsen, Louisville
Patrick James Szydlowski, LaGrange
Han Nee Tan, Malaysia
Sarah Elizabeth Tansey'", Memphis, TN
Justin Daniel Tapp, Lexington
Julie Kathryn Tatum, Campbellsville
Bryan Wilson Taylor, Lexington
Kathryn Holt Taylor", Hudson, NH
Keen-Sin Teh, Malaysia
Kelly Lyne'e Thomason, Lexington
Kathryn Lee Thompson", Frankfort
Jenny Rae Throgmorton", W. Paducah
Melody Anne Thurman'", Louisville
Yvonne Lam Tin'", Lexington
Holly Jean Tipton, Nicholasville
Mariola Ewa Toborek'", Lexington
Lilian Toh'", Malaysia
Jason W. Toncray, Lexington
Joel Daniel Traut, Portage, WI
Bryan Thomas Traylor'", Russell
Iohn Michael Tuggle'". Sanders
Christie Leigh Turner, Louisville
Brian Scott Underwood, Louisville
Casey Alan Urschel, Lexington
Jennifer Elizabeth Usher, Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Vallejos, Jeffersonville, IN
Blake A. Vandermeulen, Paducah
Jennifer Lin Vandiver, Lexington
Arthur Bertram VanHouten IV**,Frankfort
Julian Preston Van Winkle", Louisville
Eric Vasquez, Lexington
Kristy Marie Vaughan, Flower Mound, TX
Leah Jeanette Vickers, Lexington
Patrick N. Waddle, Somerset
Claude Earl Wagner*, Danville
Lori Lee Wagoner, Garden City, MI
Sheryl Ann Walker, Lexington
Zachary J. Walker**, Louisville
Otha Eugene Warren III, Evansville, IN
John Edward Watercutter*, Versailles
Shana Martin Webb**, Maysville
Amy Elizabeth Weinert**, Louisville
Randall Frederick Weis, Cold Spring
Andrew Bryan Weishaar, Louisville
Shannah Lynn Welton**, Crescent Spgs
Andrea Christine Wernz, Hebron
Jaime Lynn West, Louisville
Shawn Michael Westerman, Lexington
Bradley Wayne Whisman, Paducah
Christi Denise Wiese, Lexington
Joe Michael Wilder*, Danville
Robert Walter Willett, Lexington
Pamela [o Williams", Russellville
Mary Rose Willis'", Benton
Elizabeth Pidgeon Wilson**, Louisville
Julie Marie Wilson, Nicholasville
Michelle Ann Wilson, Versailles
William E. K. wilson?'. Lexington
Jill Marie Wimsatt, Louisville
Rebecca Ruth wtmsatr", Florence
Christina Lynn Windham, Falmouth
Mindy Kay Windham, Bowling Green
Eric Patrick wlnke", Lexington
Mei-Ken wong", Malaysia
Koay Tai Wooi""",Malaysia
Grant McNally Woolwine, Lexington
Lauren Rae Worthington ...., Owensboro
Chad DeShane Wright, Louisville
Lihua Yang", Lexington
Syed Azfar Zaheer ....
Jared Richard Zirkle'", Lexington
Jason Andrew Zwerin'". Villa Hills
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Anthony Michael Agtn", Lexington
Amy Dawn Anderson, Lexington
Marlene Christine Bachmann, Louisville
Corey Bruce Bard'". Wickliffe
James Franklin Barsoti, Lancaster
Jennifer Lynn Beatty, Leitchfield
Dustin Gregory Beeker, Lexington
Kenneth Bryan Berry", Paris
Robert Brent Billingsley, Glasgow
Alicia LaSha' Bingham ...., Louisville
John Ryan Blaney, Owensboro
Carah Lynn Boggess, Greenville
Betsy Clark Boggs, Hazard
Donna Holtzleiter Bosse, Nicholasville
Teresa Ann Bowling, Lexington
James Benjamin Braden ...., Owensboro
Kimberly Michelle Brady", Lexington
Donald Forrest Brown", Mt. Sterling
Kelly Nicole Brown", Louisville
Mark 1.Brown", Louisville
Patrick Thomas Brown, Louisville
Dana Brummett", Somerset
Rebecca Ann Burkeen", Benton
Julie Renee Caliguiri, Lexington
Jeremy Dwight Chesser, Willisburg
Elizabeth Blake Clevinger, Lexington
Tammy Lynn HunrCollins, Stanville
Joseph Benjamin Colvin, Lexington
Kevin Michael Cornett'", Lexington
Barry Don Cooper, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Dale'", Crestwood
John Joseph Deans, Lexington
Lisa Do'", Elizabethtown
Brian Stuart Duba, Versailles
William Curtis Duncan, Staffordsville
Antonio Diljuan Dunnaway", Louisville
Corey Janssen Duricko, Barbourville
Tony Fitzpatrick Eiland'", Radcliff
Mary Allison Elder", Florence
William A. Elder, Lexington
Thomas Robert Pagerlin ...., Henderson
jeret ]. Farmer, Brandenburg
Paula Renae Feistritzer, Danville
Mark Anthony Pilburn", Louisville
Brian Thomas Fitzgerald, Frankfort
Brent Ryan Freed, Louisville
Candace Froste*", Frankfort
Kelli Luanne Giles, Lexington
Christopher Carl Goben, Louisville
Michael Stanley Goeing. Wheelwright
Leah Jo Haas*"
Shareef Abdullah Hakim", Lexington
Kimberley Ann Hamilton, Louisville
Jessica Lynn Ieffries", Hamed
Nerisha LaChe'l Harrison, Louisville
April Nicole Hatfield, Madisonville
Randall Scott Henry, Sylvania, OH
Joseph Chad Hines, Hodgenville
Jeffrey David Hoagland, Lexington
B. Heath Huddleston'", Earlington
Rebecca Susan Bryant Hurt, Nicholasville
Iris Chon Fa Iun'"
Brittney Dawn [enkens", Louisville
Manda Lucille Iohnson'", Leitchfield
Ralph David Johnson, Lexington
Sabrina Lee justice", Georgetown
Robert Breece Kester, Lexington
Albert Dean Kurtz, [r., Lexington
Leslie Ann Kwiatkowski, South Bend, IN
Deshana Rene' Kyner, Lexington
Eric Christopher Langan'", Louisville
Justin Lee Lawrence, Florence
Matthew James Lilly, Owensboro
Trisha Katherine Layow, Lexington ....
Amy Diane Loftus'". Bowling Green
Ann M, London'", Louisville
Megan Elizabeth Loomer, Lexington
John David Lynch, Flatwoods
John Paul MacDonald, Lewisport
Gabriela Dhiresh Maganlal", India
Jody Earl Maggard, Happy
Syed Shabbir Mahmood, UAE.
Katherine Suzanne Markesberry, Hebron
Angela Mudd Marrett, Lebanon
Jennifer Noel Marshall", Lexington
John Eric Martin ...., Lexington
Dustin Richard Matthews, Danville
Teresa Clare McDermott"*, South Carver,
MA
Kristen Mary McDonald, Nicholasville
Jennifer Lynn Miller, Lexington
Jessica Leigh Miller, Georgetown
Cemal Daren Mitchell'"
Nyenatee Teah Monger, Los Angeles, CA
Stephanie Layne Moody, Somerset
Cynthia A. Moore'"
Lori Michelle Morris, Lexington
Ryan David Morrow, Somerset
Drew Patrick Moss, Owensboro
Matthew Scott Mulcahey", Burlington
Joyce Wai Orlov", Lexington
Giles Philip Patterson", Cincinnati, OH
Julie Lynn Perkins, Steelville, MO
Jennifer Lee Perry, Lexington
William Offutt Pettit", Franklin, TN
Susan Calhoon Phelps, Greensburg
Mark Dudley Phillips, [r., Nicholasville
Paul Wayland Pogue"*, Greenville
Sarah Faye Polson'", Louisville
Jennie Marie Potter'", Nicholasville
Janice Elizabeth Redmon, Lexington
Tracy M. Reed, London
Elizabeth Theresa Reynolds'", Ireland
Elizabeth Ashley Rice, Lexington
Mark William Richardson, Somerset
Rebecca Jean Riley, Lexington
Heather Camelia Roberts, Manchester
Jesse Charles Robertson", Prestonsburg
Kyle Randall Robinson, Ashland
Trinoh Yap Rojas, Lexington
Wesley Adam Rowe, Lexington
Kristoffer Conway Royster, Henderson
Matthew J. Rueff**, Louisville
Bobby Jo Saltsman, Versailles
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Brandon James Schadt ...., Louisville
Martin Joseph Schnurr III...., Louisville
Melissa Ann Schutte", Louisville
Matthew Ryan Shropshire, Lexington
Aaron Brett Skaggs, Hazard
Keisha E. Smith, Clinton
Bradford C. Spencer'", Prospect
Isaac Shane Stanley, Nicholasville
Meighan Michele Steamberg'". Nicholasville
Caroline DeWitt Stidham, Lexington
Quintin Dwayne Stone'", Clay
Jason O. Strange'", Bardstown
Shelley 1. Surgener
Anna-Marie Hope Talbott, Louisville
David William Tegge'", Crestwood
Amy Marie Trimble'"', Lexington
Laura Lee Turner'". Lexington
Kathryn Parker Vanlandingham, Lexington
Patrick N, Waddle, Somerset
My Lee Walling. Lexington
Shana Martin Webb'", Maysville
Robert Walter Willett, Lexington
Benjamin Gene Williams, Lexington
Julia Kelly Williams, Lexington
Mark Alan Wilson, Paducah
Rebecca Ruth Wimsatt*, Florence
Christina Lynn Windham, Falmouth
Laura Beth Woodward, Owensboro
Kathryn Marie Woodyard, Miamisburg, OH
Lihua Yang", Lexington
Michael Edward Ziegler ...., Ft. Mitchell
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Economics
Lindsay Taylor Allen, Nicholasville
Matthew Stephen Arnett ...., Morganfield
Amanda Beth Ballard, Nicholasville
Angela Marie Berberich, Charleston, WV
Kimberly Rae Bischoff, Louisville
Matthew Michael Bolone", Russell
James Benjamin Braden ...., Owensboro
Jeremy Blair Brown'", Brandenburg
Ieness Lynn Campbell, Charleston, WV
Jason Thomas Crowe ...., Danville
Roy Alyette Durham II, Greensburg
Travis J. Gleason, Jordan, NY
Ryan Dean Haggard", Florence
Neill A. Hamilton, Prestonsburg
Benjamin Edward Hays'". Danville
Elisha Carrie Hendricks ...., Lawrenceburg
Randall Scott Henry, Sylvania, OH
David 1. Hill'", Mt Washington
John-Michael Joseph Howell, Richmond
Micah Roy Johnson ...., Elizabethtown
Gabriel R. Kimbrough", Princeton, IN
Erin King"*, Owensboro
Llewellyn F. Kopko'", Harveys Lake, PA
Kiet Thanh Le", Lexington
Amber Rae Lee, Paso Robles, CA
Phillip Geyer Lewis", Ashland
Courtney Lynn Mcl.ane.Pt. Thomas
Cortney Ann McLaughlin, Hopkinsville
Eric Scott Miller'", Florence
Jason Matthew Murry, Staffordsville
Michael Joseph O'Dea, Louisville
Nish Arun Patel, Lexington
[arod Clay Pepper, Hopkinsville
Marshall Victor Sandusky, [r., Louisville
Christopher Riess Starks, Charlotte, NC
Christopher M. Stearns'", Robards
Colin Wade Stout, LeXington
Meredith Tate Strode, Lexington
Brian Thomas Traugott, Versailles
College of Communications and Information Studies
Dean: J. David Johnson
Bachelor of Arts
Leslie Christine Anderson"
Patrick Daniel Avery'". Williamsburg, VA
Billy J. Baird**, Stanford
Brett Michael Baker'", Owensboro
Jessica Lee Bambeck, Erlanger
Amanda Marie Banbel, West Liberty
Teeya N. Barnes
John Thomas Barnett, Louisville
Kristina Lynn Barnett", Louisville
Holly Thomas Walker Bellomy, Owenton
Andrea Leigh Berry'", Nicholasville
Vicki Lynne Bingham'", Louisville
Miranda J. Blackburn
Kelli Marie Blakefield, Maysville
Gloria Blanco'", Crescent Springs
Whitney Gayle Breeding'", Harrodsburg
Melinda Roxanne Brown'", Lexington
Robinson S. Brown IV, Louisville
Tawana Sharon Brown, Lexington
Timothy Douglas Buckingham, Louisville
Alan Y. Bullington'". Franklin
Lauren Love Burnett, Huntington, WV
Lynwood Odell Butler, Ir.t", Louisville
Shaunee Lenice Caldwell", Hopkinsville
Stephanie Lynn Caldwell'", Louisville
Gretchen Sara Campbell, Paducah
Christina Marie Caravello'", Crestwood
Montica joy Carpenter, Louisville
Mari Alissa Carruba'", Winchester
Erica Marie Chalk, Southgate
Spencer D. Christensen, Lexington
Keryn Anne Christy, Worthington
Katherine West Clark, Russell
Cheryl Leigh Coovert, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Crawford, Salem
Amber Brooke Croston, Radcliff
Brian Tobias Crum, Lexington
Tassica Noelle Cummins'", Racine, OH
Erin Elizabeth Curry, Paris
Kelly Dawn Curtis'", Nicholasville
Sharon Elizabeth Daliere", Radcliff
Shawn Donigan". Louisville
Brian D. Driscoll, Mahwah, NJ
Dosha Bowen Dunkelberger'". Stanton
Jennifer Leigh Eaves, Hopkinsville
Iens Reinhard Eberth". Gennany
Mary Carmel Englert, Louisville
Samantha Elizabeth Essid", Lexington
Jonathan Lee Feldmann, Edgewood
Lindsey Ann Fella, Hanson
Virginia Dale Ferguson'", Danville
Elaine Marie Finocchiaro, Nicholasville
Sarah Rhiannon Fitzgerald, Elizabethtown
Kathryn Leighton Foreman", Louisville
Dorothy Ann Freeman, Lexington
Emily Katherine Fritts, Louisville
Jeanine Marie Gamer'", Louisville
Elizabeth Anne Garofalo, Dayton, OH
Brandon M. Carrett'", Damascus, VA
Darah [o Carrett'", Evansville, IN
Krystal Renea Spears Carza", Bartlett, TN
Davita F. Gatewood, Lexington
David Charles Goeske*, Crystal Lake, IL
Sarah Elizabeth Gooding, Hamilton, OH
Sarah Rene' Granger**, Florence
Omar Joshua Greeman**, Winchester
Jacqueline Owsley Hager*, Nicholasville
Mathew Thomas Haggar", Lexington
Aimee DeAna Haley, Pineville
Douglas Ray Hall, Louisville
Michael Emanuel Hambrick, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Hampton'", Kite
Joshua Orville Hansford", Eastern
john David Harbison, Summer Shade
Nicole Monae Hardin, Louisville
Frances Allen Harper, Lexington
Caroline David Harralson, Owensboro
Tasha Renee' Harris, Lexington
Mary Ann Herald, Hazard
Iaclyn Susanne Hering, Owensboro
Ashley Sheah Heuser", London
Jennifer Lavon Higgins, Louisville
Todd Joseph Holcomb'". Louisville
Kathryn Grant Horneffer, Louisville
Jennifer Marie Howland, Glendale, AZ
Andrea Leigh Huddleston, Goshen, NY
Michele Lee Hunter", Lexington
Samantha [o Hutcherson'", Elizabethtown
Emily Adele Iracane, Houston, TX
Ronnie Irving, j-, Dallas, TX
Kelly Elizabeth [ancila, Glenview, IL
Amanda Carol Jenkins, Nicholasville
Andra Janel jessup", Paducah
John Anthony jones", London
Paulette Jessica [ones'", Lexington
Summer Lee Jones, Hopkinsville
Shelby Catherine Keenan, Lafayette, CA
Christopher Kyle Kelty, Louisville
Serah W. Kimama, Kenya
Kelsey Miller Kirkpatrick, Owensboro
Andrea Cathleen Kirtley**, Villa Hills
Kristin Renee Klingshirn, Lexington
Beth Jenkins Kloiber", Lexington
Antonio Deshaun Knox, Mayfield
Kathryn Suzanne Kramer, Hamilton, OH
Brian Yong Kuek Leung", Malaysia
Benjamin Hoyen Kwan, Lexington
James Michael Leferty, Lexington
Eleanor Carol Leavell, Georgetown
Lauren Camille Ledford, London
Susan K. Ledzianowski, Mentor, OH
Lauren Ann Legel", Louisville
Jennifer Kay Leighton, Carmel, IN
Mary Ann Lewis, Elizabethtown
Megan Janelle Linder, Centerville, OH
Kendra Nichole Livingston, Bowling Green
Warren Jennings Mace'", Colorado Springs,
CO
Krista Ann Mann'", Louisville
Francisco Bencito Mappala'", Middlesboro
Joseph H. Marrett, Louisville
Timothy Joseph Mars, Lexington
Bryan Eugene Marshall, Villa Hills
Amy Renee Martin, McDowell
Barbara J. Martin'", Lexington
Kristy Lee Mason", Louisville
Valerie May Massie'", Louisville
Lauren Lynn Mayberry, Villa Hills
Victor Thomas Maze, Louisville
Jessica Brooke McCubbin*, Lexington
Megan Mary McDonald, Cincinnati, OH
Rachel Merideth McGee, Leitchfield
Emily Marie Mefford, Ashland
Jennifer Lynn Miller, Dayton, OH
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Lindsey Beth Miller", Owensboro
Nichole Leigh Miller, Dayton, OH
Anthony Jamar Mills, Somerset
Elizabeth Brooke Money'". Campbellsville
Kathryn Whitney Morris, Paducah
Alison Marie Mulrooney", Louisville
Michael Louis Orzali, Cold Spring
Rebecca Gayle Osbome'", Lexington
Shannon Linnea Parker, Lexington
Bryan Max Peacock, Centerville, OH
Travis Scott Pelley, Elizabethtown
Antti Johannes Peltonen, Finland
Dana Ruth Peyton'", Lexington
Melissa Katherine Pitt", Louisville
Valerie Marie Pugne, Park Hills
Jessica Lee Quast, Crestview
Rebecca Lynn Rea, Prospect
Michael Gerald Reinersman, Taylor Mill
Holly Renee Richardson, Louisville
Virginia joy Richardson", Louisville
Jamie Rebecca Robinson'", Winchester
Doherty Ellen Rogers, Frankfort
Emily Anne Romero, Louisville
Jennifer Leigh Ronald", Crestwood
Erika Maranda Ross, London
Jessica Lisle Ruble'", Lexington
Jeremy Lee Russell, Harrodsburg
Erik K. Rust, Hartford
Alaina Denise Samples, Cumming, GA
Rebecca Sutton Schoen, Charleston, WV
Amber Nicole Schroeder, Troy, OH
Leah Adair Schroeder, Edgewood
Sara [o Schwabe, Edgewood
Steven Chad Schwalbach:", Alexandria
Emily Elizabeth Schwartz, Ft Thomas
Elizabeth Rachel Scott'", Lexington
Priya Tara Scroggins, Ft. Washington, MD
Kelley Frances Sears, Crestwood
Mary Catherine Seay, Louisville
Stephen Lewis Sharp, [r."', Winchester
Kimberly Anne Sheets'", Lexington
Lori P. Shepherd, Lexington
Kelley Ann Shields'", Owensboro
Tymanda Season Slone, Georgetown
Molly Anne Smith, Ironton, OH
Stacy M. Snowden'". Louisville
Suzanne Elizabeth Sowards",
Campbellsville
Deana Nicole Staber'", West Chester, OH
Shannon Marie Stafford, Gainesville, FL
Trevor Thomas Steinhauser", Ft Thomas
Amanda 1.Stephenson'", Walton
Cote Leah Stepteau'", Louisville
Shulesia La'Nae Stewart, Louisville
[oni Christine Strimple, Lexington
Max Daniel Sturgeon'", Lexington
Jennifer Ashley Sturgill, Wise, VA
Courtney Lynn Sullivan, Frankfort
Bradley West Suter, Louisville
Kristin Shea Swan, Ashland
Kelly 1. Sweger, Richmond
Arleta Rayene Taylor'". Nicholasville
Daniel William Tenkman**, Villa Hills
Carla M. Terwilleger, Louisville
Amanda Leigh Thomas, Hendersonville, NC
Catherine Elizabeth Thomas**, Bowling
Green
Allison [o Thompson, Campbellsville
Michael Antwoine Thornton, Lancaster
Nicholas Paul Tomecek, Lexington
Lindsey Autumn Toy, Lexington
Jill Anne Tschopp, Lexington
Iehan Valiente, Lexington
Ierrel Benjamin von Dielingen, Lexington
Rebekah Erin Warnock, Columbia, SC
Alecia Kaye Whitaker, Cynthiana
Amanda Gail White, Lawrenceburg
Brandon Michael White, Erlanger
Cherise Ebony wilson", Louisville
James Barue Wilson 11*,Louisville
Kristen Leigh Wink, Apopka, FL
Margaret Mercer Woods, Louisville
Karson Dana Worrell, Germantown, OH
Rachel Martin Yaden, London
Ashley Blair York, Pikeville
Bachelor of Science
Sonya Lynne Abrams, Saint Paul
Meredith Jill Adam, Louisville
Cathy Louise Allen", Lexington
Lyndi Ann Allison'", Maysville
Megan Evans Ashcraft, Lexington
Josh L. Baker, Corbin
Leigh Ann Bannister, Versailles
Angela Dawn Barnhill, Ghent
John Paul Blevins, Ir., Edmonton
Jaime Rene McGuire Bloss'", Ashland
Jared Michael Bonshire", Crestwood
Sallie Cornette Bolton'", Madisonville
Timothy Albert Boycott, Lexington
Ashley Denise Bratcher, Leitchfield
Lauren Renee Bryan, Louisville
Shea Andrea Buckman", Owensboro
Jennifer Beth Burnette, Fulton
David Aaron Carter, Louisville
Lindsay Paige Caudill'", Sassafras
Gary Dwayn Chambers'", Clarkson
Ashley Michelle Charlton, Owensboro
Abby McCormack Clark, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Clifford, Centerville, OH
Elizabeth Mary Coleman'", Deerfield, IL
James Todd Cox, Corbin
Brian Todd Cummins
Paul Girard Orpilla Dimayuga, Lexington
Erin Catherine Dougherty, Louisville
Shannon La'Shelle Drummond", Louisville
Jonathan Ezra Durham", Fairfax, VA
Lucas Brandon Ellis", Danville
Megan Lynn Embry'", Louisville
Jennifer Darlene Fahling, Hodgenville
David Bradley Fite, Paris
Jennifer Nicole Fortner, Princeton
Amy Leah Cavin'", Louisville
Alexander O. Gaynor", Hawesville
Daniel J. Cdowski'". Prospect
Laura Lee Green, Louisville
Virginia Joanna Cron, Lexington
Allison Lee Guillaume, Elizabethtown
Margo Emily Hafer'", Cincinnati, OH
Harold David Hale, New Carlisle, OH
Melissa Nicole Harper, Paducah
Nicholas D. Harrington, Versailles
Emily Anne Hart, Florence
Josh Robert Hart", Lexington
Brandy Michelle Hayden'". Calhoun
Rebeccah Leigh Heisel, Water Valley
Christina Kay Heminokekey, Owensboro
Angela Beatty Henderson, Lexington
Melinda Danielle Hensley, London
Mackenzie Ann Hindman, Louisville
Kevin Edward Hogue, Cincinnati, OH
Trysh Lynan Holmes, Virginia Beach, VA
Stephanie Faye Honican'". Lexington
Cara Cinnamond Hood, Lexington
Theresa Ann Hoover'", Dunwoody, GA
Amanda Michelle Humes'", Hopkinsville
Adam Kenneth Jacobi, Lincoln Park, MI
Jeremy Lee Jarvi, Louisville
Jill Marie Kenning
Anna Marie Kem'", Brooksville
Jason Robert Kirkland, Lexington
Kevin Michael Kurzendoerfer, Louisville
Richard Nathan Leigh, Nicholasville
Jude Liew Darjin, Malaysia
Austin Lee Madison, Wilmore
Brett Aaron Maley, Prospect
Christopher Bernard Markus'", Alexandria
Jason Nicholas McDaniel**, Covington
Matt J. McDevitt, Prospect
Erin Leigh McKenzie, Union
James Frank Meo, Scott Depot, WV
Ashley Ann Moulin, Louisville,
Anthony Vincent Munafo, West Chester, OH
Katie Elizabeth Neisen, Little Rock, AR
Julie Auxier Nelson'", Danville
James David Nesbitt, Morehead
Timothy Michael O'Mahoney'", Louisville
Jennifer Lauren Ownby'", Lexington
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Alexandra Maria Panaretos'", Redwood City,
CA
Ryan Woodward Pattie, Lexington
Melissa Lynn Pena, Elizabethtown
Chadwick Clay Perkins, Paris
Erin Katherine Perry, Prospect
Heather Marie Phelps, Russell
Lauren Elizabeth Poole'", Jackson, TN
Derek Sharod Potter, Franklin
Philip Dale Ray, Gamaliel
Kari Manuel Roberts'", Frankfort
Christopher Frederic Robinson", Louisville
Jeremy Seth Robinson'". Berea
Christine Bridget Rogers
Sterling Vincent Rouse", Louisville
Iacquelynn Nicole Russell'", Louisville
Ashley Andrews Ryan, Lexington
Jonathan David Sabella, Cynthiana
Amy Michelle Sandfort, Naperville, IL
Justin P. Schad", Louisville
Robert Bradley Schwartz, Northbrook, IL
Abigail Elizabeth Scott'". Paintsville
Elizabeth Marie Seither'", Villa Hills
Alison Bethany Shaw, Louisville
Jimmy Allen Shaw, Ir.", Paris
Katherine Forsythe Simms, Madisonville
Charles D. Smith, Louisville
Loren Nicole Smith, Louisville
Scott S. Smith'", Franklin, TN
Selena Anne Smith'", Frankfort
Lance Andrew Southworth, Danville
Mary Taylor Stebbins, Louisville
Taylor Cartwright Stephens, LaGrange
Amanda Jill Steyn, Louisville
David Alan Sullivan'". Louisville
Natasha Courtney Swanner'", London
Katherine Lorene Thompson"; Nashville, TN
Christopher Paul Thuringer, Lexington
Abubaker Remigio Tidal, [r., Whitesburg
John "Scott" Tomlin, Maysville
[eanna Christine Tranel", Washington, IL
Angela Marie Ueber, Lexington
Rebecca Ann Vice, Flemingsburg
Stephen Scott Weber ...., Fort Thomas
Roderick Wheat, Russell Springs
Christopher Scott Wilcox, Portville, NY
Aaron Eugene Workman ...., Dublin, VA
Jason Thomas Wurth, Paducah
Elizabeth Ann Youngs", Toledo, OH
Erin Jeannette Zalla, Burlington
College of Education
Acting Dean: Edgar L. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Brandon Scott Abdon, Greenup
Lisa Francis Ackerman
Leslie Gail Adams, Hindman
Nicole Marie Albritton, Lexington
Islam Abu-Asfa Al-Burai'", Egypt
Vemee N. Alfaro", Burlingame, CA
Charles Parnell Allen, Lexington
Heather Renee Allen, Nicholasville
Matthew Lee Amberg"
Maria Teresa Aydt, Hebron
Caye Lynne Baker, Lexington
Nichole Barker Baker'", Catlettsburg
Derek Michael Ball, Salvisa
David Coleman Barnes, [r., Bardstown
Kelly A. Barron'", Paducah
Diane Marie Beaven, Lexington
Jacqueline Lee Begtey'". Danville
Brett Malloy Bennett, Edgewood
James Alan Benson", Naperville, IL
Kristal Renee Bentley, Harrodsburg
Brent Lee Bertram'", Monticello
Kimberly LaFountain Binzer, Nicholasville
Joshua Dolphus Blackmon, Paducah
Kelly Lynn Blankenship, Lexington
Steven Scott Blount, Greenacres, FL
Jennifer Ann Borths'", Rochester Hills, MI
Robert J. Boylan III, Louisville
Amanda Renee Bratcher, Cloverport
Michael Lee Bratcher", Louisville
Mary Kathryn Brown", Harrodsburg
Melissa AJUlBrown'", Frankfort
Natalie Renee Brown'", Cincinnati, OH
Sarah Glenna Brown'". Danville
Rhea Broyles, Pine Knot
Angela Shearer Bryant, Nicholasville
Carol [o Buchanan". Hodgenville
Sarah Alice Buchenberger'", Anchorage
Jessica Paige Buckman'", Hopkinsville
Todd R. Bunke", Adrian, MI
Melynda Renee Burke, Jenkins
Sean Gerard Buynak, Lawrenceburg
Jane Cabral", Bristol, RI
Mary Kathleen Cahill"""",Crescent Springs
Louisa Proffit Caldroney, Lexington
Matthew Cory Carnic, Harrodsburg
Michael Douglas Carson, Lexington
Sara Montgomery Christian'", Nicholasville
Alexis C. Cinnamond, Frankfort
Denise B. Clark'", Lexington
Richard Mason Clark'", Somerset
April Widener Clement, Pineville
Stephanie Mae Cline, Ann Arbor, MI
Bryan Patrick Combs, Louisville
Ruben David Cortes, Lexington
Analese Cottorr"', Louisville
Eric Lee Courtney". Georgetown
William B. Covington, Georgetown
Alice Clarine Cox, Lexington
Tracy L. Cox", Lexington
Gina Odell Craddock, Huntington, WV
Elizabeth Lauren Craft'", Lexington
William Jason Curtsinger'", Harrodsburg
Krista Gail Davis'", Union
Kelly Ann DeFrance, Fishers, IN
Stephanie Elaine Del.auter'", Frederick, MD
Jaime Christine Dellbringge, Granite City, IL
Pamela Dale Dening'", Lexington
Elizabeth M. Denman, Big Creek
Kristi Lynn Dibbens, Stafford, VA
Amanda Leigh Dickey, Crestview Hills
Leslie Ann Dennett, Dayton, OH
Sydney Alicia Domheggen, Erlanger
Kelly Shannon Douglas'", Lexington
Tiffany Lea Douglas, Louisville
Erin Miller Dreidame'", Lexington
David Franklin Gardner Duncan, Louisville
Victoria Lee Eastridge, Campbellsville
Carolyn Holmes Eells'", Hudson, OH
Brigid Ann Egan, Nicholasville
Michelle Louise Erway", Winchester
Eric Michael Evans'", Henderson
James Davis Falkenstine, Lexington
Tracie LyJUlEaudere'", Mt. Sterling
Kara AJUlPeder'", Florence
Aaron Lee Ferrell, Madisonville
Dustin Trevor Ferrell, Fairfield, OH
Karen Michelle Pinch'", Midlothian, VA
Mark Louis Fischer'", Bloomington, IN
Steven Frederick Fischer, Kingsport, TN
Sean Michael Flaherty", Lexington
Debra Carline Ford, Cynthiana
Harriett Ann Gage, Westerville, OH
Edgar Allen Gantt, jr., Willingboro, NJ
[anna Lea Carver", Middletown, OH
Leah Rachel Gilmore, Louisville
Lawrence Duane Goodrich'", Berkshire, NY
Kelly Karlyle Grear, Cynthiana
William Kenneth Greene, Lexington
Melissa Christian Griffith, Lexington
Amy Elisabeth Grigsby, Lexington
Mary-Rebecca Cwyn'", Duluth, GA
Allyssa Lauren HaW*, Paducah
Phillip Alvin Hamm, [r., Harlan
Jennifer Suzanne Roseberry Hammond'",
Louisville
Wesley Adam Harmon, Harrodsburg
Candice Dawn Harvey'", Bowling Green
Chad Eric Hays, Georgetown
Lori Ann Hays, Louisville
Shannon R. Hays", Lexington
James Matthew Hecker'", Versailles
Amanda Jane Hedges, Owensboro
Christopher Michael Holian'", Erlanger
Heron Simpson Hollingsworth'", Lexington
Lisa Jane Todd Hudson'", Lawrenceburg
Christopher Alan Huelsman'", Louisville
Amanda Ellen Hunt, Fountain Run
Natalie [onon Hunt, Houston, TX
Barry D. Iackson'", Manchester
Michelle Tarese Jackson, Lexington
Bryne A. Jacobs, Louisville
Jenny Ann [ensen'", Louisville
Nicolai Reither Jilek, Frankfort
Janet Holt Johnson, Lexington
Kimberlee Carol [ohnson'", Frankfort
Jessica Lynn Johnston ...., Elizabethtown
Arnie Greshen Jones, Fountain Run
Tabitha Brooke Jones, Owensboro
Matthew M. Kavanagh, Warwick, RI
Charles Robert Kaylor III, Alexandria, VA
Heather Lee Kendrick, Monticello
Kimberly AJUleKerr
Jason Tyler King, Dry Ridge
Heather Leigh Korten'", Lexington
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Andrea Valerie Kraft, Alexandria
Melissa Ann Kremer, Louisville
Nina Kuschinsky ....
Timothy Brian Lange'", Louisville
Sheron Ann Lefebvre", Orlando, FL
William Thomas Lewis, Fort Mitchell
Ned Robert Lidvall'", Alcoa, TN
Peter Matthew Lierley'"; Marietta, GA
Jamie Danielle Lillard, Burlington
Valerie Kate Lindon", Hazard
Cheryl Lynn Lobairo'", Staten Island, NY
Andrea Nicole Lowery"
Sarah Elizabeth Lucas, Lexington
James Harold Luttrell, Ir., Brandenburg
Matthew Kenneth Macievic'", Nicholasville
Sarah Christine Mann, Union
Chuck Rudy McGuire Marquez, Lexington
Erin Roberta-Anne Marr, Corbin
Dana Nicole Martin, Goshen, OH
Paulette Elizabeth Estill Martin, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Martin, Lexington
Ray Ann McCormick ...., Brentwood, TN
Patrick John McCusker", Aurora, IL
Erin Leigh Mcfarland", West Union, OH
Molly Ann McGurk, Grand Haven, MI
Brandi Layne McNees, Cynthiana
Kristina Gail Melton, Calvert City
Angela Mae Messer, Hindman
Kathryn Blair Messina, Lexington
Anthony Jamar Mills, Somerset
Melody DeAnne Hawes Moeller,
Harrodsburg
Matthew Scott Moore, Independence
Paula Bauscher Moore'"
William Andrew Moore, Independence
Christopher Lee Myers, Lexington
Kristy LylU1Nakayama, Louisville
Robert Nicholas Newton, West Lafayette, IN
James Matthew Nickell, Elizabethtown
Kasie Renee' Nicoulin, Louisville
April Michelle Noah, Lexington
William Allen Noble'", Lexington
Cody Edward Norenberg, Elizabethtown
Robert Eugene Norfleet, Somerset
Emily Lauren Oetjen, Cincinnati, OH
Kristen Marie O'Neill, Burlington
Christopher Eric Owens", Taylorsville
Courtney Winona Parker", Lawrenceburg
Jennifer K. Patterson'", Versailles
Edwin John Paxton IV"",Paducah
Nicole Lee Perkins, Louisville
Mark Edward Perry ...., Greenville, OH
Thomas Julius Pham, Florence
Emilee Suzanne Phillips ...., Owensboro
Holly Curtis Phipps
William Alan Pincus, Louisville
Michael Anthony Pirrman'", Lexington
Matthew M. Pleskovic, Sagamore Hills, OH
Angela Plummer'", Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Juett AJUlPochodzay, Paris
Darrin Jeffries Pollock, Webster
Kristina Lynn Porter'", Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Powell"
Larry Allan Poynter ...., Lexington
James Ray Praria, Versailles
Lawrence Edward Pumphrey Ill, Louisville
Rae Ann Ragland, Paducah
Valerie Diane Ramsey, Paducah
Richard Bayard Reece, [r., Corbin
Jennifer M. Reed"", Jenison, MI
Jennifer Lynn Reese, Nokesville, VA
Shannon Marie Reh, Louisville
Jeffrey Michael Reisig", Lexington
Terri McCall Reynolds"; Campbellsville
Troy Lane Richardson, Greenville, SC
Stephanie Lynn Riggs'", Lexington
Jennifer Lea Robbins, Batesville, IN
Sarah Joann Rodgers, Louisville
Amy Lee Rogers, Elizabethtown
Melissa Louise Russell'", Springfield
Ramie Elizabeth Rye", Alexandria
Amanda Christine Sacra, Louisville
Susan Salyer'", Huber Heights, OH
Christopher Ryan Salyers", Ashland
Shane E. Sams", Corbin
Lisa Lee Saunders'", Versailles
Kimberly Nicole Schoener'", Union
Amy Rebekah Schwarz, Danville
Sara Lynn Scott'", Dale, IN
Melissa Sue Sharpe, Campbellsville
Susan Meade Shaver'". Lexington
Jaime Lynn Siegele, Wexford, PA
Ann Brooke Skeen'", Elon, NC
April Ann Sloan, Lexington
Micki Shanel Smallwood", Mt Sterling
Grayson Kelly Smith, Salyersville
Jerry Lee Smith, Paris
Nigel DeLan Smith, Lexington
Tara Nicole Sorace'", Elizabethtown
Jamie Gilstrap Stamper, Owensboro
Karali Laurel Stamper", Ladysmith, WI
Kathleen Marie Starck'", Louisville
Daniel John Steckler'", Lexington
Traci Amanda Steele'", Lexington
Nikkita Rachelle Stevens'", Madisonville
Jennifer Brooke Stewart" .., Danville
Melissa Ann Stivers, Louisville
William Alex Stonum, Houston, TX
Kristin WeIde Sundheirner'", Louisville
Marci LeAnn Sweazy'", Danville
Zachary Jacob Talmant'". Flora, IL
Jessica Lee Tanner", Lexington
Kelly Elizabeth Teitz""
Laura Elizabeth Thomas'", Tompkinsville
Thomas (Tommy) Rodney Thomas, Ir."',
Louisville
William Kenneth Thomas, [r., Bardstown
Amy Lois Thompson, Lebanon
Eric Stephen Thomsbury'", Augusta
Jennifer [ohnting Thornsbury, Falmouth
Michael G. Tietz'", Keene
David Albert Tilford, Louisville
Laura Christine Travis'", Nicholasville
Kevin Lee Trent'", Fairborn, OH
Ashley Brooke Tucker'", Campbellsville
Julie Beth Tucker'", Paris
Trisha Lee Underwood", Hebron
Haley Elizabeth Upchurch, Monticello
Christopher Alfred-Holmes Varney,
Charleston, WV
Erin Alane Vogel, Louisville
Erin Lynne Waggoner, Grayson
Kimberly Lynn Walker, Lexington
Jacob Charles Walz, Louisville
Erin Lyndsay Warning", Hebron
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Elizabeth Ashley Warren, Paducah
Jennifer Elizabeth Webb, Ironton, OH
Julie Ellen webb'", Paducah
Teri Ann welgan, Lexington
Beth Leah wells'", Cincinnati, OH
Billi Jo Ann West*, Catlettsburg
Sarah D. Whaley, Maysville
Edwina White"", Manchester
Leslie Ann White, Louisville
Tiffani Maria White, Williamsburg
Brianna Courtney Sanders Whitten, Conyers,
GA
Tracy Michelle Wilmoth, Lexington
Kathryn Nicole Wilson, Maysville
Rebecca Ann Wiseman, Vine Grove
Sarah Abigail Wolf, Henderson
Michelle Nicole Wolfe, Middletown, OH
Laura Beth Yates, Frankfort
David Allen Yount, Corbin
Shaun Michael Zitani, Port St. Lucie, FL
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Gina Maria Blair'", Anaheim Hills, CA
Erica Jane Brumbaugh, Cincinnati, OH
Michelle Doty, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Clasmeier'", Fairfield, OH
Andrea Willson Hopkins, Fort Thomas
Karen Leigh Jones, Louisville
Lametta Mcfrowell-Sumo'", Lexington
Kara Anne Rainey'", Shelbyville
James Ira Speakes, Paris
Kimberly Lynn Webster, Alexandria
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
John Ryan Barnett", Hopkinsville
Benedict Kee Seong Chin, Malaysia
Angela Renee Hill Green, Greenville
Tetsuji [unicho", Japan
Kousuke Kuwahara'", Japan
Stefani [anine Mulligan, Lexington
Julia Parakkat, Lexington
Mita Kanu Patel ...., Middlesboro
Robert Mitchell Prewitt, Falmouth
Allison Marie Ringle, Lexington
Rachel Nichole Stevenson'", Henderson
Aaron Christopher Stull, Sebree
Megan Frances Sudduth'", Versailles
Andrew David True, Ashland
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Jay Christopher Albright, Louisville
Kean Hart Ashurst, Ir., Lexington
Paul Gabriel Aud'", Owensboro
John Eric Baccino'", Highland, IN
Steven Elder Baker, London
Jason Joseph Baldesare, Nanticoke, PA
Joshua D. Banks, Wilmore
Kevin Lewis Blackburn, Clay
Jeremy Michael Brickey, Grayson
Lindsay Anne Caldwell'", Prestonsburg
Harry Brandon Campbell, Irvine
Jason Dale Casey", Lexington
Craig Allen Caudill", Russell
Kian Kuet Chai'", Malaysia
Jennifer Zoe Combs'". Stamping Ground
Randy E. Crawford'", Mayking
Ross Allen Crawford, Alexandria
Travis Michael Cropper, Flemingsburg
Stephen Ray Curry'", Harlan
Jason Scott Deering, Lexington
Aaron Joshua Detjen'", Lexington
Adam Clark Durfee, Florence
Jeffrey Richard Eilers'", Ft. Wright
Whitney Elaine Faulkner, Lexington
Chadwick Joseph Filiatreau, Springfield
Mark Anthony Foster, Monticello
Clay Bertram Catewood", Frankfort
William Andrew Cilley", Crestwood
Stewart Benjamin Cilreath'", Pine Knot
Michael A. Cnau'", Crestwood
Clarence Robert Creen'", Middlesboro
Matthew L. Greis, Mason, OH
Jason Edmund Ross Groebli, Shelbyville
David Aaron Hamilton'", New Castle
Mary Elizabeth Hamed, Elizabethtown
Jason Dean Harris, London
Deborah Elizabeth Hassell, Vine Grove
Jason Yaw Cheuk Hing, Malaysia
Mattnew John Hogan**, Louisville
Christopher Todd Houchin**, Louisville
Jody Grant Hunt**, Phelps
Eric Daniel Jackson, Paris
David Alan Jewel, Cleveland, OH
Thomas Bradford Jones, Lawrenceburg
Nee Sing Khoo, Malaysia
Adam Vincent Knuckles, Pineville
++ Awarded Posthumously
Ryan Thomas Kramer, Alexandria
Sean Eric Lambert", Vienna, WV
Jeremiah Timothy Littleton, Grayson
Jared Daniel Lock'", Imperial, NE
Joe David Luck, Hanson
Brandon Scott Lynch'", ++
Wesley Richard Mattingly'", Bardstown
Royce Jackson Meredith'", Louisville
Daniel William Miles'", Louisville
Beth Ann Miller, Frankfort
Ryan Keith O'Boyle, Middlesboro
Robert Michael Oliver, [r., Benton
Vickie Carol Perkins'", Flemingstburg
Kyle Matthew Poat, Paducah
Anthony Shea Porter", Versailles
Mariann Kristina Quinn, Bloomfield
Steven Wesley Ratliff'", West Liberty
Jeanine Taniece Reed, Pikeville
Jonathan W. Reynolds", Manchester
James Henry Richardson'", Louisville
Christopher James Ritter'", Camp Springs
Timothy James Salyers, Frankfort
Adeeb Elias Sawaya'", Sharjah
Michael Lee Schneider, [r., Louisville
Joseph Gregory Schwartz, Burlington
Erik Thomas Scott, Frankfort
[aechang Seo, South Korea
Patrick Francis Sigg, Lexington
Aric Lyndon Skaggs'", Hazard
David Lee Spitz, [r., Merrimack, NH
Michael Wayne Stull'", Sample
Leonard Meng Han Tan, Malaysia
John Michael Thomas", Morganfield
Gregory Beng Poh Tnay", Malaysia
Brian Keith Tomlinson, Somerset
Joseph Lynn Tucker'", Central City
Frank W. Twehues, Melbourne
Kenneth Scott Walker, [r."', Louisville
Joshua Aaron Walton, Florence
Robby Wayne Watts, Whitesburg
Jennifer Marie Webster, Ashland
Jonathan Paul West, Morgantown
David Allen Willett, Paducah
Jason Allen Wright'", Salt Lick
Them Lim Yee, Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science
Daniel Fransisco Alvarez'". Beachwood, NJ
Donald Ray Anderson III, Winfield, WV
Trevor Jay Barnett, Lebanon
Zachary Hawk Berkshire"
Benjamin Seth Bowden'". Lexington
Patrick Dorsy Bowling, Hazard
Raymond Jason Brooks", Frankfort
William Edward Bryant, Vanceburg
Nathan A. Burrows, Lexington
Randall Eugene Casey, Paducah
Ryan Austin Chilton, Louisville
Kristy Michelle Cornett, Hazard
Michael Paul Curtsinger, Elizabethtown
Richard Anthony Duran, Houston, TX
Ryan Carrell Eakle**, Lexington
Brennan Wayne Flora**, Shelbyville
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Chow San Gan, Malaysia
Iing Cao'", China
Eric Douglas Godshall, Villa Hills
Jason Anthony Haboush'", Lexington
Amy Lynn Hamm, Flemingsburg
Gregory Michael Hammond, Villa Hills
Todd Q. Hang, Los Angeles, CA
Roy Allen Hano, Frankfort
Jason Andrew Heath, Shelbyville
Nicholas Jay Heniser'", Lexington
Adam Craig Hensley, St. Albans, WV
Brian William Hickey, Louisville
Kah-Siew Ho'", Malaysia
Jeremy Douglass Holt'", Madisonville
Wei-fan Hsu. Taiwan
Zan Huang, China
Najati Robert Imam'", Louisville
Jason Jacob, India
Anthony Antione Kelly, Campbellton, FL
Ching [oo Khor", Malaysia
Christian Adair Klim, Lexington
Justin Michael Lawrence, Lost Creek, WV
JoAnna Lio'", Lexington
Brian Mitchell Long'", Owensboro
Syed Farhad Mahmood, Sharjah
Joshua Alexander Marquis, Ft. Mitchell
Steven Anthony Martz, Paris
Tiffany Ann McKnight, Maineville, OH
Steven N. Meeks'". Somerset
Jeremy Byron Meyer, Crestview Hills
Troy Dennis Morgan'", Louisville
Allen Gene Norris'", Reynold Station
Christopher Travis Ogren, Richmond
Bill Randolph Pack, Russell
Brian Robert Padilla'", San Diego, CA
James Andrew Pardue II, Almo
Vikalpkumar Y. Patel, India
Brent Michael Payne, Lexington
Norbert Henry Rawert, [r., Crestwood
Jeremy Wayne Riley'"
Shane Parker Rowe", Dover, NJ
James Logan Royalty, Versailles
Benjamin James Schrooten, Owensboro
Scott Michael Schuler'", Crestview Hills
Jaechang Seo, South Korea
Matthew Wayne Shaffer, Lexington
Kevin Joseph Shannon, Louisville
Brantley Carl Shumaker, Louisville
Ricky Dewayne Sizemore, Manchester
Stephen David Skubik-Peplaski'", Detroit,
MI
Jonathan Russell Smith'". Lexington
Steven Michael Stogner, Louisville
Boon Hee Teoh"
Michael Seldon Thomas'", Hopkinsville
Zipporah Tyler'", Columbia
Christopher John Vazquez, Auburn, IN
Daniel Robert Warren, Lexington
Stephen Bleecker Webb, Louisville
Catherine Lynn Wells**, Versailles
Hooi Ling Wong**, Malaysia
William David Wyatt**, Lexington
Gregory Joseph Zink, Beavercreek, OH
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Wissam Mohamed A. Abdelsalam, Egypt
Eric Agyapong-Poku, Ghana
John David Alton, Corbin
Nahom Ayele", Houston, TX
Ronald Detain Bailey", Somerset
Ryan Matthew Brant, Henderson
Amanda E. Brashear'"', Hazard
Gregory Miller Brumagen, Lexington
Jonathan David Burke'", Lexington
Min Chin Chai. Malaysia
[un-Shik Choi, Korea
Joseph Jerome Crofton II, Morton's Gap
Derek Todd Crouse'", Frankfort
David Ross Cutts?', Lexington
Robert Kevin Damron'", Ashland
Christopher Glen Dattilo, Campbellsville
LeAdarn Gene Dawson, Pardeeville, WI
Bassem Abdel-Raouf El-Azzarni'"
Cris Robert Bvely'", Lexington
Matthew Wayne Everett", Georgetown
William Jason Fawbush'". Shelbyville
Joseph Daniel Gaeddert, Georgetown
Swee Yeaw Goh**, Malaysia
Ryan Thomas Grimes, Bromley
Christopher Adam Hayden, Paduch
Everett Todd Jacobson, Lexington
Floyd Earl Keith, Jr.**,Hickman
Beshan Randika Kulapala'", Sri Lanka
K'Thirukumaran Kumarasamy. Malaysia
Leslie Eugene Lewis'", Ewing
Wei-Yand Lin, Glasgow
Seow Ching Low", Malaysia
Brandon Steven McGarrell, Fort Thomas
Pang Leen Ong, Malaysia
Olanrewaju Titilope Oriowo, Nigeria
Michael Kenneth Parsons, Lexington
Nicholas John Payne, Owensboro
Victor Wayne Payne, Owensboro
Damesh Harinda Peiris", Sri Lanka
Mark Andrew Pitchford'", Mt. Vernon, Il,
Chadwick Allen Randall, Somerset
Galen Arthur Rasche, Paducah
Gohar M. Saeed'", United Arab Emerities
Yasir Mahmood Saeed'", Pakistan
Andrew Hai Liang She'", Malaysia
Christopher John Scheve, Ft Mitchell
William Bryce Schuller'"
John Edward Sturm, [r., Edgewood
Andrew Jay Tudor'", Milford, OH
Christopher Scott Van Meter, Lexington
Somsak Vuntangboon, San Jose, CA
Key Kai wong'", Malaysia
William Lee wright'", Hampton, VA
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Sammel Shahrier Alauddin, Frankfort
Joseph Ashley Barker, Grahn
Brent Charles Blume, Salisbury, NC
Darren Wayne Bowers, Lebanon, OH
Kevin Wayne Chittenden, Lacenter
Ann C. Thomas", Lexington
Sarah Ann Woods, Hickory
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Ralph John Angelucci 1II, Lexington
Joshua Clint Atwell, Greensburg
Joshua Darnell BaW*, Lexington
Ryan Patrick Barrow, Alexandria
Justin Tyler Brown, Louisville
Timothy Marc Brown'", Russellville
Jeffrey Martin Caldwell'", Lexington
Clayton R Callihan, Louisville
Jennie Ellen Campbell, Winchester
James Anthany Carter II, Louisa
Chung Han Chan
Tara Lynn Conn'", Louisville
Randall Jeremiah Cordle", Westerville, OH
Brandon Michael Crane, Evansville, IN
Jason Allen Cullens'", Louisville
Christopher Lee Delaney, Philpot
Brandon William Delis'". Union
Justin Andrew Disselkamp, Cecilia
Jennifer Ann-Lewis Dowell
Scott Ryan Estridge". Crestview Hills
Seth Michael Ferguson, Paintsville
Candyce NiCole Fly, Paduch
Eric Stephen Fobare'", Clay, NY
Christopher T. Ford, Pikeville
William Joseph Preemantle, Baton Rouge, LA
Thomas Jason Goatley, Lowes
Samantha Colyer Godsey, Burnside
David Carlin Goodlett, Lexington
Brian Patrick Creen'", Union
Brian D. Hart, Hopkinsville
Matthew Allen Hayden'", Owensboro
Dustin Ray Head, Owensboro
Jason Ryan Hendren, Warsaw
Randy Wayne Hibbs'", Calvert City
wei-Lun Hsu, Taiwan
Nathan James Huyck, Paducah
David Lee Joyce, Clarkson
Jeremy Lee Kelly, Pleasureville
Timothy Ray Ketterman, Akron, OH
Chin Kheng Khor**, Malaysia
John Thomas Klonga, Miami, FL
Kyle Francis Kratzsch, Louisville
Tracy C. Kulik'", Paducah
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Michael Lee Lane, Biloxi, MS
Jason Chun Tchen Liew'", Malaysia
Jason Wayne Looper, Mayfield
Stephen Lindley Lowe'", Louisville
Daryl Brent Lykins, Rush
Kenneth Edward Marrett'", Lebanon
James Alan Marshall, [r., Union
Mark Wayne McQuilling, Louisville
John Michael Mcwaters'", Paducah
Timothy Aaron Mehta**, Paducah
Corey Scott Minter'", Vine Grove
Christopher James Morgan, Danville
Douglas Drew Morgan, Reston, VA
Bryan Todd Mueller'", Edgewood
Scott D. Munich'", Independence
James Matthew Myers, Lexington
Neil Ryan Newman'", Greenville
Jeffrey Kiat Wei Ng, Malaysia
Mark Kevin Ouma", Cave City
Corey Michael Pace'". LaCenter
Angelia Dawn Pickett, Glasgow
Adam Matthew Pierce, Brandenburg
Christopher Michael Reeves'", Louisville
John Christopher Reilly, Louisville
Mark Edward Rensing". Edgewood
Myron Thomas Rickard, Central City
Neil Thomas Robinson, Stamping Ground
Christina Goins Samson, Frankfort
David William Schardein, Louisville
Byron Lee Singleton", Beavercreek, OH
Lamar Eugene Small, Benton Harbor, MI
Jennifer Marie Smith, Lexington
Jeremy Mills Smith'". Brandenburg
Ryan Jeremy Smith'", Belfry
Charles David Smotherman'", Murray
Timothy Dale Staley'", Burlington
Shaun Ashley Stigall'". Hebron
Robert Hugh Stith, Vine Grove
Matthew Hayden Thompson, Frankfort
Brad Wesley Towe'", Bowling Green
Michael Thomas Troutman'", Paducah
Lewis Cass Tyler, Lexington
Michiko Usui'", Japan
[eremie A. Wade, Lebanon
Fran Tommy Wahyudi, Indonesia
Eric Allen Wolsing", Princeton, IN
Jesse Edward Wright, Mayfield
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Michael Christopher Eich, Henderson
Susan Elizabeth Henderson, Louisville
J.Scott McGuire, Pikeville
[ody Dean Porter, Marion
Daniel Justin Schmitt, Henderson
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Robert Shay
Bachelor of Arts
Amanda Beth Abner, Lexington
Michael Brian Allen, Glasgow
Jennifer Dora Baruth, Hurricane, WV
Darren Beckham", Louisville
Patrick Michael Bentley, Beattyville
Sarah Gail Walstrom Blanchard, Los Alamos,
NM
Brock Tyler Bogue, Elizabethtown
Bonnie Susan Bond'", Grayson
Shawn Jesse Brack, Radcliff
Carmen Elizabeth Browder, Henderson
Jennifer Lynn Brown'", Georgetown
Mindy J. Bruce", Greenup
Christopher John Bruggeman'"', Lexington
Kathryn Rose Buelterman, Cincinnati, OH
Shannon Leigh Carrico", Louisville
Daniel Curtis Cecil. Lexington
Kyle Chase Cleaver, Lexington
Johanna Michele Cleveland", Louisville
Kimberly Kristen Colley, Ashland
Bonnie Lynn Conaway, Lexington
Melissa [oelle Corder'", Lexington
Emily Gail Cross'", Louisville
Kyle Patrick Curtis'". Lexington
Brian Thomas Daniels'", Phenix City, AL
Justin Richard Durban, Madisonville
LeeAnne Edmonds", Raccoon
Doris Lee Emrick", Ashland
Lauren Kimberly Feinberg, Marietta, GA
Melinda Clarissa Glabreath, Lexington
Timi Anne Goodman, Lexington
Chris L. Creenwell'", Louisville
Laura Catherine HaW, Versailles
Mary Michelle Hawkins, Bloomington, IN
John Matthew Henderson, Louisville
Jessica Lane Hill'", Lexington
Lindsey Suzanne Homra", Jackson, TN
Lauren H. Huh, South Riding, VA
Jennie Lorraine Isaacs'", Portland, OR
Eric Scott Iaggers'", Louisville
Star [amison'", Bowling Green
Kasey Renee Jenks, Louisa
Holly Elizabeth Johnson, Salyersville
Cheri Lynne Jones
Jay Jones Ir., Lexington
Johnny Robert Knightly, Radcliff
Zachary Alan Konys'", Edgewood
Kelli Marisa Kuras", Quincey, IL
Ashleigh J. Lawson", Albany
Sally Anne Lewis, Louisville
Abigail Lynn Mackiewicz, Buffalo, NY
Joshua Alexander Marquis, Ft. Mitchell
Sara Katherine McCormick**
Allison D. McGhee**, Louisville
Leslie Dawn McGiffen-Newkirk, Louisville
Sean Monohan'", Ft. Mitchell
Angel Laketa Moore, Lexington
Towa Okiyama, Guam
David Michael Otalora, Lexington
Radhika S. Patel'", Elizabethtown
Ashley Vanessa Peak, Utica
Margaret McGuffin Peavler". Frankfort
Kevin Lee Platt, Somerset
James Breck Price'", Hoover, AL
Tama Teale Puchalski", Newcastle, ME
Susan Michele Rainey", Cynthiana
Scott R. Rollins, Jeff
Allison Claire Ruehl, Lexington
Kyung Sook Schoenman'", Williamstown
Daniel Robert Schrecker", Hopkinsville
Mary Catherine Seay, Louisville
Erik Brandon Shields, Lexington
April Dawn Simpson'", Lexington
Matthew Joel Skaggs
William Benjamin Sledge, Louisville
Casey Arlie Smith, Manchester
Kimberly J. Smock", Lexington
Ann T. St. Clair'", Breeding
Melissa Marie Taylor, San Diego, CA
Christopher Lee Thomasson", Osgood, IN
Michael Wayne Thompson'", Winchester
Josh Anthony Tillman'", Lexington
Sarah Kathryn Vetter'". Louisville
Rebecca LeAnne Wedel, Mcf'herson, KS
Aaron Clifford White, Lexington
Thomas Martin Wilkins, Greenville
Andrew Patrick Willett, Georgetown
Mary Rose Willis", Benton
Stacey Jean Zaloga, Bethesda, MD
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Michael Brian Allen, Glasgow
Ryan Gregston Beyer'", Paducah
Erin Isaacs Boone, Lexington
Grant Richard Clouser'", Paducah
Robert Louis Diebold, Louisville
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Christopher Joseph Robert, Canada
Kacey Jeremy Grady, Blacklick, OH
Krystal Michelle Kimbley, Owensboro
Kevin Austin Koller", Philpot
Mary K Kuster'"
Amelia Heather Lewis", Elizabethtown
Christa Patrice Lewis, Louisville
Kristy Gail Sexton Marcum'", Irvine
Matthew Gabriel Minter, Lexington
Molly Kathleen Moran'", Waddy
Trisha Ann Pfister, Louisville
Kelly Meagan Phelps, Winchester
Jill Sandra Plaisted
Renee Frances Robbins, Lexington
Anthony Brian Ronk'", Winchester
Rexx Anthony Samuell, Atlanta, GA
Kathryn Marie Seyerle, Columbus, OH
Amanda Beth Thompson'", Louisville
Kristin Lee Thompson, Owensboro
Brandon Michael Vahlsing, Edgewood
Alecia Kaye Whitaker, Cynthiana
Scott David Winterton", Prospect
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Ryan Akers, Sturgis
Aaron Keith Dale'", Vine Grove
James Robert Daughters, Burlington
Anthony Joseph Gatewood, Florence
Ryan William George, Indianapolis, IN
Brendan Joseph Halsey'", Frankfort
Jason Richard Hartmann, Arlington Hts, IL
Lindon-Patrick Pauoa Kanakanui,
Elizabethtown
Gwendolyn Lee Keith, Cynthiana
Jessica Marie Kitchen, Kildeer, IL
William Casper Kite IV**,Marshfield, MA
Kellie Nicole Moses'", Georgetown
Heather Nicole Nestheide, Ft. Thomas
James Daniel Perkins'", Owensboro
Camilla Ann Roberson'", May's Lick
Brandon L. Stinnett, Lexington
Susannah Pauline Teylor'", Howardstown
Joshua Bradley Thomas, Lexington
Matthew Jason Thomas, Evansville, IN
Ianece G. Thompson'". Breese, IL
[ana Lynn white'", Ft. Mitchell
Tracy Lynn williams", Union
Heather Starr Combs Winkler'", Crofton
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean: Retia S. Walker
Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Bobbie Jean Alloo. Lexington
Ellen Therese Blaeser, Lexington
Lisa Marie Brislin, Lexington
Elizabeth Dawn Cecil, Salyersville
Yang-Ming Byron Chen, Taiwan
Marlo Evelyn Edwards, Tallahassee, FL
Mary Mabel Goodrich, Sassafras
Karl Lynn Hartenstein, Waukesha, WI
Elizabeth Southall Hodges, Germany
Therese Marie Lis, Sidney, OH
Kimberly Jane Nagy, Columbus, OH
Erica Shae Len Reed'". Corbin
Julie Marie Riggs, Florence
Jorden Daigh Roberts, Monticello
Erin C. Robinson, Lawrenceburg
Carmen Dawn Rogers, Clay City
Krista Marie Serdoz, Beckley, WV
Stefanie Elizabeth Sharp, Elkton
Jessica Lynn Terrell, Hebron
Suzanne Marie Thompson, Toledo, OH
Jackie Ket Wong, Elsmere
Amy [o Zuerner, Owensboro
Bachelor of Science in Dietetics
Sara Ann Abell", Louisville
Farrah Anne Ballard ...., Louisville
Samar M. Batshoun'", Morocco
Nicole Lynn Blanas, Deerfield, IL
Jennifer Anne Buckley", Fairfield, OH
Emilee Kaye Causey", Louisville
Leah Marie Crossen, Lakeside Park
Holly Nicole Crouch ...., Mt Sterling
Lisa Lee Davenport", Louisville
Laura [o Edwards"
Lee Marie Farar, Clarkson
Nicole Suzanne Fulton, Jackson, OH
Elizabeth Anne Centon ...., Madisonville
Jennifer Kristin Gheen, Cincinnati, OH
Candice Danielle Hayden ...., Bardstown
Thekla Margret Hornberger, Switzerland
Marsha Renee Howard ...., Paintsville
Erin Michelle Hutti", Lexington
Stacy Renee Kind ...., Kansas City, MO
Marcia Renee King", Wooster, OH
Trende Michelle Kyser, Louisville
Denise Lichaa ...., Daly City, CA
Lisa Nichole Lovejoy ...., Providence
Monica S. Thomas Lower ...., Pana, IL
Paula Jill Lucas, Liberty
Michael Andrew Milliner, Louisville
Amy Christina Nelson, Louisville
Keiko Onishi ...., Japan
TaQuoya LaVette Owens, Lynch
Jennifer Nichole Pike", Louisville
Michael C. Powell, Louisville
Courtney Elizabeth Schiering, Westerville,
OH
Susan Elizabeth Schroer, Florence
Sarah Ruth Schultz", Hartland, WI
Victoria Lynn Selkirk ...., Holbrook, NY
Kellie Marie Skeens", Charleston, WV
Kathryn Ellen Smallwood, Independence
Kristen Nicole Smith ...., Crestwood
Samantha K. Stratton, Prestonsburg
Nina Thomason", Louisville
Angela Suzann Weilage", Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Audrey Diane Adams, Lexington
Kelly Marie Arnold, Florence
Debbie Ann Ashlock-lones, Crestwood
Sandra Jean Ballew-Barnes", Lexington
Kelli Lynn Beaumont ...., Ashland
Courtney Marie Briggs, Lexington
Erica Lyn Carson, Lexington
Caroline Louise Colburn", Bowling Green
Sarah Helen Coleman, Owensboro
Kelly [aye Congleton'", Lexington
Kristy Lee Congleton, Lexington
Melissa Joy Cosby", Louisville
Merritt Stone Crowe ...., Ormond Beach, FL
Sarah Renee Cruse ...., Georgetown
Leslie Jean Drymon, Lawrenceburg
Lucy Rogers Dunn, Lexington
Laila Muslimah Kalima El-Amin, Lexington
B. Elaine Faithful", Lexington
Katelynd Fowler Ferrell, Lexington
Caroline Tobin Flynn, Lexington
Christina Michelle Fox'", Newport News,
VA
Ryan Corey Gardner", Portage, MI
Tiffany Michelle Gilkison, Paducah
Melanie Alaine Cilmore'", Earlington
Kim Alicia Harrison, Nicholasville
Emily Ann Heath, Winchester
[ana Lynne Hill, Lopez Island, WA
John William Scott Hill
Cassie Victoria King", Birmingham, AL
Saralyn Ledford ...., Hopkinsville
Elizabeth Ellen Lipsey, Bemus Point, NY
Megan Elizabeth Lloyd, Alexandria
Sarah Melissa Marcell", Louisville
Nikki J Martin". Lexington
Rebecca Leigh Hutton McCoy ...., Corbin
Edward H. McDonald, Lexington
Lorrie Kristin Morse, Frankfort
Tina Louise Music, Radcliff
Kathleen Letitia Nichols'", Lexington
Melissa Ann Olson, Charleston, WV
Anne Fitzpatrick Powell'", Lexington
Crystal Nicole Robinson", Lexington
Sarah Grace Rodrian ...., Lexington
William Edward Roebuck, Jr.", Orlando, FL
Stacy Lynn Siegel ...., Oxford, OH
Brandy Renea Southard, Louisville
Carrie C. Speck", Paducah
Bradley Shane Stevenson", Lexington
Ronald Clark Switzer, [r., Lexington
Tamara ZaNiea Thomas, Louisville
Margaret Louise Tibbles ....
Erin Elizabeth Tracy ...., Anchorage
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Christy Marie Turner, Fort Knox
Bobbie Michelle Wilcoxson, Lexington
Angeniene N. Wilmoth", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Family
and Consumer Sciences
Education
Cathy [o Cannada", Georgetown
Sarah Michelle Cillam'". Ashland
Stephanie Erin Gray, Harrodsburg
Sherri Ann Griffin, Lexington
Angela Gayle Johnson, Virgie
Carrie Lynn Beckman Logan, Hamilton, OH
Brenton Todd Raider, Irvine
Arnie Nicole Sells, Florence
Rebecca Dawn Wentz, Grayson
Maria Christina Wertzler", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Hospitality Management
Nicole Lynn Bean", Fort Thomas
Jeffery Ray Borton", Crestwood
Cynthia Slade Caldwell, Florence
Absalom Carlisle
Matthew Stephen Carroll, Santa Clarita, CA
Jennifer Autumn Caswell, Carlisle
Bryan Daniel Flood ...., LaGrange
Allison K Hahn, Bardstown
Jimmy Michael Haley, Lowell, MA
Melody Dawn HaW", Springfield, IL
Lydia Dawn Hamblin'", Hazard
Casey Richard Harris ...., Madisonville
Carrie Rebekah Hennessey, Edgewood
John Chili Huang, Lexington
Meaghan Willow Kelley, Chimacum, WA
Brandie [o Kennedy ...., Lexington
Hannah Joy Kunz, Wilmore
Karen Lynn Lajeunesse", Albany, NY
Folake B. Owoeye
Gina Marie Picciano", Haddonfield, NJ
Carolyn Patricia Rader, Grafton, VA
Donald Grier Reavis
Cathy Ann Rosenberger, Villa Hills
April Renee Russell'". Somerset
Stephen Matthew Scaldaferri, Centreville,
VA
Kathrine Lynn Silver", Ashland
Eleanor Briggs Terwort, Lakeside Park
Tonya Renee Thomason", Lexington
Melissa Nicole Thompson ...., Winchester
Tracy Lynn Watson", Louisville
Leia N. Westerfield, Owensboro
Bachelor of Science in Human
Nutrition
Christina Elaine Cole'", Providence
Leigh Danielle Hamilton, Pikeville
Sharlette Nicole Tolliver, Whitesburg
Bachelor of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel and
Textiles
Iama Nicole Amburn, Louisville
Justin Nicholas Berger, Fort Mitchell
Monica Claire Berger, Lakeside Park
Kathryn Anne Blair, Louisville
Andrea Jane Blanton'", Lexington
Tara Lynn Boggs, Centerville, OH
Kelly Ann Brandsma'", Grand Rapids, MI
Kelly Babson Burkholder, Louisville
Felicia Marie Clarke'", Lexington
Nancy Marie Collins", Villa Hills
Brenda Lea Cooper", Benton
Cassandra Elaine Crawford, Hopkinsville
Heather Chamberlin Dueitt, Louisville
[ayme Eileen Plcyd'", Henderson
Melody Ann Pritz'", Louisville
Allison Elizabeth Ceorge'", Shelbyville
Palana Marie Creenwell'", Sturgis
Sonja A. Grey, Danville
Alison Gwen Grigsby", Hazard
Maria Joy Gummersheimer, Lexington
Summer Elizabeth Hall'", Owensboro
Hazel Aquaaba Hanson- Monnie, Canada
Melissa Campbell Hrankowsky'".
Barbourville
Cora Lynnette Keber'", Richmond
Amanda Key, Henderson
Ann Elizabeth Knapke, Wyoming, OH
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Kimberly Joy Kuzrnovich", Bethel Park, PA
Anne Forsythe Mitche1l**,Lexington
Elizabeth Rodgers Noble, St Albans, WV
Megumi Numoto, Japan
Kira Nicole Overy", Prospect
Kara Lane Price'". Louisville
Kristy Rene' Quarles, Lexington"
Shelly Jo Richerson, Campbellsville
Megan Ellen Shuck", Louisville
Carey Kirsten Sondgerath", Covington
Louise Claiborne Van winkle'", Louisville
Sarah Chenault Van Winkle'", Louisville
Melissa Brooke watktns'", Burlington
[aclyn Ninette wesr'. Maysville
Sarah Jean WoW, Lebanon, OH
Christine Elizabeth Young, Lexington
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Temitayo Omoteleola Adeagbo, Louisville
Maria Aksenova, Lexington
Lesley Leigh Allen'", Hazard
Kimberly Anne Applegate-Smith
Rachel Dorene Baker'", Evarts
Linda Marie Barron", Lexington
Shelley Anne Bumfin Bauer'", Lexington
Julie Schuetz Brasher'", Louisville
jo Yvonne Burke, Paintsville
Meghan Elizabeth Burke, Poca, WV
Amy Nicole Caffee-Shive'", Glasgow
Tanya Michelle Carter, Lexington
Melissa Jean Chandler'". Carmel, IN
Karen Cheek, Manchester
Catherine Marina Chiappetta'", Shelbyville
Denise Michelle Crawford, Louisville
Margot Denise Crease ...., Middletown, OH
Jessica Sue Crytzer ...., Jamestown, NY
Miranda Alyce Dattilo, Campbellsville
Lori Danelle Davis ...., Nicholasville
Diane Bass Dawson, Elizabethtown
Jamie Marie Lukas Day'". Frenchtown, NJ
Heather Suzanne DeVore, Louisville
Joy Ivette Diaz, Evansville, IN
Stacy Rene Eckert'", Fairfield, OH
Stephanie Lynn Egan, Villa Hills
Lee Ann Ennis, Campbellsville
Julie Anne Espelage, Cincinnati, OH
Nancy Lou Thomas Evanoff"
Alissa Lea Everman, Ashland
Stephanie Marie Falloway, Owensboro
Shirley Baker France, Acawam
Whitney Elizabeth Franz, Lexington
Vicki Nelson Gibson" ..., Paris
Amanda Nicole Glasford, Taylorsville
Jennifer Anne Craham'", Hendersonville, TN
Cathy Leigh Crizzle'", Raceland
Lisa Lynn Groves, Lima, OH
Jillisa Danielle Hawk'", Somerset
Martha Duncan Hawkins, Lancaster
Amanda Moore Hayes'", Mayfield
Carla Hays, London
Shena Dawn Hensley, Lily
Ashley Ann Higdon'", Owensboro
Virginia Marie Hodskins, Lewisport
Kristina Marie Holeman, Louisville
Marisa Noelle Huntzinger'", Ft Wayne, IN
Patricia Lynn [ones-Bendel, Lexington
Erika Marie Kelly**, Franklin, TN
Amy Kirunchyk'", Middlesboro
Megan Elizabeth Koch, Floyds Knobs, IN
Jennifer Singleton Larson'", Danville
Neila-Susan Lawson, Cave City
Christoher David Lewis, Gordon
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Brende Lynn Lott'". Owensboro
Carrie Elizabeth Matthews'", Hardinsburg
Callie Ruth McGlone, Grayson
Jennifer Jean Miller, Radcliff
Lisa Marie Morgan, Georgetown
Ruth Ann Oremus'", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Pace, Benton
Andrea Michelle Palmer'", Cynthiana
Lindsey Lou Peyton, Madisonville
Sandra Lynn Brashears-Ramsey'", Frankfort
Susan Smith Rice, Hyden
Karlee Kathleen Schmidt, Edgewood
Heather Leora Singleton'", Lexington
Erica Kathleen Sipple'", South Shore
Christina Marie Smith, Philpot
Frances Marie Edelen Stickler'", Loretto
Shelley Danielle Stockton" ..., Winchester
Shannon Rae Summers'", Louisville
Jessica Smoot Tabor'", Owenton
Angela Marie Thompson, Paducah
Emily MariBea Turpen'", Somerset
Marie Lynnette VonKuster, London
Carol Elizabeth Weaver, Ashland
Lisa Jean Wendling, Edgewood
Kathryn Lea whtles'", Highland Hts
Bessie Ellen Taylor Wright, Seco
College of Social Work
Dean: Kay S. Hoffman
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Sharma Leigh Austin, Owensboro
Heather Jean Beldon, Junction City
Monica Leigh Botkins"
Cynthia A. Bowling'", Lexington
[aquelene Villa Bradley, Henderson
Alicia Renee Brown, Lexington
Margie}. Cherry, Lexington
Deann Nicole Cofer, Versailles
Latascha Lashawn Craig", Louisville
Isaac Fisher Curtis III"",Cincinnati, OH
[ae Lynn Browning Darnell", Nortonville
Amanda Jean Davis, Lexington
Melissa Dawn Roy Def'aul'", Lexington
Adrienne Nicole Dewees", Union
Ann-Michelle Dills, Frankfort
Krista M. Drescher-Burke, Louisville
Michele Marie Dunagan, Somerset
Anissa Elliott, Bowling Green
Dennis Abram Fisher II>!-"',Louisville
Christy Kate Fitch, Lexington
Robin Ann Pojas, Wheelwright
Hillary Morton Gardner, Owensboro
Brian Joseph Garrand , Henderson
Tezra Monique Gause , Lexington
Shalonda Waynette Gregory", Louisville
Kara Beth Groth, Lexington
Sheri Lyn Hamlin, Lexington
Amanda Mildred Hankla, Lilburn, GA
William Eric Hart -. Russell Springs
Nicole ReNee' Hassell, Lexington
Phyllis Ann Hayden, Lexington
Tammy L. Hewitt, Lexington
Vicki Lee Horner, Louisville
Kay Ann Morton Hubbard", Berea
Kristy Michelle Hunt, New Freedom, PA
Jamie Lynn Kelley, Shelbyville
Mary Elizabeth Kennedy, Lexington
Scarlet Gail Kidwell, Lexington
Amy [o Lainhart , Lexington
Emilie Lynn Lee , Lexington
Laura Lee Livesay, Lexington
Kimberly Joy Martin, Harlan
Miranda Nicole Martin, Paducah
Natalie Renee Martin, Lexington
Julie M. Scollin McClanahan ...., Georgetown
Nicole Marie McClintock", Georgetown
Shannon Elaine Merritt", Flatwoods
Elizabeth Beaty Moran, Danville
Dominique Knite Myrick, Maysville
David Anthony Neihoff Jackson, TN
Kelly Lynn O'Bryan, Louisville
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Staci Michelle Hall Orendi", Danville
Shantia A. Owens, Newark, NJ
Jay Paul Parker, Owensboro
Teri Ann Lawson Pushell", Somerset
Laneshia Rae' Rowe, Lexington
Casey Michelle Saultzman", Lewisport
Erin Beth Sidebottom, Munfordville
Jackie Marie Slaughter, Lexington
Cassandra Marie Sparks", Lexington
Kara Barcley Stith, Lexington
Erica Leigh Stocker, Lexington
Teri Nichelle Stovall'", Central City
Andrea Millard Srivastava", Lexington
Shaunica C. Summers, Louisville
Linda Marie Tackett, Lexington
Shevan Nadine Threats", Providence, RI
Marsheila Joyce Brooks Tincher",
Nicholasville
Rebecca Leigh Toler, Frankfort
Kara Lee Tunnell, Lexington
Devon Turner, Jackson
Elizabeth Ann Wen", Versailles
Amanda B. Whorley, Lexington
Myron Chadwick Willis ...., Lexington
Teri Dawn Wilson ...., Lexington
Loretta Young Workman, Plain City, OH
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.8 or higher for at least three years (90hours) are graduated with "Summa Cum Laude."
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.6 to 3.79 for at least three years are graduated "Magna Cum Laude." Students who attain
a grade point average of 3.4 to 3.59 for at least three years are graduated "Cum Laude." A student who has spent only two years (60hours)
at the University may receive any of the above honors ifhe or she attains a standing of .2higher than the three-year (90hours) requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided cord worn on the left shoulder. Students graduating Summa Cum
Laude wear a gold and white cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a blue and white cord; and students graduating Cum






















































































































































































































































Gohar Mahmood Saeed ..










Jeffery Dirk Settles II
Kevin Wayne Sexton
David Allen Shadd 11"""
Amanda Cristine Shaw
Amy Elizabeth Shelton"
Jessica Meadows Sherman ....
Eric Scott Shields
James Brandon Shields ....






Jeremy Mills Smith ....
Michael Edward Sparks
Sarah Purser Sparks











John Edward Strum II





Arleta Rayene Taylor ....
Daniel William Tenkman ....

































































Clint Collis Blankenship ....
John Paul Blevins, JI.
Steven Scott Blount
Gilbert Andre Boissonneault ....
Erica Danielle Bordes





















































Mark David DeCastro ....
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Melissa Dawn Depaul ....
Amanda Leigh Dickey



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bradford Raymond Sohnlein ....




Randall Tracy Starnes ....






Shelley Danielle Stockton ....
Benjamin Barckley "Storey, Jr.
Samantha K Stratton
Amanda Leigh Strouse
Shannon Rae Summers ....
Shelley Lynn Surgener

















Melissa Ann Ussery •

































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is attained.

















William Randolph Allen 11**
Theresa Lynn Bacigalupo
Samuel Dean Bailey



















































































Daniel Joseph Sherman, [r














































































































































































































































































































































































































Students eligible for these awards are identified by the gold and blue sash worn across the left shoulder.

















































The Omicron Delta Kappa Society is the National Leadership Honor Society that recognizes and encourages superior scholarship, leadership, and
exemplary character. Membership in ODK is a mark of highest distinction and honor. Individuals wearing the black/blue/white triple braid
honor cords, draped over their shoulders, are active members in Omicron Delta Kappa Society.
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PROVOST'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
In 1990, the Chancellor's Awards for Outstanding Teaching for tenured and non-tenured faculty and teaching assistants were
established. In accordance with the re-organization of the University in 2002, the awards are re-named the Provost Awards for
Outstanding Teaching. Qualities of dedication, imagination, creativity, inspiration, and concern for students are among the traits
considered for this award.
2002 RECIPIENTS OF THE PROVOST AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Outstanding Teaching Award for Tenured Faculty
Ronald A. Pen, Music
Debra A. Harley, Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling
Outstanding Teaching Award for Non-Tenured Faculty
J. Kert Viele, Statistics
James J. Krupa, Biology




THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIA nON GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957, the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association established awards to be presented annually to members of the
University teaching and research staff who had achieved distinction in writing and/ or research and teaching. In 1967, the award was modified to
recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by student
organizations, a select number of professors are chosen annually to receive the Association's Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 2002 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Douglas D. Damrn, College of Dentistry
Associate Professor Robert Gillette, College of Business and Economics
Professor Clair L. Hicks, College of Agriculture
Professor David Lee Miller, College of Arts and Sciences
Associate Professor Susan J. Scollay, College of Education
Associate Professor Nikiforos Stamatiadis, College of Engineering
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
In 1977, research professorships were established to enhance and encourage scholarly research productivity and to recognize outstanding research
achievement. The recipients are excused from teaching duties for a year allowing them to conduct full-time research.
RECIPIENTS OF RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
Professor Gary Ferland, Department of Physics and Astronomy
Professor Andrew Klapper, Department of Computer Science
Professor Thomas Leinbach, Department of Geography
Professor Timothy McClintock, Department of Physiology
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THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975, Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually
the member of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contribution to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE 2002 WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Dr. Susan E. Carvalho, Professor of Spanish
ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
In recognition of the collaborative research efforts of their parents, Elizabeth H. and Albert D. Kirwan, UK's seventh president, William E. Kirwan II
and Albert D. Kirwan, Jr. established the Kirwan Memorial Prize, in 1994, to recognize contribution to the original research or scholarship by a
University of Kentucky faculty member. A $5,000 award is given to this year's recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
Dr. Thomas A. Widiger, Professor of Psychology
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a
student of the University of Kentucky, who need not to be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or association
with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan
Medallions are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evin.ce a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and
women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 2002
Don Ball- Citizen
Amanda Holloway - Graduating Woman
James John Varellas III - Graduating Man
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>I- Degree awarded August 3, 2001
Dates of Graduation
** Degree awarded December 15, 2001
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 5, 2002 if
candidates have met all degree requirements
Names listed multiple times indicate multiple degrees
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by
Dr. Frank L.McVey, President of
the University of Kentucky
from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the State and to
Life. The University that has given you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and
daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the
government, development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests and widened
your powers of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty done; and if in the doing,
character has become your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with
its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds, to set aside
prejudice in your judgment ofmen and affairs. Ithopes that you will shun evil inall its forms and
be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the
feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now reflect your
heritage. To your fellow man, the University is measured by your character, by your deeds, by
the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger
fellowship of the University. It is right and fitling that you should stand and solemnly raising
your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Commonwealth
and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and
my fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University
Senate recommending, the Board ofTrustees of the Kentucky
has conferred upon you the Diploma of the University of
Kentucky, confirmed and acknowledged by the Great Seal of the
University. .
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